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day, (Sunday excepted,* at No.
Exchange, Exchange Street. Portland.
every

N. A.

IS

MUSINCSS

puoiisnru

Printers’

1

MRS. 31 A. BOSWORXH,

FOSTER, Proprietor.

Terms:—Eight Dollars a year
Single copies 4 c-M'ts.

in advance.

Fashionable Millinery

MAINE STATE PnESS, is published at the
place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,

TIIK
same

invariably

-A5D-

in advance.

jDress

Dnde head of •‘Amosbmkmts” $2.00 per
square
*
p»r week; tliree in serif ns or less. S1.50.
5 Per square lor the firs!
$*■
i-1P.'|CI.AI'.«h1o«C,!8'
nd 26 cents per
WJ\‘
square tor each subsequt-ni insertion.
in9e"e<1 in the “Maine Statf
rEKSs (wnlch has a
large circulation in every part
a^ ^or
l)ei equate lo*- first insertion
a **
and
50 cents per equate for each
subsequent inser

von.

March!),

18C8.

THOMES, SMAKD0N & CO..
JOBBERS OF

WOOEEJ\'S,
Tailors’ Trimmings!

PAGE,

Bankers and
114 Slate

EXIHAIAOE

I

Merchants,

LUADO.1

ou

Co.,

Street, Boston*

allowed.
ADVaM'Em made
pool and London.

FULLER,

on

Liverteb2bl6m

FITZ7

DANA &
OE

Large

In

Small

or

4gj,anfiilc..

ALSO,

Shorts, Fine Feed

& Cr=Corn

ISfChuice Family flour by the single barrel

bags.

B. H. WEBB
J. L. FOGG,
Dee 28, 1887 -d3m

in Yellow Pine
Orders solicited.

PwI<EK£?/^'CES~ri;
MtGilvory. Esq.,

___

C.

a.

Kaylor <6 Co. ’s Cast Steel,
Muntz’s Yellow Metal Sheathing,

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

CORNER
August. 30,1868.

91 middle Siren, Crnsco Bank Block
Portland*
Not 21.
wtf

No.

GEO. L. KIMBALL & CO.,

mar26dtl

Successors

TAILOR,
Street,

Also

Hbve this

removed to
new and
erected tor them

store

CS and 60 Middle St.,
On the Old Site occupied by them previous to the
fire.

great
Portland, March 16.

tf

GEO.

L.

Attorney

Commission

Law,

at

CIIAS.
JOS. P. DREW.

IVanIiisglon,

o. Box, 1009.)

ip.

CHAPMAN &

D. C.

HASKELL,

goods
A*D

PREBLE

Have removed to the

store

new

&

manufactory
Ware-Rooms,
No. 16
Market
Square,
and

c1wDm45

PORTLAND,

<.t.sfii:ld,
Sheriff for Cumberland Co.

Will a1 tend to
Mar 20 v. Cwl3#

the business ot that office.

33S Commercial til

(fool of Park HI.,)

,

__Portland,

Mainb,

au29dtt

FLOUR.
2500 Iibls. Choice Southern White
Wheat Flour.
1200 Bbl<. Choice Spring Wheat
Flour.

a

good

schcmacheu7~
PA L\TF«.

CeaftreM tfl, l onlaud, ille,

Jal2dit__One door above Brown.
G. & J. T. DONNELL.

Cord:lyre Mauiii'uetnrcrs,

Inelu ing Full Cl ings, Iishennen’s Hawsers, BoltPoint Hope, Trawl Warp, Lath
Yarn, &c.
Orders solicited.

_janSutim
8 VS SKUA VI,

mroKTEB,
AND

DEALER

Hats and

IB

Caps,

130 Middle Street,
PORTLAND,
MAINE.
W* Cash paid for Shipping Furs.
sep20dtf
HOWARD <0

CLEAVES,

PORTLAND,
Howard, jy9'67-iy

Nathan

S. FREEH AN

&

Cleaves.

Safe l;asbeen tested with safes of cverv other manufacture, and the result has been' to^al
destruction to < ont.ii s of all save the Steam muePboof Safes, whose contents were Not Injured.
Manufactured to order of auy size, with or without steel Burglar Prooi Boxes, and fitted up to suit

THIS

Under the superintendence of MR. GEO. L. DAthe firm, formorly Superintendent of the Tremont Sate and Machine Com-

MON, junior member of

Commercial Mti-ect,
laud, Maine.

Port-

PP'We would refer to 1he Sa es in the Fust National Bank, Portland Savings Bank. Hon. Ge >. W.
\N oodman’s Block, and
Norway Sav.ngs Bank, as
specimens of our work.
Aiaich 2, 1867.
d3m
[Star copy.

CROCKERY WARE!
AlNo# 02 Commercial At., head of fflaiiic
W

&

COillflOIV

Co.,

WARE,

Which will be sold

CASH/

FOR

ABEL SAWYER
Portland, Feb 20. 1808.

Star

&

CO
maiOdtl

Match_ Corporation.

W. &

0. R.

Manu’actnreri and dealers In

MILLIKEN,

Star Ma'cb,
public
them the following advantages
INforoffering
the
other
viz:
to the

Jfurnaces,

Can be tonnd in their
KUW BUILDING Of! I/KB
IT.,
(Opposite the Market.}
Where (hey Will be pleased to see all'thelr former
•osiomersaud receive orders as usual.
augl7<itf n

the

to

we

Copartnership.

The undersigned have formed a
copartnership
under the firm name of LEWIS, CIIASE& WHITTEN, anil have taken (lie old sand cf E. H. chase
A Co., 14,16 and 18 Custom House Wharf.
T. C. LEWIS, E. H. CHASE, O. B. WHITTEN.

Lewis,

Chase &

Whitten,

Wholesale and Betail Dealers in

INSPECTORS of Dry A Pickled Pish & Bait
14, 16

&

18 Custom House Wharf,
PORTLAND, Mlf.
mar4dlm

Copartnership
New firm

No. 1

at

a

Furniture,

Made from the be t material and
by EXPERIENCED
WOUKMEN, at

Ul BLAKE’S,

JMjMIdtl_Mo. 10 Crogg St., Portland,
natha v web#,

Attorney

at

Me.

Exchange St.

The

Subscribers

are now

DEALER

Merchant
IN

prepared to fill

order* for

*

bains. Anchors, Naval
Stores, Oakum, Duck,
*

gallmaker’s Stores, Boat-Baihler’s and Block-Maker’s Hardware, Manilla Hawsers, Paints.

Oils, and etc.
131 Omnicrci'il Mreet, Portland, life.
1*. S. lack es and Fade, an 1 Flags of every deMrlpiiou mads te erder at shortest notice Orders hr
putu jirossidiy attended te.
aaariswu

continue the business of

COAL AND WOOD l

HARD

oland

AjVD

SOFT

WOOD,

Delivered in any part of the city.
WM. H. EVANS,
CHAS H. GKEENE.
Portland, Nov 1st, 1867.
noldcf

CLEANSING.
A.

FOSTER

Portland and Poreat

O.ty Dye

and

oe

March 18.

codSm*

re.urned, free

ot

charge.

Gentlemen's Garments
A.

FOSTER

Sc

CO.,

of the Portland and Forest City
Dye Ho u?e, Office No. 315 Congress Street, have
made arrangements wish expo?fenced workmen to
repair gentlemen's garments in the neatest and best
manner. Also cleans ng and dyeing to order as usnal.
March 18. eod3m*

PROPRIETORS

CLOSING OCT.
THE "STOCK
In Store No. 12

Exchange

St.

Fur and Wool Hats t
A

Caps,

variety of

Straw

Goods, &c.,

Must be closed out previous to May 1st. A good opportune y is offered to purchasers to obtain these
goods at

Great

The

Miracle of the Age

ZIMMETtMA N>S

Steam Cooking Apparatus,
DINNER COOKED for twenty persons over
ONE hole of the Stove. Can be put on any
Store or Range ready for instant use.
Water changed to a delicious Soup by distillation.
Leaves the entire house tree irom offensive odors in
cooking. Its results astonish all who try it.
KT“Send tor a Circular.
For Hale, an alno Town and County
Rights in the Slate, bv
John cousens,
fan 3-dtf
Kcunebunk. Me.

A

Organs and Melodeons
Of the latest improved Slyle and Tone, Manufactured by

WM.

P.

HASTINGS,

Uto. 15 Chestnut Street,
MAINE.

Portland,

cu m be b land

At

a

reduction in

31 Free

{SIMMS,

MANUFACTURER.

Brooms and

OF

Brushes,

And Dealers in

Broom

Corn, Handles,

And Everything required in Ihc HlBUnfaClure of Broom.,

SO

feb 3-‘13m

Street.

PACKING AND

Preble

S-SSSa,
Mar

Street,
PORTLAND."

T.

28-i

TF.

Mar 21-dtf

FCRMI URE,

done ut wbort

Polishing
uotice, by
F. FREEMAN.

Tents.
»upF7 Of Tents, tif all sliea, for sal.
A i2?*LCunuaerdal
Btr«*tt bead e« Wid*erjr'»
^•tore
WMu.
|erf# 4tt

Work,

suit the most economical;
M

E

w.

O

V

A

1,

THOMAS,
lawyer,

Has removed to No 24
Exchange
leb18
mg, over Merchant’s

Jr.,

st., Thom»a Budd-

Exchange.

d3m

Kemoval.
leased for

a

On said wha-f, I am now able to offer to the trade
good assortment of Long and Short

a

UMBER,
Under

JUST

RECEIVED

Choice

Slew Crop Tea.,
SelliDg Cheap at th.
Japanese Tea Store,

Some

very

B.h 29-411

■3 F.d.ral St.
WM. 1, WBAOO.

“28

n

ol

5®

kinds,

Doors, Sashes

Gravel,
Nerrou* Debility, »euiinal
tunmioua, Involuntary
Dis-

charges

sawed to

order.

and Blinds /
tor sale

by

DEKRING,

Commercial Street, Hobson’s
NHI2?
High Street.

Wharf, foot oi
febl3dtf

REMOVAL.

SPARROW’S

,,

FAMIIV CASES
33 large rials, miworco c*re,
couiainiua a apreillc for every
ordinary disease a family is subject to, and a book of direciious, $10,00
Smaller Vutnily and Truvrliuz cases,
will. 20 to 28 viala
.Horn $3 to $8
Specifics tor all Private Discuses, both
for Curias and for Preventive treatment, in viala and pocket cases,....V J to $3
IS'-Tliese Remedies by the case or single Box are
sent to any part of the
Country, by mail orexpresa
tree ot charge on receipt of the
price.
Address
Humphrey’s Specific
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE CAMP V
Office and D°"°! No 502 Broadway, New York.
DK. HUMPHREY is consulted daily at
his office
peraoii&Jy or by letter as above, lor all i.,rms of disa;,d

Super Phosphate.

The. Standard

Fertilizer for all
Crops.

Richer in Ammonia and Rboaphoric Acid
than any Fertilizer in the Market.
PACKAGE

Day Removed to

Exchange St.,

Every Kind,

-ajnd-

for any amount,
Can be obtained

Read the Te.tnmony.
Stetson, Maine, Nov. 27, W.
Messrs. B. R. Croas.lale & Co. lot North l ei. At
Phil a.—I have just returned irrm an
absence of
some *;z weeks, or your letter sboula
have been answer. d sooner,
lean sav in refirence to 10 vour
Super-phosphate thai I have u e i the Phosphate of
two O'her Manulacturers, ami J have never
received
as much benefit irorn
any as from this I sold it to
twenty-one *armfrs, and they all say It Is the best
V everused. I used it on an old
mowing field;
acre, and it increased ilie crop one]“?
y?‘
lbird to one-fiftfi p*rt. I used it on
my oats, and
ibe piece o< ground was ruu down and
worn out—
tne oals were about tbiee or tour inch s
high—it
changed the color at once, became dark and stoul.
had a splend d crop. I eau raise as
corn with
good
six dollar* worth to one acre as 1 can
with eight
coruB
I will send you the

manure.

CST"AH persons desiring insurance of thit character, are respect fully invited to call.
Portland, Feb. 7,1888. feblldtl

WOODMAN,'~TRUE

& CO.,

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

IN

GOODS!

WOOLENS,

Gents’ Furnishing

Goods,

AND SMALL WARES,
Have this day removed to Woodman’s Block,
Corner of Middle and Pearl Streets,
Nearly opposite their old site.
Agents for Maine tor the World-renowned
Linen
Finish
Collar I
With Cloth at the Button Hole, and
Gray’s Patent Molded
Collar
—ALSO—

for

Agents

Machine.

Birgers Sewing

WOOOinAK,
Portland, Dec 2d, 18t.7.

Daniel goodwin.

Portland, Me., Nov 13,1867.
«,
T.
Messrs B.
R. Croasda e & Co.;
The Phosp hate hus given pertect satialaaion in
every ca c save one, andin fields where it lias been
used it can be plainly disiiugu.shed
by the superior
growth and color ol the crops.
Yours,
A. F. LUNT.
«

-fiT. M.BRE WE

R,

Gordam, Maine, Dec. 23,1SG7.

Mess B R Croasdale & Co:
1 used in the spring of 18G7 a small
quantity of
your Supcr-Pnospbatc upon my apple orchard of
young growth—just before a rain
The effect was
sun rising; it changed the toliage at
once, became
dark, and the growth of wood during the season
greatly exceeded that of previous yea-s. T found also the toliage remained longer on the trees than when
I did not apply the Pho-pliate.
I used it on my garden tor
cirn, potatoes, beans,
peas, beets, cucumi-ers, &c., and the effect was highly satisfactory excepting the potatoes. 1 had a row
ot grape vines, and used the Phosphate on them.
I
was agreeably surpiised with the
re-ulr, ns 1 did not
expect anything lrom it, as the land was so run
down. Jt did well tor them, aod they showed a
very
remarkable grow th. I can fully re?ommcnd this aras a

out and hid not been tilled tor many ycais.
regard it as an exceedingly valuable lerli izer, aud
so recommend it to all mj friends.
I also Know ibat
my neighbor, James Moody, Esq., used it on liis
farm and nuisery with the same re-ulu as mysell.
E. W. JACKSON.

Gorham, March 1,1868.

92 MIDDLE STREET,

Marrett & Poor's New Block, where may befcund a
full assortment of Leather Belting, as cheap, and
equal to any in New England. Belting and Loom
Straps made to order. Also for sale, Belt Leather
Backs and Sides, Leather Trimmings, Lace Leather,
Belt Hooks, Copper ltlvets and Burs.
jy 19dtf

ii K M

O

at Law,

If.

W.

L

at

Law,

Solicitor pf Patents,
Has Removed to

BROWN’S NEW BLOCK.

Advances made

on

No. 6 1-2 Union Wharf, Portland.
Also for sale by

SA WYFit d;

dtl

Store

WOODFORD',
1HE1R

AT

Seed

Corner of Brown and Congress Streets,

|»18

GOKHAM. MAINE.

!

CLIFFORD,

Counsellor
And

A

V

ADDRESS

SAMUEL H. BOBBINS,
WHOLESALE DEPOT

RBILL,

removed to 144$ Exchange Street, opposite presPost Office.
july9dtf

has
ent

ISAAC McLELLAN.

used Croasdale’s Super-Phosphate the last seasou iu planting
my corn, potatoes and garden, and
was satisfied with ihe result.
1 got good crops of
corn aud potatoes on newly broken up land, which
I

was run

removed to

Attorney

good fertilizer.

I

Manufacturer of Leather Belting,

ME

West Filmouth, Me., Dec.23,18o7.

«

Mess. B. R. Croasdale & Co :
I chanced to tall upon some of your
Phosphate in
Portland last year, and bei ig pleased with the appearance ol it, 1 tried it on my carrots.
There was
three-fourths of an acre of ground, aud I use 1 one
barrel cf Phosphate. I harvested fifteen ions ot carrots trom the piece. 1 have usod Coe’s aud the Cumberland, but never received so mu h benefit trom
them as from this.
The carrots weie large size aiul
fine flavor. I also used it on barley; and had it not
beeu blown down,
should have had a good crop.—
As it was, it was much b. tier than
auy other in the
neighborhood. I used cue barrel to the acre. 1 also
use 1 it on my strawberr es. and in
seiting the plants
put it in t*‘6 hill. The growth \\a< splendid, and I
shad be aide to tell you of a large
crop ot berries
next year 1 hope.
Yours,
IRA WINN.

Yours,

(Successor to J. Smith & Co.)

A.

M**w.

MefMrs J* W Pron-.LOo Ot <;o
I u>ed
side by side with Coe’s and
cou d see eien till ihe first of
Augu t ;< decided benefit in favor of yours-tbat is, ttie stalks of corn weie
much largei. I used it iretdy on grass m the
spring,
and late on some tur: ip*.
The grass crop was remark ably good, and it remains to te reen what the
iu nips will do.
The season was too wet to properly
lest it.
F. E. HOWARD.
Yours,

ticle

VRIJK & CO.
decaltm

REMOVAL.

NO.

amony oi

yourPh-spuarc

others being represented at this agency.

no

tes

neighbors soon. I think I can sell from 60 to 100
tons. How soon an you
ship it? I think now April
*
will be soon enough.
Yours &c,
M. E. RICE.

War Ceidoewathb,

fn

First Class Companies,
Only,

BRAND

Standard Guaranteed by Pro/. James C. Broth.
Chemical U. S. Mint Philadelphia.

^

(BOYD’S BLOCK,)

Where Insurance of

BEARING

Stetson, Maine. Feb. 12th 1868.
tm
,,
This
certifies that
I used Croasdak-’s Superphosphate last season on corn and believe it i created my
cron, one-third at least, as I kit a
part of the piece
without, and all manured adke.

OFFICE

]Vo. 72

Oroamaa dk Co, Agent*.

CMOASDALE ’S

ol

INSURANCE AGENCY!
this

1 AA

50
Canker,
wetting bed, 50
Eri““'F Wimkae*.,
Period*, with Spasms, 50
Sufieimgh at Change of Life.
100
Epilepsy.Spoons, Si. Vitus’ Dance,l 00
Dipbtberia.uleerated Sore Throat, 60

mv

Is

50
50
50

Noif 11 ont!i,

EACH

cover.

all

Debility,Physt aiWeaknJw/O

JropNy, »nd tnanty Secreiion*
J^a^c.kne**, sickness from riding,

Wharf, Genuine

And Bemoved (o the

O'”Spruce dimension,

2.cr
•'ful«,ei»largedGlands,Swellii*gaf 50
Generul

buildings

South Side of Commercial
Street,

L

l,®°P,,,« I'ougliAiolent Coughs. 50
A*,,ha,a’Gppresseil Breathing,
fio
Impaired Hearing,50
rwr
m

*'•

term of years the

Mead of Hobson’s

No. IIS Exchange
Portland, IVlaiue.

March 14.

Street,
d2m

Daily Press Job Office,
No. 1 Printers’

Goods to the

Exchange,

Exchange Street.

Messrs.OHUROHLL, BROWNS & MANSON
Are prepared to make liberal advances on a'l kinds
of Lumber, Cooperage and Provisions, to any oi the
Ports of the Island, aud their connections with the
first class Houses ot the Island, mahe this n desirable mode foi parties wishing to ship Goods to that

market,

Portland,

16

Dec. 1867.

Bailie

Savings Bank.
Savings Rank.

est

possible notice to accommodate
friends and the public with

Cavalry Saddles

Posters, Programmes,
BILL-HEADS, CIRCULARS,
Cards, Tags, Blanks, Labels,
And every

these

Bridle and

are

all in

Halter $10.

Orders from the country solicited, to which
prompt attention will be paid.

F

L

Parent

E

!

S

FEW OF

B-rsch-LoattEg Rifles,

A

superior article, for sale at
NO, 90 FEDERAL STREET,

Twenty-five

per cent,
1868. dim

discount trorn former prices.
_

Wo.

Catalogues, &c.,

Daily

31

No. 1 Printers9 Exchange,
Exchange St., Portland.
N. A.

Grass Seed.
lOOO
Bob* Herds Crass Heed.
200
l lover S.edi
<

50

For sale by
feb 0.1 listf

Urn

Udtf

«

Bed

Top Seed.

__

SHAW, HAMMOND & CARNEY,
113 commercial Sueet.

EIGHT HORSE POWEJK
Portable Engine.

ONE

PACKING AND SHIPPING FCENITUKE,
Varnishing and Polishing done at short
notice, hr

r.

FOSTER, Proprietor.

free Street.

Upholstering, Fnrniture, Repairing,
W.

Press Job Ollice

Itmloii, Ulna..

A

March a,

We have superior facilities for the execution of

prime condition and Kiituble tor

21-eod2m

Miyoard’j

Printing.

Which tor neatness and dispatch cannot be surpassed

and

private use. and are offered at about one third their
original co$t, a rare opportunity is offered 10 every
Faimer, or w any one owning a lior<-e.
A discount will be made to dealers purchasing a
quantity.
WILLIAM HEAD & SONS,
13 Fauueil Hall Square,

KI

description

Mercantile

ot

Leather

Complete with Bridle toith Curb Bit,
Halter; price lor complete set,

Saddle,

our

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS

subscribers offer for sale

600 Black Leather

■(,

Having completely i.sturnishcd our ofllco since the
Great Fire, with all kinds of New Material,
Presses, «&c.. we are prepared on the short-

on

The

& JOB

Executed with Neatness and Despatch.

dc16<f

Saddles and Bridles !

As

EVEBY DESCRIPTION OF

BOOK, CARD,

FliEEMAN.

XV. H. PUILI.IF*.

Commercial St.,
Forttasd, Aug 3»,-dt
o

loot ol

'or

to agree that pressure is the

powerfully,

point glacialiste arc by no
1

and upon

means aeret-d.
muon seems to bo that ihe
weight
van cm » mass is Us If the effle ent cause

Ibis

The latest

of flio adof motion.

But while this is
probably true in tho main, other
en-ents tending to the same result, and
generally
over ooked bv iuvestig
dors—ought to be taken into
e

sidera'ion. • * * •
weight of the glaciers as a whole is about Ihe
all tho year round. Ii there ore
pressure re
■alt ng Irom dead weight be the all
controlling agency, it, progress shuulo be uui-orm during the who e
rear, or even greatest in w ider, which is bv no
means ihe case.
By r series of cxpeiluienls 1 have
ascertained that theoiiward
movement, whatever be
its annual average, is accelerated iu
spiing and ear y
summer,
ihe average annual advancement ol a
a glacier be ng a, a
given fate, at the rate of about
ieet, it- average summ-r advam.e at
at lbe rate of t"° hundred
Slid
1‘r,1”11'
I'-I *.be
■ lid Htty
Its aversge rate of muvcim nt in
leet, while
win er will beonc hundred a„d
UUy Bet. This can
be accounted for only
i.y tho increased
e due
,s a large accession „f water trickling iupin.su and
spring
oai *1 summer into the ime-lor
theuet-woik
hrougn
oi
coi

The

mme

capillary

iissures

pervading the

wh le

ma-s.

The

unusually large it fl nation of water at that 6casuu
owing to the melting at tho winter snow. »
•
rlete, then, isu power!' i cause of pressure and consequent motion, quite distinct Irom the jairmauent
weight et the u ass itself, since it operates at cert tin
*
*
*
T1>e water thus introS. '-‘“i'n’,1
ai'ced
into ‘ii6
tl e yo,‘r-.
glacier act#, as we have seen above, in
various ways: by Us
wc:gbt, bv lo« sening the paldcles ol snow through which it
trickles, and by freezm' and consequent
expansion, nt least witiiln the
inniiS and during the s* ason at which the
tempeiature ol the glacier sinks below 32
upg. b’arenheit.
Ihe simple fact that the
glacier swells on an ave age
about nve feet more than its usual
level, shows bow
important tho iuilltraiiou ma-t be. * * • It is
admitted b* all that ihe waste of a glacier at if#
surin
face,
consequence of evaporation aud melting,
amounts
is

to about nine or ten feet a
year. * * #
l’he water supplied
by iuflltiat on, no doubt repairs
tlic loss to a cieat degrte. Indeed the lower
part of
the glacier must be
chiefly maintained Irom this
source, since the annual im rease from tho fresh accumulation of snow is lelt
only above the snow line,
below wn.ch the yearly snow meits
away aud uisanpeais.
flow that the water pervades this net-work of Assures in the glicier to a depth not
yet ascertained,
my experiment# upon the glacier Aar have abundantly proved; and I bat tlie fissures themselves exis-t
to the depth of two bun Ired and
fifty feet, 1 also
know trom actual obseivadon.
All this can, of
course, take place even if tho internal temperature
ol the glicier should never fall below 3£
degrees;
aud it has actually oe;n assumed that the
temperature within the glacier does not ta 1 below this
point,
and thercfire no phenomena dep.n !ejt
upon a groat
decree of coid, can take place beyond a
very
superfluial depth, to which the cold outside may he
supposed to penetrate. I have however observed facts
which seem to me irreconcilable with the assump-

tion.

In the absence of direct thermometric observafrom which the lowest internal temperature
of the glacier could be determiued with
precisi u iu
all its parts, we are certainl Justified iu as
mining
ihat everv parti 1 o. water-ice found in the glacier,
the lormation ot which cannot be ascribed to the mere
?aef of pressure, is due to the influence oi a
temperature inferior to 32 degree* a the time of its consolidation. The tact that ihe temperature in winter
has been proven by actual experiment to fall a* low
as 28 degrees, that is, 4 degrees below the
ireezing
point, at the depth of »ix leet below a thick covering
ol snow, thougu Dot
absolutely conclusive as to the
temperature at a greater depth, is tertaiulv very

tions,

Park St.

soniiig.'i Rather perhaps I ought to say that
he did not consider ice capable of
expansion
when at the temperature of 32 degrees, because in the second case, be says
distinctly
that it did contract—and of course, then, it
was capable of
expanding while yet in the
solid state. The phenomenon ol some of the
denser piutoiiic rocks ot the paleozoic and
mesozoic geologic ages, compared with recent
igneous ejections from volcanoes, have been
rekrred to the action of chemical forces under the enormous pressure of a
deep sea.
Pro!, llopkuis ot Cambridge, England, assures
us that the lower mineral strata
comprising
the earth’s crust, would require a far
higher
temperature to luse them, than those which
lie near the surface. We know well
enough
what is the deportment of carbon
gas under
and
that
pressure,
sulphuric ether under one
atmospheric ptessure barely remains fluid.
Kane tells us that
during the extreme cold of
the Arctic winter when the
thermometer
stood at seventy degrees below
zero, chloroform froze, and that the oils of
sassafras, juniper, cubebs, and winter-green thickened to a
point between liquidity and soliditication §
and that ice resembled granite in hardness
It appears to me tberelore, that there must
be a difference in the density of ice
freezing
at 32 degrees above zero, and when
exposed
to a temperature so tar below it. It is to this
bypothelica! density that I refer that wonderful phenomenon ot sinking ice so oltcn noticed by the arctic navigator-. This phenomenon could not occur unless the ice be denser
th«n water, and it cannot be denser than water unless its ultimate atoms are crowded
more closely together thau when
ireezing
at the temperature of
thirty-two degrees.
It appears tberelore probable that intense
cold acts upon liquids very much like
ptessuie.
And it denser underlying rocks in the
earth’s crust be more ditlicult to fuse than superficial ones, in a like manner the interior
portion ot a glacier subjected to great pressure, mu3t be also denser than the surface ice
which lias a temperature of about 32 deg, and
would tberelore require more heat to tuse it.
I do not insist that the bottom ol a glacier
where I he ice by enormous superimposed
pressure must be greatly reduced Iroui its
normal volume, is equally as cold as ice exposed to low Arctic temperatures; but that
pressure bestows upon it a great capacity ol
conducting cold, and that it may even, for
ought I cau see to the contrary, have a temperature very much below zero. The abnormal density of ice therefore is its
co-efficient

of expansion.

It is therefore by the new views of heat
that the phenomena ol glacier motion must
be explained. The winter motion then of
the glacier is due to contraction ol the mass
by pressure yielding up heat thereby, which
acting upon the molecular atoms ol' the icemass, becomes an actual energy of motion.—
but in summer through the agency of heat,
the compressed mass is no
longer able to
maintain its winter contracted volume; and
with this additional power swells not
only
upward but downward, along the plane of
motion; and this accelerated movement continues as long as the temperature of the atmosphere remains above 32 deg.
How beautiful then, do the laws which
control the glacier’s motion
appear! It is
but anotbfr prool that the works of nature
are built upon the
wisest, and therefore the
simplest plan. We may say then, it is the
sun that not only builds
up the glacier, and
that reduces its lorm, but it is he also that
puts the sublime structure in motion.

Falmouth, March, 18ti8.

significant.

The gist, therefore of Professor Agassiz’s
theory of glacier motion is the infiltration ot

moisture and its expansion consequent on
freezing; and along with this force,“the tendency of heavy bodies to slide down a sloping surface,” anil tbe “pressure to which ihe
mass is subjected forcing it onward.”
Prof.
Agassiz has thus in our judgment, come nearer to tbe lull solution ot this
great problem
•f glacial motion than any other writer, lie
has grasped ail the essential facts couneeted
with the case, but has seriously erred, I
think, in the true generalization of them. It
is not necessary to quote the opinions of
other writers upcn the subject; and ail that
is requisite of know of Alpine
glaciers may
be lound in Tyndall’s “Glaciers of the Alps.”
The subject of the infiltration of water as
imagined by Prof. Agassiz, is totally insufli
cient to account tor the swelling of the glacier during the warmer season of the year.
As last as tbe waters torm they are
running
off, and escape without rendering the glacial
mass any essential assistance towards Its expansion. The lreezing at night cannot be of
any great consequence therefore, as it is
mostly confined to the surlace of the glacier;
and what tails into its fissured depths, mostly
escapes before it can be caught by the cr\sta'.izing fo-ces of fro3t. The Professor also
says that tbe weight ot the glscier is nearl y
the same ail the year round. I hardly think
this can be the case. Winter is the season of
glacial growth, and from its ntiv6 region to
its lower terminus, the mass must be very
much denser from its harvest of winter
snows.
It is then a compact, frozen mass,
showing no running water upon its surface.
As summer returns, the snow melts and the
glacier swells. Now if the infiltrating waters
ot Professor Agassiz find no escape ti om the
mass, but are converted into ice, the glacier
ought to be heavier thereby, and the inflation ought to be due simply to this cause.
But with all the immense '*-aste of the glacier, amounting to nine or ten feet during
summer, the mass remains swelled while the
warm weather lasts.
The infiltration of
water cannot by the limited nocturnal freezaccount
tor
this
ing
swelling. But in winter
when there is none of this infiltration,
the glacier has a motion relative to that of
summer as three to five.
This motion therefore cannot originate from infiltration and
congelation of water.
Let us suppose that some of the valleys or
deep lake beds of the country were in the
process of replet ion by the copion3 falling of
snow every day in the year, and, and that at
no time the temperature was above 32 deg.
The super incumbent pressure of the mass upon tire inferior portion would gradually convert it into ice, and this pressure would go
ou decreasing towards
tbe upper surlace
where the snow was tailing. This pressure
according to theory, and the experiments ot
Prof. Tyndall, t would contract the ice, or
render it deuser, and deprive it of its normal
he at at 32 deg.. In other words, the ice
would give out heat, which of course wouid
be converted into motion. Its temperature
would be lowered, as pressure increased, and
its heat, or elements of motion, would be in
proportion. If this ice-bed lay in a walled
valley, with an egress towards any point of
the ’compass, the motion of expansion
through the agency oi this heat, would be directed to this point. The rocky rim of this
basin would resist the deep expansion in
every other direction* as a fulcrum, and it
would thus be converted into direct motion.
There would be no infiltration throughout
tire mass to originate motion by freezing as
suggested by Prof. Agassiz. Tyndall’s “liquid
layers” f would yield up their heat as fast
as they were born, and would then return
back into the ice mass by re-congelation.
The structure would be a solid crystaline body,
until motion had existed lor sometime to
rend and shatter the mass. It is not necessary to call in the agency of gravity ac‘ lug

inclined plane, nor congealing waupon
ters diffused tbrougbeut the mass. The simple yet wonderful power ot heat is quite sufficient tor glacier motion in this case; and it
is evident that it must have originated in the
an

first place, ere waters could have access to
the unbroken body, alter this manner in the
great glacier that once covered so large a
portion or North America in aucient limes.
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Let us now consider how this ice-tied would
behave when the air temperature was above
32 degrees lor a lew months or during the
Of course this ice plain
season.
summer
would be more or less covered with water,
wliicb would conimuuicate its beat to the
bed below. Tills body which had been greatly condensed, and therefore linally cooled,
now slowly moving,would be suddenly made
alive by this new source of solar heat diffused
thoughout its body, and would expand not
only upward like the glacier ot the Alps, but
would move lateially m proportion. And it
we now add the circumstance ol a fissured
condition to the ice-sheet from movements
over| an uneven rocky bed, we shall have
this water diffusing its heat in every direction
through the mass, and a greater eulaigemenl
ot its volume, and of course, an accelerated
motion. This is the end I believe, which the
summer waters ol the Alpine glacier obtain.
They contribute to the movement of the g!a
cier by the distribution of heat, rather tnan
by freezing and its consequent expansion,
as Prof. Agassiz supposes.
As itieirards tbe inclined glacial troughs
of the Alps alter motion has already existed,
1 should consider the gravity of tbe miss as
somewhat assisting motion, but totally insufficient to originate it. The motion becomes
easier along such a plane just as a train ol cars

rapidly along a downward grade
upward one. We everywhere witness upon the sides oi hills, often steeper
than any ot the Alpine ice-troughs, thick beds
ot soil—of ground, sand, or clay, resting securely upon the rocky bed, without manifesting a tendency to slide. In some cases indeed,
moves mere
than cd an

where the inferior surface ot such bodies has
been supersaturated by rains, a slide may
take place; but tbe lormer tact shows us
bow careiul we should be iu adopting tbe
“sliding theory” o De Saussure and Agassiz.
The water under-running the glacier can
have little eflect in assisting motion per se;
and that along the top can be of no avail
otherwise than as diffusing heat.
I have considered the case of ice expansion
as
it were a well attested laet

by heat, though
in phy sics—whereas

it is only so theoretically.
I do not believe that ice is an except! >i> to
the general law. The theory and experiments
ot Prof. Tyudall do not agree, and the lormer
is opposed to other facts, and analogical rea-

•“ Atlantic Monthly” for Deeomber 1MS.
t'l yndail on -'HvaV’p. 120, ond “Glaciers ol th«
Alpfi" P> 332.
»“ hut” p. HI.

j
Heat,” p.92,
Glaciers” p. 331.
SKane's Arctic Explorations,” vol. 2
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Middle Mtreet In Old Time*.

Mr. Editor,—I

grea'ly
by

was

the account of Middle street

interested in
‘'A. D.” ard

thought I would correct some of bis errors
aDd omissions, but have not hitherto had
time. I wa3 pleased to find in your paper of
Monday another account by ‘-J. II.”, whocorrects and improves upon “A.
D.”, but has (alien into some of the same errors.
I lived
the first fifteen years of my life upon the
lower end of Middle street, but I did not le
gin to live until Mr. H. was about twent.vth'ree years old. My memory of all the buildings upon the street is quite fresh.
The accounts cl'A. D. and J. H. are corthey reach the comer of Franklin
street.
TUe house occupied by Dr. Edward
Payson was called a haunted house for some
years before be took possession. I with some
small boys went over the whole of It once to
find the ghost, hut did not succeed.
The
next house upon Middle street was owned
and occupied by Joseph Prince. Mr. Prince

rect until

at the close of the war of 1812
grocery in the
Middle street

basement,

the

had a small

ouly

store upon
between Fish and Hancock
streets. Before the war Mr. Holden had a
small store under the Roundabout house.—
the house (two-story) upon the comer of
Hampshire street was the Minot house, owned and occupied by Capt. Minot and never ly
Nancy Barstow. On the opposite corner was
the (Portland) engine house, under which a
part ot the money stolen from the bank was
hidden by Mr. M. The next building was a
small one owned by Samuel Snowdon and occupied by Wm. Witbing'on, the cobbler and
poet. The next was the Palmer bouse occupied by Timothy Fletcher. The next was
the J. Cross house, occupied by Mr. Douglass,
the editor of the Argus. Ue was accidentally
shot in the knee and died in that bouse. The
south end ot the north (Box) school house
was fitted up lor a dwelling house by Frank
Plurner who lived in it, and John Crease

kept a small store in the other end. Upon
the opposite s.de of Middle street, making the
the comer of King street, the widow Freeman
with her son George lived.
Enoch Ilsley, better known as little Wrig,
lived upon India street at the close of the
war of 1812. Upon the news of the Treaty
at Ghent, which was received here during
the night, a team wa3 rigged out with a
hogshead filled with combustible materials
and hauled about the* streets, upon a sled.
When it came up India street the fire needed
replenishing, and the men with it pulled the
boards from off Mr.

Uslcy's fence

to

replenish
the bon fire, because he was called a Toryfor opposiug the war. His wife, Nabby Bar-

stow, was a Democrat anl died in the faith.
The next house, or a part of the same house,
was occupied about fifty years since by Mr.
Joseph Boole. Thehouse was afterwards given
to the First Universalist society
by the widow
of Mr. Ilsley. The next house was owned
and occupied by Mr. Nathaniel Cross. The
next bouse was owned and

occupied by

Mr.

William Crown. Alter the death of his wife
Mr. Fletcher moved into it. The next house
upon the comer of Hampshire street, ignored
by A. D., and J. H., was owned by our venerable citizen, George Warren. The other
buildings upon the south side of Middle
street are

above

correctly

writers.

by both of the
Christopher Manuel

describe!

Mr.

however, uever lived upon Middle street; his
house was upon Hampshire street.
A.
American Kales

an

Dicltene.

The following sketch of the great novelist
he appears visibly beloie American audiences, is from a New York letter to the
Christian Mirror by Rev. G. I<. Walker, late
pastor of State street church in this city:
I went to hear Dickens last night. He read,
he does fully a third ot the lime that he
reads, Tiny Tint and the Uardell-Pickwick
trial. There was of course, a lull and kindly
audienee. Perhaps no man could stand before au audienee surer ot a hearty welcome.
Almost everybody who will hear DickeDS
while he remains tu this country, will listen
to him, and look at him as a personal friend.
I wonder how many will houestly give utterance to their feelings, and say to themselves, as your correspondent did to himself
last evening,—"This ordinary-looking, somewhat fiuically dressed man, then, is the peerless author of Pickwick, and Copperfield. and
Copperfield, and I Jamie j. This common lace
is the taceot the most gifted writer of fiction
living or dead Why, there are fifty faces in
this audience which luok as if they could better answer to the reader’s ideal than this. I
it. Dickens’s face unara sorry I have seen
seen. I could have imagined wi'h something ol
shines iu the books X
which
in
it
the glory
have admired; but seen, I must remember it henceforth, as that of an ordinary lookiug, semibald, rubicund Englishman, with a
large expanse of shirt bosom and a "loud”
watch chaiE; a man whom X never should
have t imed my head to see, meeting him any
where unconscious that lie was the u.arvel ous
Dickens. But. lie M Dickens; God bless him!
and I am very glad I’ve seen him. He did
write tlio books, though lie don’t leok as if he
did; and the books are marvels, whatever be
may be.’
Aud l wonder how many, with all their love
for the man, will honestly
say to themselves
at the eveuing’s close, as vour
correspondent
again, said to himself,—“Well, spite ol what
newspapers say, Mr. Dickens is not a very
good leader. He has a poor voice. He has
but poor management of it. There are veryMrmany American leaders who would take
DickeDS own selections and render them tar
y
poDickens
more effectively than Mr.
can. ludeed, I’ve been more
ol
p sage
reading
times, by a simple, silent
than by his
from Lis stories in my owu room,

as

__

let every one who ean, see
"^ut'oewthelesa,’Giv.
Uim the tribute of

hiar

Dickena.

Vnrietie*.
-In the Dead
Latter Office, at Washington
arranged in show cases, for public exlubmon, upwards of a thousand articles of
value and interest, which
have from time te
time been received and yet remain
unclaimed.
-Buffalo harbor is to have a
breakwater
which will require twenty-seven thousand
cords of stone and cost three million dollars.
are now

—There is on tbe way to this country a fullsize copy of the
“Apollo Belvideie," cut in
marble. It is seven and a half feet
high, and
will be, it is believed, tbe
only exact copy in
marble of that celebrated statue in America.
—Work on the Manassas
Gap Bailroad,
which was suspended during the winter is
again resumed, leaving hopes that the road
will be finished to Mount Jackson by the first
of May, and to Harrisburg by October.
—A place called Helltowo, in Florida, be-

fore tbe war, and inhabited
by lawless characters, is now called Gordon, and the seat ot
law, order and civilization, under its Yankee
settlers.
An English patent has
just been granted
to a Mr. Parkes for the process of manufactur-

ing from certain fibrous vegetable and oleaginmaterials, a remarkable substance which
in a raw state closely resembles vulcanized India rubber. It permits of
being made sufficiently soft and plastic to be moulded into dtee
or moulds,
taking the most delicate impressions, down to lines of microscopic minuteous

\\ hen hardeued, it is impervious to
moisture, takes a high polish, and resists the

ness.

action ot work acids. It can be made into thin
and serves for veneering, covering and

sheets,

ornamenting walls and numerous similar purposes. The substance, further, when mixed
with coloring matter, forms perfect imitaiiona
ot leather, ivory, tortoise shell, malachite, and
other substances.
—A Western clergyman advocating obstinacy for tbe right, illustrated it by naming a deacon who, wheu a member of the
church, at
the suggestion of the pastor, prayed that the
Lord would either take away their deacon's
obstinate nature, or else take him to heavem
because they could not get along with him on
earth, rose promptly up in his place and laid'
“Brethren, I won’t got"
—The directors of the Suez canal are
pushing that enterprise with great
and da-

vigor,

that it will be finished next year, Last
January 137 barges of merchandise passed
through it from one sea to the other, snd the
receipt* in 1867 amounted to l^»3,82ii francs.
The English Abyssinian expedition give* th#
canal a good deal of business.
o

are

—The lap of luxury—a cat
enjoying her
milk.
—An early spring—jumping out of bed at
fire o'clock in the morning.
—The total eclipse of the sun which is to
take place on the I8lh of August next will

present such a long duration of darkness that
astronomers are anticipating it with unusual
interest. From near Aden, the central line of
the eclipse extends to the southern coast of
New
Guinea, crossing Hindoostan, the
Bay of Bengal, the Malayan peninsula and
the Gulf ot Siam on the way; and at certain
places on this line the duration of total darkness will be e degrees 40 minutes.
English
and French astronomers are making preparations for observations in the track of tha
eclipse.
—"Historicus" is getting severely bandied
by some of the English papers, who accuse
him of beiDg a pretentious fellow; one of his

opponents tells him “to remember tbat his opponents are vertebrate animals,” and “tbat bis
manner to them would be
ffensive from God
Almighty to a black beetle.”
—An establishment called the “Central Park

Garden,” designed

to be as close a copy of the
famous Jardin Mabille in Paris as our American prejudices will tolerate, it soon to be opened in New York, where the can-can, with all
its accompanying rites will be celebrated

nightly. Truly, we

are

a

progressive people—

in some directions.
—Dr. Busby, whose figure was beneath the
common size, was one day accosted in a publio
coffee-room by an Irish baronet of colossal
stature, with, “May I pass to my seat, O Giant?” When the Doctor, politely making
way, replied, “Pass, O Pigmy I” “O, sir,” said
the baronet, “my expression alladed to the
size of your intellect.’' “And my expression,
sir,” 6aid the Doctor, “to the size of yours."

—Any one who may have chanced to see an
old copy of Webster's spelling-book, and remembers the grim portrait that used to adorn
it will appreciate an anecdote told in the Atlantic Monthly for April. It is said tbat Wiliam Cobbett bequeathed to Noah Webster the
“to enable him to prosum of fifteen dollars
cure a new engraved likeness of himself for
the book, that children may no longer be
frightened from their studies.” It is an odd
coincidence that time and the editors have not
only effaced Mr. Webster’s original features
from the outside of his Spelling-Book, but also Irom the inside of his Dictionary.
—On the first anniversary of the birth of a
young gentleman in Ludlow, Vermont, recently, his mother invitt d all the youngsters under one year old, with their mothers, to a banquet. The attendance was large, and the affair harmonious, though squally at times.
—The Portsmouth Chronicle says that
Mrs. Thaxter, the author ot “The Wreck of
the Pocahontas” in the Atlantic Monthly,
was formerly Miss Celia Laighton, of Appledore, Isle of Shoals. She is a cousin of Albert Laighton, a Portsmouth poet of some loC&l iiinip
—Hartford is called the “City of Stub-tailed
Churches. There are more unfinished church
spires than in any place of its size in the

country.
—A remarkable mirage was observed in
Green Bay, Wisconsin, tbeotherday; objects
several miles distant were brought so near
as to seem only a few rods from the persons
who observed them.
—Chicago is a wonderful place. Babies are
no longer born there, if we may credit the
announcement in a local paper, that “during
February 229 young gentlemen and 324 yonng
were born in this city."
—In January last, Mr. Maynard, while
crossing the ice to Quebec, broke through and
lost his portmanteau containing 81040 in silver. It hts been recovered by a party of men
who searched for it foa a month and restored

ladies

it to Mr. Maynrrd, who gave the salvors one
half the money.
—Some Californians started the following:
A noted trout-fisher died in Alameda county,
not long ago. Fishing was the one idea of his
existence. His last words were characteristic.
“I say, Brown, I'm going to‘peg out sure.’ I’ve
flirted my last fisb; but bury my tackle with
me—who knows but they bite in Jordan?”
—The latest fashion in ear-rings in Paris is
globules of rock-crystal, filled with water and miniature sea fishes and mollusks.
Another suggcsiion is to make ear-drops of

little

as

and

fall houses and a full purse. Bs
deserves it.
is not often that the
opportunity i* afforded
hearing the leading writer of a generation
read his own works.

It
of

with brilliantly-colored birds within—size and weight not taken into consideration, so long as the fashion bolds. Some of
the John street jewellers have already introduced gold flower-baskets. Bugs and snakes

gold cages,

have loug been “the
ment. What next?

—Father Hue, the

style”

for

famous

personal

adorn-

Catholic explorer

of the interior of Chiua, relate* that on one of
his long journeys among that strange people
his caravan embraced an unusual number ot
j tekasses among the donkeys employed as carriers of the expedition; that these fellow* at
every resting place kept up such an intolerable btaying, especially towards the morning,
as to render sleep impossible to the Abbe;
that at last he complained of this to the master ot the donkeys, who instantly replied that
his gracious highness should he no more disturbed by this braying; that, sure enough, a
quiet night with its refreshing sleep followed,
and tnat on inquiring into the cause in the
morning he was pointed to the noisy jackasses,
hi* tail.—

to
a heavy stone tied
we settle
said the driver, “is the way
his dignity
them. The jackass stands upon
he can .tralghten out
and will not bray unless
stone attached he
a heavy
With
and
his tail,
it out, don t you see? Every
can’t straighten
it the weight on bis tail pull,
time be tries
shuts his jaw.”
him down and
has advanced in the
—The price ot lead pip*
used for the surrepmarket from the quantity
of the products of
titious distant conveyance

each with

“That,"

whiskey stills across rivers, through woodlots,
and under blocks of houses.
—A Scotcn paper has a “Courtship Corner,
which contains a variety of queer notices,
similar to those which appear under the head
of “Personal” in some of pur papsrs. But the
most curious notice in the same paper is:
“Young Lady Wanted, about seventeen er

eighteen, to

go to a ball en the Hth."
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Slightly;

Minnesota has followed tho good example
of Maine and passed a law allowing persons
own beaccused of crime to testify in their
satis-

The law in this Stare has proved
be up-hill business to get
old regulation restoredMaine is in advance of her sister States In re"
her laws, especially those that relate

half.

factory, and it would
it repealed and the
speetto
to

the rules of evidence.

again,

as acting
office, he returns to the chair
Presideut. This is sagacious, hut there is another view that will strike the public mind as
entitled to more consideration. By reference
to article ninety-nine, section ten, of the constitution, it will be seen that in case of Johnis bound to abdicate
son's removal the

ot his

Pope

at oaco
in his favor. “A. J'-’
Black sucJerry
and
into
the
Vatican,
goes
Antoceeds as a matter of course to Cardinal

immediately

Prime Minister.

privilege

Journal.

practical question. The
real question of the hour is, Why should au ignorant and degraded white man have the privThat is not now a

ilege of voting while it is denied to ignorant
and degraded negroes? The Republican party does not seo that white ignorance is any
better than black ignorance, and lias decided
to trust one just as far as the other, and to educate the one hy the same means which have

Why

adopted

for the education of the other.

not?

_

Why Seymour Declines.—The Columbus
(Ohio) State Journal makes the following
statement in connection with Gov. Seymour’s

declining the Democratic nomination:
We happen to know that there is on file in
the State Department sworn evidence of Horatio Seymour’s complicity with the Davis rebellion, for the reason that it became our duty
while serving in an official capacity to prepare
and transmit to the Government the evidence
to which we refer. Mr. Seymour is probably
aware that should he ever become a candidate
for the Presidency, the sworn statements ol reliable witnesses will convict him of having
been, in the fall of 1804, in confidential correspondence with Clement C. Clay and James P.
Holcombe, then acting as commissioners for
the Southern States in Canada. It is a somewhat singular, hue at the same time a significant fact, that the direct proof of Seymour’s
treasonable correspondence with the enemy
has never been made known to the public.
There is one circumstance attending the
present Connecticut canvass that is especially
deserving of attention. The Democrats are
lully satisfied from their experience in New
Hampshire and in other States that they have
nothing to hope from a thorough discussion ot
the principles at issue between the two parties.
Other

things being equal, they

know that

they

to lose and their opponents to gain by
such a discussion.
It has always been so
since a party was organized with a special view
to the propagation of the great truths of justice and equality. The Copperheads ef Connecticut have come fully to understand that if
John Roe and Richard Doe can have the full
iniamyot the cardinal Democratic proposition,
“a white man’s government,” brought home to
their minds by an eloquent Republican slump
speaker, they loco hoiii Richard and John irrevocably. Hence it happens that while the
Republicans have a large corps of the best
speakers in the country, actively canvassing
are sure

every city, town or village in the State, the
Democrats rely upon Voorhees, and a sparing
amount of Doolittle, supplemented by such

ordinary speakers as “Hon. S. D. Clay” of
Maine, and Mr. Collector Babcock of Connecticut.

Among the Republican speakers are Govs.
Curtin oi Pennsylvania, Blair ot Michigan,
Harriman of New Hampshire, Hon. Ignatius
Donnelly of Minnesota, Dennis McCarthy of
New York, George C. Gorham of California,
W. S. Foster of Ohio, John A. Foote jf Ohio
Joeo'o H. Ela of New Hampshire, Generals
Carl Schurz, Daniel E. Sickles, John Cochrane, T. M. Hite, W. H. Gibson, H. D. Washburn, J. R. Hawley, E. M. Lee, and many othCarl Schurz addresses his hearers in the
ers.
German language and organizes Grant clubs
Nor do the Den oamong his counirymen.
crats have their own way with the Irish in
Counccticut. A young man named Richard
McCloud, of the genuine Hibernian stock, addresses his countrymen in behalf of the Republican party.
The Democratic energies

are

largely concen-

trated upon the cities and principal towns.
Their chief reliance is the western part of the
State, which has been called not inappropri-

ately^ “suburban

New York.”
The Connecticut Republican canvass is not
bo thorough or reliable as that of New
Hampshire tut so iar as returns have been received

they

are

encouraging, showing large Re-

most

publican gains

last year.

The eight hour
law and the liquor question are in abeyance
for the time, and the Democrats gain nothing
over

by howling about negro suffrage. The Gtli of
April alone can give perfect assurance of a
Republican victory, but from all present appearances the 987 Democratic majority of last
spring will on that day have a minus sign
placed before it.
Political Note*.
The Mansfield (Pa.) correspondent of the
Pittsburg Commercial asserts that itis an error
to attribute the authorship of the “Wilmot
Proviso” to the late Judge Wilmot.
He says:
“Judge Jacob Brinkerhoff of this city, drew
up the proviso, and requested Judge Wilmot
te offer it, which he did. The original draft
of the proviso in the hand-writing ol Judge
Brinkerhoff is preserved among the Judge’s
papers in this city.”
It is now quite certain that no case involving the constitutionality of the reconstruction
acts will be decided betore December. The
bill depriving the Court ot jurisdiction in the
Me Ardle case bas passed both bouses of Congress. The new Georgia injunction case is
not to be argued this term, greatly to the disgust of Judge Black.
The Democrats arc making considerable
effort in Rhode Island, where the election
occurs next

4,194 in

a

Wednesday,

total vote of

but the majority of
10,550 is too great to

dream of

overcoming. Gen. Burnside is the
Republican and Lyman Pierce the Democratic candidate for Governor.
There is to be an important State election
of two Supreme Court Judges in Wisconsin
on the 7th of April.
If the Democratic candidates should be elected, they would form a
majority of the court, and ot course reverse
the decision

upon negro suffrage which has
given to Wisconsin a front raDk in the national struggle for impartial suffrage.
The New York World does not favor the
nomination ot Chief Justice Chase by the
Democrats.
Police Sup-rinteudcnt Kennedy of New
York city has been notified by an anouymous

correspondent that the Kuklux Klan is
izing in that city and in New Jersey.

organ-

further defections from the Democratic ranks in Kentucky.
Besides General
There

are

abandonment of the DemocraHobson,
cy we have already announced, Hon. Wm H.
Wadsworth and John M. Harlan are now rewhose

bill,

ples are those

of Jefferson D., hut whatever they
are, we are sure that they are honestly held
and will be lioDarob.y defended by the journalists who conducted the Democrat in York
County and who will now represent the Democratic party in Knox and Lincoln,
The American Naturalist.—The April
number of this beautiful magazine is at hand,
with its ever fresh gleanings from the wide
field of natural science. It has a very inter-

esting paper on “Kock Kuins,” by Alpheus
Hartt; another on some of the habits of the
Mottled Owl; an account of “The Cruise of
the ‘Ahrolhos,’ by C. F. Hyatt, and a variety
of other interesting matter. For sale hy Short

that part of their religious
the United States becomes subject to
to

Letter trout Auguaiu.
Damon's Apology—The Change of Administration—Increase of Crime —The Supreme Court.
Augusta, March 27,1868.
To the Editor of the Press:
Damon’s pen hath grown rusty by “dull and

equally serious imputation of leaving unpunished that which is a crime in every
from the

entered upon some silly contract of vicarious
atonement where Pythias did not appear to
redeem him (and hath he not been decapitated for plotting against the minions of corrup-

Herald

tion and vice?) it shall be burnished a little
this morning, albeit there is not much to say.
Since its traces were last seen in your columns, the sceptre of municipal power has
been wrenched from its rightful owners with
“unlineal hand, no son of ours succeeding;”
the destinies of the fair and favored city of the
Kennebec must remain for a twelve-month
under tbd control of the enemy. Over this
fact I have invoked an expressive silence, for

an

nothing could be said in extenuation of the

hardy assurance of some of our leaders
who lay back in dignified reliance on the prestige of former victories. It is not contended,
however, by our opponents that the city is
fool

of not more than a year’s
a jirovision
standing, by which women have been entitled

been

to pass an examination like those of the students in the Universities. If they acquit themselves well, they receive a diploma, certifying
that they have passed such an examination
creditably, but there is no instance on record
where a \\ oinan has beeu matriculated at aD
Within a
English University or college.
month or two a voluntary subscription for the
foundation of a female college has beeu started, but the whole matter is yet in embryo.
Second, single women may not vote in Eng-

land. One woman did vote at the late election of John Bright’s brother, Jacob, to Parliament, it is true, but it was only because her
name bad been placed on the registry of voters
by accident or inadvertence. The error was
not discovered, or at least not corrected, till
she appeared at the polls, and the officer in
charge had, under the circumstances, no discretion but to receive her proffered vote.
Third, John Stuart Mill is not returned as
the representative of the women’s rights party, but in spite of his broad views on that subject. He does not yet carry a majority oi the
Liberal party with him in that particular direction.
On the other hand, in the United States
there are a great many female colleges, aud
women are admitted to several prominent in-

stitutions, not designed exclusively for them,
the same terms with young men. Second,
some of tlie States permit women to vote on
to the supervision
of
matters pertaining
schools and to occupy official positions on local boards of school officers. Third, the number of Congressmen who favor female suffrage,
with Ben. Wade at their head, is much greater than that of the members of larliament
on

the

a a mo

reform.

Thp Shipowners and Shipmasters of New
England held a meeting at the Quincy House,
Boston, lust Thursday. The call for the meeting stated that, owlcg to a waat of concert oi
action among themselves, the owners and captains of vessels have hitherto been at the mercy of consignees, and that the principal object
of forming an association was to regulate the
number of lay days lor receiving and discharging cargoes. The following account of
the further proceedings of the meeting is from
the Boston Advertiser’s report:
The Secretary read a draft of a constitution, received from an association in Philadelphia, similar to that proposed to be held here—
The constituthe name only being changed.
tion gave to the proposed organization the
name of the Vessel Owners aud Masters’ Association of New England, and stated its object to be to disseminate information among
its members, and to secure legislation beneficial to their interests. For the government of
the association it proposed thir'v directors,
who should elect from thsir number a presi-

dent, a vice-president,
ponding secretary and
and

an

Henry Will in.
Portland S’ty of X vtural History. )
Portland, March 27.1888. (
At the last regular meeting of the Portland
Society of Natural History, the painfu. intelligence was received of the death of their
former Vico President, Henry Willis, lNq. Tn
making this announcement, the President
briefly recapitulated the history of his connection with the Society, stating that it commenc-

vicinity-

RPSCIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Bricklayers’ Meeting.
Pulmonary Balsam—Reed, Cutler & Co.

Portland & Roches1 er R. R.
Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
Rent Wanted—“John Rent.'*
Boy Wanted—A. G. Crosby.
Grocery Store lor Sale.
Farm for Sale—G. R. Davis & Co.
City of Poitland.

they inherited; and as each place was
promised to at least a dozen applicants, the
and consequent

slaughter

soreness

appear

extensive.
Amid the general recklesness and repudia
tion, it is gratifying however, to observe one
instance of real gratitude. In recognition of

Pillsbury’s”

“Gov.

services

distinguished

among the frozen bills of New Hampshire,
whereby the Republicans were enabled to carry
that State by an increased majority, the City
Council of his adopted city unanimously selected him as a surveyor of hoops and staves,
(vide doings of the City Council, March 21.)
Judge True’s labors have been essentially
increased under the new regime, not only by
the necessity ot issuing a larger number of
than usual, but also from the fact
that not a single member of the new police
force was able to render a proper account of
any of his doings.
The March term of the Supreme Court
which commenced its session on the 3d inst.,
is now about closed for the transaction of civil
business. The criminal docket will probably
occupy another week. The inevitable divorces
warrants

have been decreed in unusually large numbers. The case which has attracted most attention, both from its novelty and from the
u.i»uunt involved, was that of
HateHelauey vs.
Darius Aldeu. This was an auluut oi trover
to recover $6,500 in U S. 7.30 bonds, delivered
to the defendant Nov. 22,1865, and to be returned to the plaintiff unless defendant succeeded in effecting the release of Geo. W. De-

laney, plaintiff’s husband,

lrom

Coucord State

thirty days

from that date.—
Delaney was not released till July, 1866, aud
then under general order of the War Depart
Prison within

ment. The defense was a parol extension of
the time aud the claim that the general order
was issued by means of the impression produced on the President’s mind by influential
politicians employed by Mr. Alden. Bion
Bradbury was of counsel for defense. There
was also quite an array of old line Democrats
Verdict for

plaintiff

for

$7,200.

way."
Damon.

New Hampshire

er.

Kittery Navy Yard—Fortifications at Portsmouth—Antiquities—Compilation of Statutes.

The fees of admission ol
members.
owners aud masters to the association were
fixed by the constitution as follows: for vessels over 225 tons, $10; between 150 and $225
tons, $7 40; between 100 aud 150 tons, $5;
under 100 ions $4.
The secretary also read a form of bill of
lading, adopted by the Philadelphia association, embracing masters and owners of Pennsylvania, Delaware and New Jersey. This
form differs from the usual bill of lading in
containing a clause declaring that “twenty
four hours after arrival at the port of destination (and notice thereof to the consignee) there
shall be allowed lor receiving cargo at the rate
of one day (Sundays excepted) for every hundred tons thereof; after which the cargo, consignee, or assignee, shall pay demurrage at
the rate of eight cents per ton a day upon the
full amount of cargo, for each and every day’s
detention beyond the days specified in the bill
of lading, until the cargo is fully discharged,
which demurrage shall constitute a ben upon
the cargo.’’
After some remarks by Messrs. Sturges and
Baker, tbe'draft oi a constitution was taken
A code ol
up and adopted, article by article.
by-laws was thou road and acted upon in the
same manner. These bylaws defined the duties
of the officers of the association, and fixed the
form ot the bill of lading as above stated.
Among the directors elected we notice the
names of J. S. Winslow and Moses B. Nickerson of tiffs city, and F. J. Stewart of Bangor.
seven

The Bowdoin’ Paintinos.—“ J. B. S.” writBerlin to the New York Nation furnishes the following information respecting
the Bewdoin collection of pictures, which is
in a way to become better known than heretofore:
That collection was left to the college by the
Hon. James Bowdoin at bis oealh, 1811—not
given during bis lifetime. An unfortunate
consequence was that it came without a catalogue, or, at least, with only a list of the
uuuies of the paintings.
They were collected
by Mr. Bowdoin during his service as United
States Minister at the court of Spaiu, and
consist cbieliy of pictures of the Spanish and
Dutch echouls. A goodly number are certainly masterpieces, whether the hands from
which they they came cau be verified or not.
This is the frequent testimony of artists and
connoisseurs, especially of Gilbert Stuart, who
visited the gallery more than once, I think, to
copy his own pictures ot Monroe aad Jefierson,
which he considered his best efforts, and
preferred to copy after them than to attempt
originals again of the same subjects. Some
authors quite certainly ascer.aiued—their
names having been deciphered ou the pictuies
or frames—are Snyders, Hondekoeter, Beig-

ing from

Portsmouth, March 28,1868.
To the Editor of the Press
Nearly six hundred men are at work at the
navy yard, and a hundred soldiers are on
duty there. The survey of the sites for the

proposed new workshops on Seavey’s Island
are made, and it is hoped that appropriations
will be

made

for their erection. It is
suggested that the magazines for the storage
of ammunition bo taken down, and carried over
there, since if they should explode it would
endanger the works in the yard. In the time
of the rebellion, an attempt was made to fire
them but failed through the breaki ng of some
of the tools used for making an entrance.
The screw steamer Contocook, is ready for
sea and will drop into the stream in a few
soon

days. Her engines are too heavy, and it will
retard her speed, and the same fault exists in
regard to others, in the process of being completed.
On Fort McClary, there will bo but little
and it is doubtful if anything more is
laid out on Fort Constitution, until it is decided to change the plan so that it may be able to
withstand modern projectiles.

done,

For the last few years the venerable

man-

sions which abound in this vicinity havo attracted a large number of curious visitors. In
no part of the United States are there so
many
relics of tho “good old colony times.” In a
majority of cases they were occupied by the
English aristocracy, who were sent over to
rule the land, while under the mother country.
The Laid house aud grounds have never been
deeded, although it has been over two hundred years since the lot was first built on. The
safe used by the stamp agent, nnder the famous

the

English Stamp Act, which

was

of

one

of the

war with the mother
country,
until recently in the Frst National Bank, and it is probably the only relic
which is now in existence that can be traced,
that was a depository fdr stamps of that kind.
The new compilation of statutes of this State

causes

has been in

use

by Asa Taylor and George T. Sawyer meets
with the favor of the logal fraternity, and tho
style of the work speaks well for the printer,
Mr. John B. Clark.
iM. 12. Conference at

Boston.

To the Editor Qf the Press:

heui, Salviati, Stella, Wouvermanus (Philip
or Peter), and, if memory
serves me rightly,

Boston, March 23,18G8.
The New England Conference of the M. E.
Church commenced its session in Meridian
street Church, East Boston, on Wednesday
morning last, Bishop Ames presiding. This
conference has 196 members and 11 probationers.

The reports from the different portions of
the work represent a healthy and prosperous
state of affairs. The hook concern at New
York lias been in a flourishing condition during the year. The sales have amounted to
nearly seven hundred thousand dollars. The
Education Society, uuder the
patronage of the six M. E. Conferences, within the New England States, has had an advance of $323 in its receipts.
During the
twelve years of its existence it has received
New

England

and expended nearly $10,000, and eighty-five
young men have heen assisted in their preparation for the ministry. The business of the
Conference is progressing harmoniously and
with a fair prospect of adjourning on
Tuesday next. The election of delegates to
the General Conference, to convene in Chica-

rapidly,
go in
Four

May next,

commenced yesterday.—
were elected, all of whom were
opposed
to the movements for admission of laymen to
the Annual and General Conferences of the
Church. L. E. Thayer, D. D., J. Porter, D.
D., W. Butler, D. D., and D. Sherman were

can,

■

was

the successful candidates. The Conference is
entitled to three additional delegates, and at
10 o’clock this morning G. Haven, D. D., J.
Hascall, D. D. and Wm. E. Clark were elected
delegates, and Jos. Cummings and D. Dorchester

friendly

as

reserves.

to lay

These last

delegates

are

representation.
Occasional.

is

air

compressed

sion.

connected with

an

alarm

bell in the apartment occupied by the night
watchman of the Express Company, and at
the other with the inside of the vault, and in

opened either
by keys, powder, hydraulic pressure, wedges,
cold chisel, or otherwise, without instantly
such

a manner

that it cannot he

setting the alarm hell in motion.
The

tubing

cannot be

tampered

with

at

any

point without setting the bell in motion. The
apparatus needs n > repairs, costs nothing to
run it, is perfectly simple to work, and can be
applied to any sort of safe, strong box, or deof valuables iu houses, offices or
stores.
The alarm bell cau be set up at any distance
from the vault, in the police office or any public place, or in any number of them. It can
be so adjusted that whenever the vaults are
opened, either by keys or otherwise, it will
sound, so that even if burglars have both the

pository

keys and the bank officers with them,
public and wide-spread alarm will be given by

bank

the mere opening ol the door.
In fact the apparatus seems to us perfect for
the purpose had in view. It cannot be drugged
or suffocated by stupefying powers, or knocked
down by bludgeons, or bought off; it never
goes to sleep, its dial index shows at any moment whether it is changed, and its signal bell

gives instant notice of any change in its

It was through him that tlio suggestion was
first made that led to the purchase of the
Academy lot and building, and it Was his zeal
and devotion that first proposed and then
brought to a favorable issue the petition for a

deep
interest In the construction of our commodious
grant of land Irom tho State.

Night

watchmen

are

ology he never lost, though after entering on
his new duties as Pension Agent his time was
too much engrossed by them to enable him to
much of it to these pursuits, to which, as
he ba3 often said, “had he the necessary wealth
he would he glad to devoto Iris wlmlo lile.”
In accordance with these statements and the

give

of the deep indebtedness of the
his efforts in its cause, tho following
Society
resolutions were adopted:
Resolved, That the Portland Society of Natural
History has received with profound sorrow the announcement oi tiie death of tlicr coll tbortiieur and
lornter Vice President. Henry Willis, whose earnest
etiortsio their behalf have'entitle 1 hint to their
grate nil remembrance.
Reso'ved, That a copy of this preamb'c and these
resolutions be entered upon the records ol this So-

recollection
to

ciety.
Resolved, That an attested copy of these resolutions, with their preamble, bo sent to the family of
tho oeceased, with the expression nt tho heartfelt
sympathv ut the Society in their affliction.
Attest:
E, C. Bolles, Secretary.

con-

now

unnecessary at that institution. Had this apparatus been applied to the hanks at Bowdoinham, Norway and Scituate, the raids upon
have

failed,

as

they

would not

attempted.

Ocean Steameus.—Steamship Hibernian,
Capt Brown, sailed from this port for Liverpool about midnight on Saturday. She had a
a number ol passengers.
Nova Scotian, Gapt. Aird, will
sail from this port for Liverpool next Saturday.
The Peruvian is the steamer due at this port

full cargo and

ex-

pect our spacious and beautiful City Hall will
present a brilliant appearance to-morrow evening, when Madame de La Grange, Brignoli,
Mademoiselle Stella Bonheur, Massimilliani,
Orlandini, Ciccone and Nicolas will give a
musical entertainment of a high order. It is
seldom that such a troupe of accomplished artists come together. It is altogether an extra-

is earnestly requested to he seated ten
minutes before that time. Mr. Dickens arrived in town Saturday night.

ence

Found, on Friday, on Spring near High
street, a pair of silver-bowed spectacles. The
owner

All

spectacles can
police station

of the

at the

quiet

at the

have them

by cal-

Court

Boom

Municipal

Uusincss

Items.

G. F. Knowle, Jeweler, 357 Congress street,
gives special attention to repairing jewelry of
Mar 28. 3t*
every description.

new

Samuel F. Cobb has received a number of
pieces of instrumental music which are
excellent, and for sale at h'13 music store No.
355 .Congress street. He has
ment of music on hand.

Our New

Treasurer.—The election' of

Henry W. Hersey, Esq., as Treasurer and Collector of this city gives universal satisfaction to
the public. A more popular selectiou could
have been made. It suits all meu of all
parties. His qualifications for the office are of
the highest character. He has, for years, been
not

assistant in the Accounting office
of the Grand Trunk Railway Company in this
city. In his courteous and pleasant manners
he much resembles the late lamented Treasur-

engaged

as

er, Henry P. Lord. Esq. We have no doubt
that he will give general satisfaction to the
public in his new office.
Grant and Hamlin Club.—Agreeably to
the call, which was circulated among our citi-

goodly number assembled at
Republican Headquarters Saturday evening
for the purpose of forming a “Young Men’s
last week,

a

Grant and Hamlin Club.” A committee was
appointed to suggest a list of officers for a permanent organization. This committee was instructed to report at
next

adjourned meeting

an

Thursday evening.

As this is

young men’s organization, it in
no way interferes with any movement which
the people at large may inaugurate.
a

Soon after our destructive fire, the foreign
insurance companies combined and raised
tlieir premiums to an extravagant and unreasonable rate,—for instance, I insured two
pieces of property at 1-2 and 3-4 per cent. Now
the combination ring demand and take 2 1-4
and 2 per cent, on this property.
Fortunately
other companies, sure and reliable, independent of the.ring, have established agencies in
our city, where we are insured at reasonable
and fair premiums. Probably the combination ring, after losing all their business, will
get their eyes open and see that honesty is the
best policy.
J.

Brooms.—We visited Saturday the establishment of Redlon & Simms, manufacturers
of corn brooms and brushes, No. 20 Preble
street, and saw the interesting process of manufacturing. This firm have three of the modern I
broom machines, with which they turn out !
from fifteen to twenty dozen per
day and of
very fine quality. .Their stoett comes from Illinois in bales, and after it is received it is all
thoroughly bleached with brimstone. It is
then carefully assorted, passed along to the
man at the machine, who
puts it into brooms
with surprising rapidity.
The “Dutch Gap” Injunction.—In the Supreme Judicial Court, on Saturday, Judge
fa pie y dissolved the injunction

granted by

him some months since in the
cutting down
Congress street from Munjoy to East Commercial street. From the
proceedings of the City
Council last Friday
evening, it would seem
as if the removal of the
injunction would not
avail any thing to the contractors, unless it
gives them the privilege of commencing a suit
against the city for not allowing them to proceed with the work.
The late residence of Mr. David Morton
(several of the papers have it Moulton) on Free
street is to be removed and a store is to be
erected on the lot by Mr.
as a

Kilburn,

carpet

warehouse.
The residence of Mr. M. is of
bticlr, and is to be removed about thirty
feet above its present location.
This, we believe, is the first brick building ever removed
in this city.
The Illicit Still.—Mr. Daniel
Meehan, on
whose premises the U. S. officers seized an illicit still last Friday, was taken before U. S.
Commissioner Clifford
with carrying on an

Saturday, charged
illicit distillery. The

on

was continued to next
Saturday, aud
Meehan furnished sureties lor his
appearance.
AV- L. Putnam, Esq., appeared as his counsel.
case

Mr. J. D.

Fernald, formerly of the Auburn
House, Auburn, has leased the Eagle Hotel.
Mechanic Falls, and having had an excellent
reputation as a landlord heretofore we have
no doubt that he will so
conduct the Eagle a3
to sustain the very high reputation which it so
justly obtained under the management of the

retiring landlord,
The

Mr. P. E. Cobb.

Lagrange-Brignoli

Concerts.—A
received last evening announces that
the agent of Max Strakosch has been unavoid-

telegram

ably detained in Boston until this morning.
The sale of tickets for the Lagrange Brignoli
concerts will accordingly be
postponed till 2
o’clock tbis afternoon, and will then take place
at

Bailey

&

Noyes’s, as previously announced.

Liquor Seizures.—The Deputy Marshals
on
Saturday evening visited a runt shop opened on Oak street, between
Congress and Free
streets, kept by Charles Calkin, also the shop
of Thomas Fitzpatrick on
Newbury street, and
seized small quantities of liquor in both
places.

a

large

TO TIl.inEHS.
Would respectfully call the attention of Traders to
their stock of

Arrival*.

ALBION notSE.

M O Mead, Lowell

J U Bnrnliam, Maine
J J Fuller, Boston
\V G Means, tlo
F W Morris, Worcostcr
J L Sweat, Maine
L D Morion. Dover
J T McGregor, Gorham
J l* Dow, Limington
F N M -ins, Salem
T B Thompson, do

S P Fellows, C Elizabo h
S R Fulsom, Portsmouth
G Mason, New York
S VV Skillin, Westbrook
do
I A Thompson,
M A Fates, Lewiston
R L Bean, Brunswick
do
I D Messer,
C W Cutter, Westbrook
COMMERCIAL nOUSE.
G B Salford. Hallowell
C R Morris. Newfield
C Lowell, Biddeford
G B Kittridge, Augusta
C H Littlefield, do
G M Weston, Bangor
H B Johnson & 1, Gorham
A C Perkins, Dover
P Tanley, S»co
B
Maine
M F Josselyn,
J L Pray, Boston
A w Chase, New York
S W Bartlett. Salem
do
E Earl,
(d 1' biiiru a w« WifctcrviiioiJ
S envoy, do
do WTowniwwa, Batk
Miss C R itldeu,
A F Johnson, loronto
go
Mrs VV Tobey,
A Chamberlain, Portsm’h J Steve s, Boston
F C Fessenden, Maine
J Dennett, Searboro
C A Davies,
do
A Thornton, do
do
A Libby,
CITY HOTEL.
H Warren, Gorham
W R Field, Brunswick
R Dunham. Westbrook
s Sawyer, Boston
T Kenney, do
J U Griswold, Conn
C Davis Lowell
N Granger, Grampaullill S T Daddy, B >ston
J R O'Neil, Saco
A M Hawkins, Coun

H L Quillay, Skowhegan
J Hastings, Belfast
S S Brown, St. Anthony
T Ti ue, New York
C C White, do
G Y Clifford, do
W R Raymond, Kenneb’k

PREBLE HOUSE.
C B Conant, Lewiston
E A Phalon, Boston
do
S A Livingsti n. N York
J W Wilson,
K C Robinson,
do
A P Morse,
do
L Ray. end,
do
D M Hoi I g Jon, do
11 II
do
Lewiston
L L Wolley,
W W Wright, Geneva
F Nichols, Bridgton
do
C T Woodbury* Boston
A G Cool;,
do
C R Ayer,
Col Cousens, Gorham
J Ware, Athens
C A Iugalis, Montreal
Mrs
Mrs Rand. Portsmouth
Hcbard, Halifax
E Crockett, Gorham
do
Miss Rami,
Mr Osgood, Boston
Mr D ckeus, England
Y T Beers,
do
do
G Allison,
do
H Scott,
U. S. HOTEL.

DPkey,

II Alexander. Springfield
do
E Holloway, Montreal
G F Morr ouse, do
do
Miss A Pierce, St John
do
do
M ss F Pierce,
do
BFSinds,
A Wi'lianio, Saco
VV F Whittle,
do
A F Lewis, Fryeburg
Dr Give, St AuJrews
A E W<>o«lmatj, Is Pond
W H Libby, Augusta
D P WhilcouiO,
do
J M Hagar, Richmond
H J Jackson, Boston
\V H Walker, York
do
C W ebster & s, Lawrence J E Bailey,
G H Brown & 1, do
W Grant, New York
A G Adams,
do
R A Bishin, Halitax
L Davidson,
E Thorp, Boothbay
do
do
W Keiting,
E McCobb,
do
L A Stephens, Toronto
P Feeri.ig, Bangor

H M Phillips,
E P Phillips,
C Lindsay,
IT Hostcs,

Boston

State News.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The Houlton Times says an eccentric fellow
from out of town appeared in tire street on
Thursday, dressed in an entire suit of scarlet.
Towards evening he became quite noisy, creat
ed some disturbance, and came near finding
his way to the lock-up.
KENNEBEC

Goods!

Gry

Fancy

Consisting

part of

in

Dress

of

corner

COUNTY.

The Hallowell Gazette says a liberal proposition has been made by the trustees of the
Hallowell Academy to the authorities, relative
to uniting the Academy and High School.—
The plan is regarded willi general favor, and
is being seriously considered by the city authorities of Hallowell.
We learn from the
Winthrop Gazette that
Mr. Shorey, landlord of the W inthrop House,
lost a valuable horse on Monday last.
The
animal, known as the “Bonny eoit,” was a
large brown gelding, for which he had refused
$G00 but a short time since. The disease was
luug lever.
We learn from tlie Hallowell Gazette that
the fine residence of Capt. John Collins, in
West Gardiner, narrowly escaped destruction
on Monday evening
last, by fire being communicated through an over-lieated chimney
to the ceiling. The loss proved to be
small, as
fortuuatuly I lie Haines were soom subdued.
The Gardiner Beporter states that on
Wednesday afternoon last, as Mr. Dow Clark,
who drives a team for Mr. Arthur Berry, w as
driving out from under the mill with a load of
wood, he being on the load, he was caught
across tlie back by a beam and so
severely
crushed as to confine him to the house for
some lime.
The Beporter says on Friday afternoon, as
several lads were piayirg upon the ice just below the bridge at Gardiner, one of their number, whose name we did not learn, broke
through the ice. Luckily for him it was about
high tide, or he would have been immediately
drawn under the ice. His cries brought the
people on the bridge to bis rescue, and tlie.y
threw a rope to him, which lie caught aud was
drawn out.
KNOX COUNTY.

The Rockland Gazette says during the late
fire at Warren, four young uien were engaged
iu removing c oths and webs from the workrooms in the factory building.
They, fiudiug
their retreat cut oil by the burning and falling in of the stairway, and scorched and nearly suffocated by the sudden rush ot flames
and smoke i n to the room, saturated as it v. as
by oil in every part, fled lor their lives—one
through a window ou to the grist-mill and
down upon its conductor, another through a
d >or leading into the upper part of that building, and tho two others by a fearful leap from
a window into the street below.
OXFORD COUNTY.

We learn from tho Lewiston Journal that
Hon. J. J, S. Lvford collector of U. S. Revenue for the 2d District,
having received information that parties in Mexico, Me were running an illicit still, proceeded there, and on
Friday last, tound one in lull blast, ou the
premises of one Smith. It was immediately
seized and taken to Lewiston. The
capacity
of the still 13 about three barrels
per day, and
it was used in making “N. E. R.” from molasses. Some barrels cf the “critter” were
seized at the same time, gveatiy to the sorrow
of the proprietor, and other parties in town
one ot whom lamented the
removing of “the
best cow in the place.” Ko parties have been
arrested as yet.

Sylvanus Jackson Esq., of Paris, died on
Wednesday morning aged ninety years. He

was a man ot close observation
and retentive
memory and the people of tho town have very
unwisely allowed much valuubie history conuected with the early days of Paris to die
with him.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
TheBangor Whig is informed that on account
ot the rain aud thuw ot two we»‘ks since, the
amount ot lumber to be ent this winter will
be very much diminished. Teams have usually remained iu the woods and done good
business until the 10th of April, while this
year nearly all tho teams have already been
obliged to come out. On the West Branch of

particalars.

JHportant ami extensive Improvments
recently been made in this popular hotel, the largest in New England, enables the proprietors to “tier io Tourists, Families, and the Traveling Public, accommodations and conveniences supe
rior to any other Hotel in the city. During the past
numerous
summer addition* have been made ol
suites ol apartments, with bathing r oms, waltr
closets, &c., attached; one otTutts’ magnificent passenger elevators, the best ever constructed, conveys
guests to the upper story of the nouse in one minute;
the entries have been newly and richly carpeted,
and the entire house thoroughly replenished and
refurnished, making it,in alii ts appointments, equal
to any hotel n the country.
Telegraph Office, Hilliard Halls and Cafe on the
first floor.
LEWIS RICE & SON, Proprietors.
fb4-eou3m sn
Feb. 1, 1868.
moss

Assoyer’s Office, Boston,
A BOTTLE OF

Mr.W S. Main’s Elderberry Wine”

Has been received here, in the state In which it is
sold in the market,— for analysis.
It was found to be an excellent, matured Elderberry Wine, comparing favorably with the choicest
samples of “Sauibuci Wine,” and containing even
more more of the acid salts, astringent and valuable
qualities of the berry, than that wine does.
It has the best properties ol Port Wine, without its
intoxicating quality, and in sickness, or as h beverage, it should replace tho imported wines.

Respectfully,
A. A. HAYES,
Street, Boston, 1
f
Aug., 1867.

D. State Assayer.

M.

S. DANA HAYES, Chemist

ieblld&wtfsN

ffirnTT3

AND

Union Safe

i
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Spices!

purity, delicious flavors,
GREAT ECONOMY,
UN RIVALED STRENGTH AND
Ava irade from lovers of choice r*
are
on* which is without a parallel.
are the true
Their creat suceeis is because
strict

attracting

they

rich flavors qf the fruits adtl spices qf remarkable
strength.
Ex-Gov. James Y. Smith, of Providence, R. I..
says: ‘‘My w fe pronounce* them supeiior to any
flavoring extracts she has ever used.”
Ex-Jov. Wm. A. Buckingham, of Connecticut,
says: “Fora long time we have used them, and
find them very fine,”
Dr. J, G. Holland, (Timothy Titcomh) author of
“Katrina,” Jfcc., the wed*known author o* Springfield, Mass., says: “They are the standard in this
Dealers ireble their sales with
Sold m Portland, Me., by

them.

CHADWICK, 22 Market

And by all dealers in

square,
6mlawsn

choice flavors.

I)r. A. BAY'LEY’S

Itch & Salt Rheum Ointment.

HEJS ilY

cured himself, and sent tree on receiving a
directed envelope. Address NATHAN*
ELMAYFAIB, Brooklyn, N. Y. Also tree, by the
same publisher, a circular of DAISY SWAIN, the
great Po^m of the wt.
dc31-d<&sv3m-SN
who

?o<t-paid

Marriage and
Men

eiibacy.

»

on

solitude,

the crime ot

sn

IHoth Patches, Freckle* and Taa.
only reliable remedy for those brown discolorations on the face is “Perry’s Moth and Freckle Lotion." Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perry, 49 Bond
St., New York, bold every where. mar21d&w6m8X

Jackson’s Catarrh

Snuff I

A.\D TROCHE POWDER:
DELIGHTFUL ANI> PLEASANT REMEDY

in

Catarrh, Headache, Rad Breath, Hoarseness, Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs,
Deafness, Ac.,
And all disorders resulting from Cold? in
Head, Throat and Vocal Organs.
This Remedy does not ‘Dry Up,” a Catarrh but

1*008 IONS it; trees the head oi all offemdve
quickly removing Bad Breath an* l Headache;
alleys and soothes and buruing heat in Ca-

matter

is

so mild und agreeable in it? effects
positively
CURES WITHOUT SNEEZING!

that it

Powder, is pleasant to the taste,
nevor nauseates;
when swallowed, instantly
gives'to the Throat and vocal organs a

As
and

a

Troche

Delicious Sensation of Coolness nnd

HAIR

Renewer.
testify

and Clergymen
to

Its merits in

Restoring Gray Hair to its Original Odor,
And promoting its growth. It makes the hair solt
and glossy. The old in appearance are made
young
again. It is the best

HAIR
ever

used.

Eruptions.
Our

DRESSING

It removes Dandruff and'all
It does not stuin the skin.

Treatise

on

the Hair sent tree

Scurvy

by mail.

Beware of the numerous preparations which are
sold upon our reputation.
li.P. HALL <& 00.. Nashua N.
H.,Proprietors.
yf^For sale by all
March 7.
eod&weowlmsn

druggists.

PERaAPsTFMAT~BE_
well for the
....
subscriber to state the fact that notwithstanding the
groat scarcity ot Coal (already well known), and
its rapid exhaustion—with no immediate
evidences
ot relie
that he is pi epared in a measure to supply
the masses, at No. HHi « oml with
undeniably
the best variety,
tho largest quantily at the present time in the market.

and'undoubtedly

marUdtlsn

JOS. H. POOR.

“

Bi.j Mr, aud I’ll do yon Rood
I)K.
LANGLEY’S HOLT AND HERB BITTERS in every instance prove this mot'o true.
id
do
vo
They
to every one who use) them for
Jaundice, Ilealaclic,
Cosfiveue-is, Liver Complaints, Humors, ’inp ire or
Ba l Blood, General
Dibility,and all Bilious Ids-ases.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
marl8dtjy83n
Boston, and all Druggists.

Batchelor’s Hair Bye.

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only true and perfect Dve—Harmless, Reliable,
Instantaneous. No disapp dntment. No ridiculous
tinra. Rcuie<iics the ill effects m Bad Dvcs Invigorates and leaves the hair soil ami beautiful black or
brown. Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers; and
projicrly applled at Batchelor’s Wig Factory lfi Bond

street, New

Most

,ianl4s»dly

York.

Popular Medicine inthc World

DB.

HENDRICK’S

Restorative
BITTKRS!!
Composed Peruvian Park, Pipsissewa, Chammo™ltc. Alant/rake 7horougUwort, Dandelion. Ye'low
JJock,
and
Sarsaparilla, ami n any other
valuable Poo s and Herbs,
tne whole forming a most
effectual rouic. beautiful
Appelleer,and grateimparting tone to the Stomach and
V,
digestion and t» enlili and 'treiigth to the whole
system. Price $1- Prepared by
of

THOS, G. LOItiNG, Apothecary,
(Opposite
March 7.

the Poet

8 TAX tlsx

Office.)

12th Inst, ship Laurens, Willis,

New York.
Sid fm Arroyo 5lh inet, scb Keokuk, Small, tor
Norwich.
In port 6th inst, brig Ilelmont
Locke, Cochrane,
lor New York, ldg; scb Fred Smith, Smith, nr do in
7 days.
Slu im Remedlos 16th Inst, brig Cbimboraz jo, lor
Boston.
At Nenvitas I3tn inst, brig Eugenia, Ccombs, for
New York, ldg; schs Mary B Hairis. tor do, do;
Kate Wentworth, trom New York, Just ar.
Sid Im Matmz is Mb, brifig Qipsey Q .een. Prince,
and Ella Maria, Berry, Portland; sen Matiu Uo.urh,

MAINS’ ELDERBERRY WINK.
27 SN d&wtf

l’aplev, Philadelphia.

In Otisfield, March 23, at the Parsonage, bv Rev.
P. B. Wilcox, Samuel Mayberry and Miss MaryS.
Stone. Also, M. Dexter Andrews and Miss Sylvina
Puts, all ot Otisfield.
in Turner, March 22, Wm. C. Whitman and Ade
laide it. Bradford.
In Brunswick. March 19, George H. Cox of Damariscotta. and Gouisa Marshall, ol Brunswick.
In Brunswick, March 24. Moses Bailey and Isabel
M. Allen, both ot Harpswell.

MPOKE.V.
Jan 3, in tbe (tillo’a Passage, ship Sarah March,
(tom Cardiff for Shanghao.
March i* th, lat 27 48, Ion 74 15, brig Tangent,Kich,
from St Jago for Boston.
Match 18, lat 3 49, Ion 75 50, barque St Jago, from
Cuba tor Portland.
March 24, lat 38 30, Ion 72, sch Jachin, from Wilmington for New York.
elan 28, lar 10) S, Ion 30 45 W, slip Scotio, from
Shields for Aden.

DIED.
In this city, March 24, Joseph Grant, aged l year
11 months 12 days—son of Joseph and C. J. Grant.
In this city, March 2S, Ci arlie Herman R., only
child of O. W. and Mabel B. Burnham, aged 11
months 6 days.
In Saccarappa, March 26. Mr. Samuel Conant,
aged 77 years.
In Cape Elizabeth. March 23. Harri t, daughter ot
Ehen and Mary J. Willard, aged 15 yoars.
In Falmouth, March 21, Mr. Edward, Skillin, aged
73 years.
In Brunswick, March 21, Evelyn G. Fuller, aged
21 years.
In Pads, March 25, Svlvanus Jackson.
In Bath, March 26, Mrs. Mary Blasland, aged 91
yeurs 3 months.

MEW

ADVIUfbLMLMS.

SAI/fl

SAJLT!

For Country Trade and
purposes !

Fishing

1.000

Hhds. Turks Island.
“
Bonaire.
“
2.000
Crk’d St. Martins.
“
Cadiz.
3.000
“
1.000
Syracuse.
“
200 Sacks
25 Bbls. Grd. •* for Butter.

1.000

IMPORTS.

TRINIDAD. Brig Geo G Roberts-247 blitis 228
half-bbls molasses, to Hopbni Eaton.
HAVANA. Sch Nellie base
269 hhds 42 tes
molasses, to E G Higbt.
We would especially recommend to the fishermen
MATANZAS. Brig J B B. own—374 hlids 70 tes j
tatt, on account of its weight and
molasses, to J B Brown & Sous; 8 bbls molasses 3 : the Cracked
parity, this being more economical,and improv ng
bbls oranges 3 kegs olives 3000 cigars, to master.
of the fish more than oiod auy other
the
quality
Ethan
All.
n—44!
B
Scb
hhds 50 tes molasses, to J
kind in use.
Brown & Sons; 5 bbis do, master.
Barque Pldlena—4K8 hlids 37 tes molasses, to J B
200 Barrels Clam Balt.
Brown & Sons, 40 hhds sugar, John D Lord; 110
hhd.-i do, to order.
100 Salisbury Dories.
CARDENAS. Brig J Bic' more—165 hhds 60 tes
3 bbls iuolas>es, to Lynch, Barker & Co.
bbls 70

—

DANA &, CO.

March

FROM

DKSTINATIOJI
.A? pin wall.. .April

Arizona.New York.
Java.New York. .Liverpool. ...April
Colorado.New York.. Liverpool.... A] ril
MoroCas.ie.New York..Ha.ana.April
Europe....,.New York..Havre.April
Nova Sootian.Portland... .Liverpool.... April
City ot Boston.... New York Liverpool... .April
Caledonia.New York. Glasgow.April
Virgo.New Y'ork.. Vera Cruz... April

discharging from

now

schooxei:

••

poixt,”

city

1
1

and for tale by

1

O’B^ion, Pierce & Co.,

2
4
1
4

152 Commercial Street.

4

March 30, 1868.

4

Celfi.New York..London.April <
San Francisco.New York. .Nicaiagua... April 4
Peruvian.Portland... .Liverpool... .April 11
Nestorian.Portland.. .Liverpool—April 18
Belgian.Portland ...Liver’pool... .April 25
Austrian.Portland...Liverpool.May 2
—.1.210 AM

| High water.4.00FL

MARINE NEWS.
PORT OF PORTLAND.
Saturday, March 28*
ARRIVED.
Barque Pbilena, (ot Portland) Davis, Matanzas
8th inst.
Hiig J B Brown, (of Portland) Bain, Matanzas

lOih inst.
Sch Ethan Allen, (of Portland) Blake, Matanzas
11th lust. Passed, oh-Cape Cod, a sunken vessel,
with spars above water, and wro k stuff in the vi-

cinity.
Sch H Prescott, Freeman, Tangier.
Sch Julia t Gainnge, Lurvey, Newcastle, Del.
Sch Blue Bad, (Brj Patterson, Providence, to load
St John. Nb.
Sch J A Hooper,-. Boston.
sch Louisa, Johnson. Marinas.
Sell Brilliant, Pool. Bristol.
Sch Convert, Pendleton, Belf st lor Baltimore.
Sch Juniatta, Pendleton, Bcllast lor Boston.
Sell Oceania, Lvncli, WiscAsset lor Boston.
Sloop Dirigo, Wiggins, Bath.

dtf

City

ot Portland.

Wm. P. F:sseuden lias petitioned
the City Council to change the lm of Meben
street as now established to the line s* it was ft nnerJy laid out, an 1 wheieas said petition was relent'd
by the Cl y Council, Nov’i 4th, lfct>7, to the Committee on laying o t new streets, lor them to consider
and act upun, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties interest'd,
that the Joint Standing Committee of be City Council on laying out new streets, will meet to hear the
parties and view the proposed way ou the stxt h day
April, 1*68, at two o’ciocic iu the aitecaooifc
at the corner of Mellen and Cougre*ssts, and will then
and there proceed to determine and adjudge whether
the pub ic convenience requires said sued or way
to be laid out.
Given under onr hands on this thirteenth day ol
March, A. D. 1868.

WHEREAS,

:
4 Mwm

<13wi«

Southern White Corn,

DUPARIPKJC OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
KAMI

30, 1868.

3,BOO BUSHELS

Per steamer Hibernian, for Liverpool —20fl6 bags
peas, 1820 bags wheat, 37» bbls clover «e d, l‘^9 bbls
Hour, 844 boxes bacon, 188 bbls ashes, 2!4 bbls pork,
3.»3 pags lard, 48 tes beef. 200 pkgs cheese, 61 bJls
tlax,2) cases sewing macbi.e-, 1 pkgs tioh, 1 bbl
machine oil, 20 kegs silver, 344 bales cult »n, si bids
tongues, 12e boxes bacon, 27 bb s steam packing, 6b
rolls leather, 24 bales co? ton duck.

JaCuB McLELLAN,
ALBERT MARWICK,
EZRA CARTER,

Committee
on

LEAV11T,
JAMES NOYES,
GlO. H. CHAD WICK,
J. F.

Laj Ing Out
New
Streets.

Mar 30-dlw

Montreal Ocean

Steamship Go

lor

—

—

Barbcrick, Boston.

SAILED—Steamer Dirigo; brig Selma;
G W Pierce, Silver I.akc.

Ciark, Lottie,

scbsCC

Sunday, March 29.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Franconia, Sherwood. New York.
Steamer Carlotta. Magune. Halifax, NS.
Steamer Chase, Colby. St John, N B
Brig Geo G Roberts, (Br) To ise, Trinidad.
Bi ig J Bickmore, Graham. Cardenas.
Brig Frontier, Skinner, New York.
Sch Nellie Chase, (oi Ton land) Strout, Havana
15th inst. Has been 1*2 days North oi llatteras with
heavy weather; 21st, oh Chinco ea»ue, took a NE
gale which carried away lore topmast, jibbooin, both
jins, and split ton sail also, lost 40 hhds molasses oh
deck. Parsed *<8tb, off * ape Cod, sch Nellie True,
from Cardenas for Portland, with loss ot lore topmast and jibboom.
Sch Freddie Walter, Atwood, Tangier.
Sch E G Willard. Parsons, Pn ladeTphia.
Sell Took old a, t-tewart. New York.
Sch J C Crocker, Thorndike. Bos*on.
Sch Zina, Bradbury, Macbios for Boston.
Sch Bellona, Wallace, Rockport.

Foreign Shipping,” containing about
veys, and the

635

new sur-

of 60 masters who have receivof approval trom the Association,
bas been received. Published by the American Shipmaster’s Association, 51 Wall St, New York.
nam s

ed commissions

FROM

MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.

Cld at Philadelphia 27th, brig Kennebec, Minot.
Portland.
81d fm Deal i&tb, barquo George S Hunt, Woodbury, Havana.
Spoken—March 26, lat 37 21, Ion 73 40, Br brig
Naaarene. irom Cieuiuegos for Portland.

Sch Onward sailed trom Ci ntuegos 10th inst lor
New Orleans, in charge ot he mate,
Capt Bunker
uom an attack ot insan-

being confined in he cabin
ity, brought on by sickness.

DISA3TERM.

Brig J W Spencer, Spencer, at New York irom
Irini ad. had northerly gales on the
passage; lost
and split sails. March 21, ctf Delaware
Capes, to k
a heavy gale and was driven South
far as lat 37.
Ion 7k.
Srh Frank A Emily, before reported ashore on th“
Meadows ot Staten I bland, was got oft on the 26th
without damage.
Brig N Stowers, at New York from Cardenas rnoomitered a heavy gale March 20, commencing NE
and going round lo N\V, which last' d three
days;
swept water casks Irom deck and tilled cabin with
water.
Srh Azelda & Laura, ot De rttetown,
Me, at New
York irom Baracoa, took a NE
gale 2lsi inst, in the
Galt Stream, which lasted two
lost lor soil
days,
and jib, split mainsail, sprung maiii boom and lore
gaff.

Sch Clara Rankin, at Galveston trom Boston, l:ad
a N W gale 2i tii nit, during which her deck load was
swept overboard, galley stovo, foresail split, and

Othorwi

damage'!.
Rich mi son. at New York *rom Attovo, PR,
had heavy weather on the passage, lost Jibboom. fore
tjpmasf and lore gaff; sprang heal ot t reuaut,
split mainsail and lost outer jib.

at

Reduced Rates.
The S. S. Nova Scothin, Captain
will leave
this port for Liverpool, on SATURDAY. April 4th,
alter
the
n
ival
of
ilie
tram
oi
the preimmediately
vious day troni Montreal, to be followed by the Peon
the
Uth
Capt.
Ballai.tine,
ruvian,
April.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin laccording to accommodation)
$70 to $80.

Alrd,

Steerase,
$23.
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
S3T*For Freight nr passage apply to
II. & A. ALLAN, No. 8 India St.
Portland, March 30. dtf

PORTUHD* ROCHESTER B.B,
SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
Cn and after Wed* clay. March 26,
1* x,trains win run a. follow..
Ptmsrnjjtr train.' leave f*a< o River for Fort I am) at

MUBKl

5..1C and 9.00 A. M„ an.) 3.to P. M.
cave Portland
lor Saco River 7.16 6.M, 2 On and 6.15 P. M.
train, lear.. Saco River 6-60. A M.; Portland

J^eizbt

8ta|roe connect at Oo7bam Tor Watt Gorham.
Btandfrli, dteep Fails, Ballwin, Denmark, tiebeao,
Brlagton, Lovell, lit ram, nroamliold, Fryeburv,
vonway, Bartlett, Jackaon l/iuiin^b»n.
rolih i or«
t.r, Freedom, JW-I-'II *rvi Fat.on >, 0
At Burton Center lor Wtvi Buxton, Bonny-Eacla,
Sooth Llmingto’- '.Imla^oa E,‘m«Ttek, Newtleld,
!'»rson«fteld amlOxtlotie.
AtBaooarapp, iriiotiuhWiEd.taji Windham HH1
-nd WorthwTndb.m tally.
S v order ol the President.
mar 28-dtl
Portland, March 19, lies.

Store !

Grocery
I Oli

SALE.

the Stock and Interest in the
Grocery Store, at the north end ot Deerln&s'
Bridge. A rare chance tor one who wishes to Invest
in ihe business.
March 30-dlw*

ONE-HALF

Farm for Sale.
A good Farm or 121 acres, situated m Gorham, U miles f um the
village, and niue miles trotn Portland. Cuts rom 30 to 00 toil* bay.
_A good 1] story house with ell. Barn
38xoo, woo>i-uou8e, carna>>e-Aouse, on the primi>«»•
A choice orchard of young fruit
trees, in bearing condition on the farm.
Said form is well divide l tor wood, pasturape and
tillage. Possesion *lvcn immediately.
A| ply ro It dlon
f?ov 1, at
Gorham; the owuer h. A. Fo»g on the premises, or
GtO. K. 1/AV1S «£ CU.,
mar30 codAwtf 13
Dealers in Keai Estate.

Ww-Aa-In-Tt-Ee-Dd,
*

*--«•>

eouvsuirnt rent

.iviL-l»m. s’ wnlk of ihe
nuwablc price.

Good

Address, immediately,

within len

Po.tOUlcc at

n

reference given.

JOII \ II.vr ,”

e

Sch E

domestic ports.
GALVESTON—Ar lath Inst, ncli Clara

Rankin. Boston.

Rankin

S d iTib. ship Eastern State, lor
MOBILE—Ar 2Utb, ship Lepanio. Wllaon, from
London.
Ar 2 ih. ach Jos Warren, Wylie, Boston.
SAVANNAH—Ar 26th. brig Nellie Mitchell, trom
Baltimore.
CHARLESTON—Ar 23d, barque A B Wvitan,

PORTLAND P.

mar-t°-t1'_

O.

Wanted!
Industrious BOY. One ilint is
AN htniist. active
Wilh atfJI la< 1"eier cl.
Apj.lv this
"m..3Jd3t.
NoA1 Porifond^or,

Liverpool.

Portland Institute ATublic Library
A -V„YUA r, M EE T1 SC.

Wvnmn, Liverpool.

Ar 27'h, brig J W Woodruff, Haskell, Roaton.
N"UEO K—Ar 2itb sell H G Bird Jones R.icklaiid. (recently asbore at Body Island.)

FORTRESS MONROE—Ar. brig T.motUy Field
trom Po'io Rico tor Baltimore.

brie vm”EC Bcl,e-Cor?6th ilwt brr
Arthur
KH
Km. man. Means, Matnnzis;
Ormus. Pett^ngill, lor
lues

Rostoii; brigs Kate Foa'er, Brown, Poitland; Mana
Wheeler, Wheeler, for Barbadoes; J H Didlngham,
Mudgett, Irinidad; ted F Nickerson, Kellev, fur
Po t and.

Ar -Gth, barque
Arietta, Colcord, Sagua; sch S&E
Corson, Corson, Portland.
Cld Jiith, barque Andes, Merrlman, Cardonas; srth
Hattie E Sami son, Blake, Mattnza>; Chattanooga,
Black, ltcnudios.
NEW YORK—Ar 26fh, barque Zulma. Hewl.t,
Marseilles; brigs E A Carver, Sylvester, im Sagua;
Union, Eaton, Cornwallis; sci.s J P Allen. Allen,
St Jago: Nettle Cushing, Percy. Delaware tor Bo>ton; Brain hall, Hamilton. Elisubetbport for Portland: Mary M Baxter. I astport; Cruden e. Kelley,
Camden
Albert Jameson, candage and Union.
Averlll Rockland; Silas Wright. Adams, do Ellen

Mernman. Hutchinson, tm Portland; D M French,
Jone«. Boston for Phbadeiphia.
Cld itfth. ship Alex Marshall, Marshall, Liverpool;
brig Ospra tor Trinidad.
Ar27th brigs J & H Crowley, Crowley, Porto
Rico; s«-hs Nellie Treat, Trim, do; E Richard ob *
Xhomp rn, Arroyo.

Cld 27th, brig r.Je Houghton, Morton, Matanzas
s Marg e, MeFadden,Santa Martha; Addle Mur’
chle. Roberta* Pembroke; Mary Shields. Waite lor
Augusta.
Pci

CANADIAN

UmailD #TATas

I’sMcngen Rooked to Londonderry
Liverpool. Return Tickets granted

C F.EARKD.
Steamship Hibernian, (Br) Brown, Liverpool
H & A Allan.
Steamer Diilgo, Johnson, New York—Emery &
fox.
Sch Marcus Ilunter, Orr, Matanzas
Churchill,
Browns & Man son
Sch Jcruslia Baker.

CARRYING THE
A*sD

w-XW-

The March No of the “Record of American and

HALL’S
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

mow

ror

Advertised 14th, ships Bazaar, Jellerson. lor New
Orleans; Sorrento Wilson, lor do; Black Hawk,
Crowell, frr San Francisco.
Sid tin Shields 12tu, ship Josiah L Hale. Page, lor
Calcutta.
At Savanl’U 4tn inst, tch Annie Leland, Benneit,
lor Now York, ldg.
Ar at St Domingo 1st inst, sch Yioksbute, Higgins,

uov

Comfort.

Is the Best Voice Tonic in tho world!
Try it! Safe, Reliable and only 35 cents.
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free, address
COOPER, WILSON & CO.,
Proprietors, Philadelphia.
W. W. Whipple <SrCo, Portland. General Agents.
Wholesale Agts, Geo. C. Goodwin & Co; Rust Bros
& Bird, Boston; J. W. Perkins & Co, W. F. Phillips
& Co, H. H. Hay, Portland.
Nov 14>8.Neod&w6in

Physicians

New York.
Sid I'm Liverpool
New York.

Wine.

“To tho days of the aged iiaddeth length,
To tlie mighty It addetn strength,”
'Tis a balm lor the sick, a joy for the well—
Druggists and Grocers buy and toll

d&w3m

The

tarrh;

Berry

(nice

Diseases and Abuses which create impedimarriage, with sure means oi reliei. Sent
in sealed envelopes, free ot charge. Address, Dr. J.
SKILLIN' HOUGHTON, Howard Association,

A

_

21, snip nauer, maiao,

.lan

•Yolk, ldg, at $13 Bold pr top.
Ar at Palermo ~uth ult, brig E A B, maid, Crowell,
Genca.
At Leghorn 10th lust, barque Templar, Potter, for

We take pleasure in announcing that the above
named article may be found lor sale by ail city
Druggists and first class Country Grovers.
As a Medicine Mains’Wine is invaluaDle, bel ie
among the best, if not the best, remedy for colds anil
pulmonary complaints,manufactured from the pure
of the berry, and unadulterated by any impure
ingredient, we can heartily recommended it to the
sick as MEDICINE.

and the

Pa.

Shangbac.

Sid tm Aden 22d, ship St Albans, Pike, for Annesley Bay
Al Manila

ments to

Philadelphia,

ant.

Al.^.iiatr..r

"•“•a

nature.

PUBLISHED

Young

»

For l
Come at Lant /

riaaa....6.48
Sun sets...6.24

The Confessions and Experience ol
an Invalid.
For the benefit, and as a CAUTION
TO YOUNG MEN an l others, who suiter from
Nerfous Debility, Pr nature Decay ot Manhood,
«fcc., supplying The Means of Self-Cure. Written by

for

l.KK

Boston, Mar 13, #«t.-«NeoiUfcwly

Ar at Ningpo Jan 28, hliip Malay, Dudley, from
Bangkok.
At Hong Kong Feb 21, snips Fearless, D:ew, and
G W Russrll, Jewett, unc.
Std Jan 20, ship Ait Union, Sheppard, London;
22d, barque Penang, Fatten, Manila.
Ar at Foo-cbow Jan 11, barque .Forest Belle, Bry-

Miniature Aluannac.March 30.

Dr. A. BAYLEY, Proprietor, Philadelphia.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
Price 35 cents.
General Agents.
nov2SeodttsN

Essay

reported sailed 2d.)

Mt., Boston.
& Co., offer lor UtVP. Safes
inside their Vaults, at rates from
$20 to $100 per
hoy al3°0?er to receive, on Special Dep»sot* 1^‘Kons living In the
«at
?8,
R^urilies
traveling abroad, Officer* of he Army
CdUi ieJ
an*j
,ot y°sso,}*i and others. Circulars
contain## tull^*rticulars,
forwarded on at):di«#ion

A 8URE CURE FOR

ITCH. SALT 1:HE rtf, OLD TOWH),
BLANKS, ULCERS, ITCHING PILES,
and a/i Eruptions qf the Skin, q/'whatever

Deposit Vaults,

Long Sought

PORTS.

POP.EliiA

Ar 27tb. sebs Lady Woodbury, Woodbury, Pbiladelplna; H W Go .frey. Sears New York.
At Yokohama Jan 18, ship Jas F Patten, Percy,
nnc; barque Alcyone, Staples, lor New York, (was

EXPORTS.

Choice Fruits and

vicinity,”

OTHEit

40 State

t®

26th,

PORTS
den, Elizabethport.

8E0UBIT1E4 A*D VALUABLE?.

-OF THE-

An

Old Chad, Brown, Philadelphia.
RSlV?7th.ATschUTH—Ar
sch Z Stratton, Me Fad-

MARRIED.

The very
which have

one

Manzoni, Cook, Turks Islands.
Rinbow, Tbaver, I'aWaug; brig J W
Brisko, Eaton, Matanzas; Valencia, Small, Ciemue
gos; Cldinliorazoo, Cook, Remedlos; 1 va May, Richards, Cardenas; Rediugt >n, Gregory, Hoboken.
< hi
x8th, baique Washington Butcher, Coaoe, for
Portland; brigs Mary Stewart, Dennison, do, to load
for Cuba; Marine,
achs Fanny
Cook, Cicuiuegos
Blake, Clark, Satilla River, G i; A ) Willard, Lansil, Char lesion, Nellie Bell. Stahl, Wilmington. NO ;
A II Sawyer. *: ok, Calais; E C
Brown, Watts, tor
Tbomaston: Sarah Oar-1 ner, Stacey Lane’s Core,
to load lot 1 hiladi lp m; Anns, Abbuot. Sul ivan.
Shi 27th, brig Antill.s.
SAL* M—Ar 26tb, sch OUvo Branch, French, Cutler for New York.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 27ib. schs Northern Light,
Ircm Tretnont tor Wicklord; Clara lane, Parker,
Luhec tor Richmond; Circaadan, I'm Ibdtast.
NEWBURYPOKT—Ar 27th, sch George, Tate,

a

To Holders ot Government Bonds

eodtfsn

AMEltlOAN HOUSE.

HAUL.

port.
C!d 27th, brig
Ar 2Kth, whip

In the

Union Street,

Nexi to Brown’s Hotel.

Tiieir

BOSTON—Ar ?7tb, schs J O Babcock, Flslier,
Philadelphia; J V Wellington, Chipn.an. Elizabetb-

-aidMi

Trimmings,

130 Niidd'c,

20 State
15th

desiring

land lor New York.
iLab

IJ i T12 3A F B,
F i KST
MODERATE PRICE, will pleaeerali on
EMERY & WATERHOUSE,
Middle Street, Portland.
Or at HO Mttiibnry Hired, Boalou.
tF Nerrond-hand Safes taken In exeliaupe for sale.
Parties desiriur oat,born's Steam Improvement attached l„ Tllim A M Parlatid’B Safes, can order ot
Emery, Waterhouso & Co.
Jan la—sn Isi w in earl; tunjtadv remainder of time

Hoop Skirts,

and Gloves,

Orre & Macuaueht, Hadley and other Spool Cottons,
Handkerchiefs, Edgings, Kufflings, &o.,

State

more
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AMPLllC PROTECTION

Mains' Elder

C. IT. HALL &■ Co.,

assort-

Me. Cuaeles Dickens.—There are still a
few tickots left for Mr. Dickens’ reading which
is to take place this evening.
Ileserved seats may be had at the original
price, $2.00, by applying to Bailey & Noyes.
Tickets will also be for sale at the Hall.
Hotel

to the place. The fellows then moved off without having taken auything. Policeman Field
wan soon on the spot and he secured
the broken window so that an entrance eouiu ua no
again effected.

Getthe genuine. REED, CUTLER & CO., Druggisis, Boston, Proprietors.
Mar 30. eod-stslm

‘

vocal powers. The programme is an excellent
one, and contains some of the finest gems and
concerted pieces from the best and most pop-

Store Breaking—An attempt was made
Saturday tight to rob the fancy goods store of
Messrs. Sweetsir & Merrill, No. 166 Middle
street. Thre? scamps were engaged in it. They
placed paper, saturated with molasses to deaden the
sound, over one of the large panes of
glass in the front window, and then broke it.
The attempt was made while the policeman on
that beat was taking his lunch; but the noise
of the falling glass attracted the attention of
a private watchman in that vicinity, who went

Coughs, cold* and l'UimonaryComplamts,
offered to the public. Physicians of the highest respectability prescribe it, ai.d thousaiuls <ffamilies keep it on band os a standard lamily medicine.
ever

Saturday.__

McFarland,

Ala

It lor
»
Mar 13-daw*

A VALUABLE REMEDY.—“The Vegetable
Pulmonary Balsam, is one of the best medi-

marl 9

Parlies

26th, E O Gates. Freeman. Ner.- Yoik,
27th, brig Mary Klee, Fisher, Savannah.
NEWPORT—Ar 27th, sch Union, AverlU, Rock-
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a

cines tor

No.
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the Portland BricklayThere
meeting
ors’ Union, at their room in the Hooper Block, 1404
Middle Street, 011 Wednesday Evening next, April
1st, at 74 o’clock. Ail members ot the order and
others are earnestly requested to be preset!r, as business requiring the unitod action of ali will come boPER Opper,
lore the meeting.
March 30,1S68. d3t

Hosiery

soncm.

call tlioii son lion u* the tac t that

their Safes irate

:>f

>A1.

<(■

TPton
•eaire to

■

Bricklayers’ Meeting.

will bo
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Music Scholars Wanted,
By a Lady Tea- her. Best ot refertrfK»£saJencesyhen. A,r.y to W.H. -lERRlS.

NOTICES.

Boston,

Mb. Dickens’Beading.—It is unnecessary
to remind our readers of Mr. Dickens’s reading at City Hall to-night, but it may not be.
amiss to mention that the reading will begin
at eight o’clock precisely, and that the audi-

A meeting of the Athletic B. B. C. will be
held at 13 Free street this evening, at 7 o’clock.
A. Geyeu, President.

ular operas. It is probably the last opportunity we shall have this season of hearing such
eminent vocalists, and we ekpect to see a
brilliant assembly in our Hall on this occasion.
Tickets for the concert may be had at the store
of Bailey & Noyes this afternoon, the sale commencing at 2 o’clock. Take timo by the forelock if you would have choice seats for yourself and friends.

_SPBOUfc

this week from Liverpool.

ordinary

combiuation of musical talent, and
our citizens have reason to expect such music
as can only come from such, a union of varied

the Penobscot there are not over eight inches
of snow, whore there usually are four or five
feet at this season. It is said that there will be
fall short of e*gbt. million feet on the West
Branch, from the amount anticipated, and
that on the Mattawamkeag and the Passaduinkeag there will be from ten to fifteen millions short. There were cut last year on the
Mattawamkeag seventy-seven million feet of
logs, while this year the amount will be twenty-eight million or less; a deficit from that
source alone of forty-nine millions. In addition to this, owing to the small amount of
snow to feed the
brooks, some of the drives
will be in danger of
being hung up.
The Whig says the small amount of snow
remaining in the woods guarantees us against
any great danger from a freshet this spring.
TeanisteM who have coma out of the woods
say there is less snow there than in Bangor.

Steamship

ling
Concert.—We

La Grange-Brionoli

a

History, as also in tho arrangement of tire cabinets, being especially devoted
His into the marine zoology of this region.
terest in this department and that of meteor-

Messrs. Daniel Winslow & Son.
It has been applied to the jail in this place
for more than a year, and its workings arc
most admirable.

He took

hall ol Natural

dition.
It has been applied to banks elsewhere, and
has worked so perfectly that night watchmen
are dispensed with, saving
its cost throe-fold
in a single year. Its manufacture is just being entered upon by those skilful machinists,

zens

l.et

ed soon after the destruction of its first cabinet
in 1854. He took a most active part in the process of restoration, devoting to it all the time
he could spare from the duties of his profes-

Burglar Alarm Apparatus.
We have had the pleasure of inspecting a
burglar alarm apparatus, which has just been
applied to the vaults of the Eastern Express
office in this city. It is called Hill’s Patent
Air Alarm. A series of iron tubes filled with

have been

which

COLUMN.

Co.

Corn—O'Brion, Pierce & Co.

them would

“The spring comes slowly up this

treasurer, a corresrecording secretary,
arbitration committee composed ot

ADVERTISEMENT

VEW

Salt-Dana &

It has been a goodly sight lor us who had
“no friend no brother there,” to see the scrambling for places of “profit and honor” under
the king, aud to hear the disaffected howls of
those to whose ear the word of promise was
kept, and to whose hope it was broken.
The paying offices have generally been given to renegade Republicans, to the distress
and infinite wrath of the staunch old Hunkers
who have always been true to the opinions

Exceptions taken.

a

Adv«*rli»emfuii ibi« Da!

Vew

Democratic.

in attendance.

a

Paul Potter. Beside these are the Copley and
two Stuarts. Of those attributed to Rubens
ported to be open advocates of the election of —and the fact of a Snyders lends probability
to a Kubeus—the first and chief is the “St.
Graut.
Simeon and Child Jesus,” a better than which,
RBrevet-Major General R. C. Buchanan has it seems to me, does
not exist from Rubens’s
assumed command of the fifth
in the gallery of the Royal Museum iu
disband
military
trict.
this city". The “Ceres Presenting Gilts of
Fruit to Venus” is certainly Rubens’s style.—
The Senate in executive
session, Thursday, Its
companion, “Danae and the Golden Showratified the Prussian
treaty by a vote of 29 er,” because it was not thought suitable lor
to 8.
exhibition, was unfortunately ordered to be
The Chicago
the trustees ot the college some years
Tribune, referring to the res- sold byand
was purchased by an artist iu your
since,
ignation of Attorney
GcnerarStanbery,
the sum of StiOO, in whose studio, I ungives
for
city
it as the prevailing
opinion that if he had “re- derstand, it is now Hold at the price ot S30DO
signed eight months ago there would
One of the noblest pictuies of
or thereabouts.
have
been no necessity for
the collection is “The Delivery of Peter from
Johnson. He
defending
Prison,” thought by Stuart to be, like “The
has been the Jonah of
Johnson's administra- Continence of Scipio,” another ot the gents by
tion.”
Nicolas Poussin. It is bold for a mere tyro
Further advices from the Arkansas
in art-criticism to difler from the great artist,
election
but I cannot, trom what I have seeu of Pouswere received by the
Congressional Union Ex- sin. think so. 1 cannot detect his style. There
ecutive Committee
Friday, which confirm the is a picture in the gallery of the Royal Musethat
sam«> subjec., by Houtborst, ot the
report
the Constitution is carried
by from urn here,
3,000 to 5,000 majority. This news comes di- Netherlands school. Xu boldness and grandeur
it is not to be compared with
of
roct from Little
Rock and is undoubtedly theconception
Bowdoin picture, but in peculiar tone and
tnore reliable than that from
Memphis, which color it is precisely t he same. I cannot help
is doctored to
saying to uiyscli, if Houtborst had. been equal
suit the rebels there.
to the conception of the picture it were cereneral Cary, the Ohio
Congressman who tainly his. Another Bowdoin picture, seuseis known
as an
and
independent Republican
lessiy sty.ed “The Irish Wake,” resembles very
who is far more
much the work of Van Steeuwyk the younger
“independent” than “Republi- as
ho is represented in the gallery here. It is
has refused to
stump Connecticut for a beautiful bit of interior architecture
by cane
Democrats thoueh strongly urged thereto. dle-light.
Gov. Brownlow puplishes an article in the
It is proposed at Brunswick, and ought to
have been done before this, to gather all that
noxville Whig, under his own name in
cau he ascertained about the pictures, both
which he denounces the Kuxlux
Klan in the
from themselves and from those persons-conseverest terms. He advises the Union
men of
nectious of the Bowdoin family or otherwise—
the League to arm and exterminate
anything about them. Meanthem, and who may know much
or little is true concern•ays if any 0{ tj,e former should fall in the
while, whether
efing them, it is highly desirable that they be
°rt, there will bo a million of swords
ready to visited by artists and art-critics, and put to
avenge them.
the test of the strictest scrutiny.

thought

that, like his Pythagorean namesake, be has

the globe.

ol

lest it be

long-continued truce;" and

says:
We have kept calling England old fogy, till
in many reforms she has outstripped the United States, without our perceiving it, just as
an old man calls his sou
the boy,’’ till he suddenly finds him, some morning, taller aud bigger than himself. The advancement of woman
in civil, political and educational respects, is
is a matter in which (1 rent Britain is ahead us.
Women are there admitted in the Universities to all the right aud privileges of the other
sex; if single they may vote at elections; and
now the right of sitting in Parliament is boldly claimed for them, and the distinguished
John Stuart Mill is returned as the representative of the party which puls forward these
claims.
Certainly there never was a paragraph more
crowded with misstatements, for
First, women are not there admitted to the
Universities. The nearest approach to it has

advocates

Loriug.

&

the imputation persecuting a people on account of their opinions. If on tlio other
hind, the law against polygamy is to remain
a dead letter and the people of Utah treated
with the same consideration as the people ot
other territories, the United States suffers

ar«

gorgeously arranged champion
principles,” as we learn from
To our thinking the princi-

a

of Jeffersonian
the salutatory.

is to bo enforced, and if the inhabitants ol
Utah are to be subject to penalties because of

who

type,

new

This, we repeat, will be a most
embarrassing question. If the law against
polygamy, which has already passed Congress,

Newburyport

can

The first number of the Knox and Lincoln
Patriot, published at Kockland by Win. Noyes
and Son, has come to hand, resplendent in

its members.

Who is Ahead?—The

genuine

By this difference the counterfeit
be easily detected.

to it.
McGroty will he held entitled
If the case is decide! solely on the gronDd
of Hooper’s connection with the order of
the ordinary case
Melcliisedek, it will he only
of disloyality; but
of iueligihiliiy on account
his church aud the
if the prejudice against
teuets <>f his religion are allowed to weigh in
tbe matter, it opens the whole question of the
jegal status of the Salt Lake community and

on

the “ni” in “United States," while
it comes over the upper left

corner.

seat, though

civilized country

covers

in the

an
in'' to the treasonable order, by taking
he reoath denying his membership. This
that lie
fused to do, aud there is little doubt
it is not so cortain
will lose his

taitli,

•We should like to ask the Press, why an ignorani and degraded negro should have the
of voting, while it is denied to an educated” and intelligent white woman I—Belfast

beeen

tance, seems to ns to l>e tbe opening ot one of
the most
perplexing controversies with
Mr.
which the country was ever afflicted.
Hooper, the present delegate from Utah, is a
Mormon. He has occupied his seat for several years without serious challenge of his
right to do so. It is now found that be Vlongs
of
to a secret society known as “the order
Melcliisedek,” the members of which arc
obligpd to swear unt ying hate to the United
States. Therefore oue McGroty, his Gentile
contests his seat.
opponent in the election,*
When examined before the election committo
tee Mr. Hooper was offered an opportunity
clear himself from the imputation of belong-

adherence

Portlanrt aiul

■

that

The Cincinnati Enquirer argues that if the
President should be deposed he would become
and that then, hy virtuo
Vice Presideut

nelli, as

CoUNTEBFEtT Fives. A dangerous coun- ;
said to
terteit five dollar national bank bill is
are well
l»o in extensive circulation. Tlio bills
on the
executed- the "lauding ot Columbus"
of the figback particularly so. Tbc shading
ures on the iace of the bills is heavy, although
fiue. The principal point ot difiference between the genuine and the counterfeit is this:
in the sentence
—In the counterfeit the l
“This note is secured, &c., at the head of the

Tnr Utah ft.pctiov case though generally
ueated as a matter of little relative impor-

i

"’embers of tlie Portlan 1 Institute
and
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WASHINGTON.
A NEW POSTAL TREATY.

Washington,

March 28.—Official

proclama-

tion is made of a postal convention made between the United States and Colonial GovMails are to he carernment of Hong Kong.
ried by a direct lino of American packets
between ban Francisco and Hong

passing
Kong, via Yokohama, Japan.

THE FLORIDA CONSTITUTIONS.

The Committee on Reconstruction had before them to-day two sets of delegates from
Florida, each presenting a constitution for
that State. One of the delegations is composed
in part of Wisconsin men, and the other ol
Massachusetts men, who have settled in Florida. The lormer have the advantage as they
exhibit the constitution sanctioned by Gen.
Meade and signed by forty-five delegates. The
latter object to this constitution ou the ground
that these delegates signed because otherwise
they could not receive their pay. Mr. Stevens
of
Pennsylvania promised Mr. Banks that lie
would otter a resolution in the House calling
upon Gen. Meade to report all the (acts in the
committee from
case in order to relieve the
the embarrassment.
THE NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD.

A delegation, consisting of W. B. Ogden of
Chicago, Judge Rice of Maine, the Governor
of Minnesota, and one or two gentlemen from
the British Provinces, were betore the Hous
Committee on the Pacific Railroad to-day, and
made an argument of two hour’s duration in
favor of the construction of the North Pacific
Ru dread. They also pointed out to the Committee the necessity for three projected
routes—Northern, Middle and Southern—and
gave a detailed description of the country
through which it is proposed to run them. The
arguments closed with an appeal for aid from
Government, so that the roads may bo completed without delay.
BUTLER 3 ARGUMENT VERY ABLE.

New York. March 28.—Washington specials
say: Geo. Butler’s opening argument is said
to
ono of the ablest aud must elaborate efforts ever presented in an American court.
He will read Irom the manuscript, and its delivery will consume about five hours. In it
he will incorporate a brief survey of authorities upon the law of impeachable crimes aud
offenses, which have been prepared by Mr.
Lawreuce, one of the Mauagers. The general
impression is that the trial cannot be finished
in less than four weeks. The House Mauagers
have subpeitaed about a score of witnesses, aud
the President’s counsel have probably called
twice that number. No legal quibble which
may have the effect of prolonging the case
will he leit untried by the President's counsel.
GEN. MAG IiUDEIt’s PARTY.

Gen. Magruder gave a select dinner party
last night. Among the guests was Gen. Emo-

ry, Commander at

Washington.

NO LEGISLATIVE BUSINESS DURING THE TRIAL.

The House will probably agree to do no business lor ten dajs or two weeks, and there is
not much probability of there
being a quorum
pfesent after Saturday, as many of the members are going borne because no business can
be done until tlie impeachment trial is completed, which will take from two to three

Waeks^

SUBSIDY FOR NEW XORK STEAMERS.

The

House Post Office Committee have
agreed to report a bill authorizing the Postmaster Genera! to make certain contracts with
the Commercial Navigation
Company of New
York for a weekly conveyance of all
European
aud United States mails to anrl from
Europe.
The company is to have seven large
steamships
constructed under the supervision of a Government inspector, and
capable of being turned into war vessels. They must be officered
American
by
citizens, and the rights and privileges granted them are not assignable. Bonds
may be issued by the Government to tlie extent
©1 two and a half millions of
dollars, secured
by liens on the vessels. The line must be put
in
in
one
from
the passage of
year
operation
the bill.
CRETAN AFFAIRS.

Washington,

March 21). —Advices from
Crete report another battle as having been
fought, killing 200 Turks. Gen. Coroneslanded at Cauca on the 1st iust. with a number of
picked volunteers, and others are to follow.
The provisional government publishes offic*
ial bulletins of the Turkish massacres and
crimes for the year 18G7,
disclosing a series of
diabolical outrages perpetrated not
only on
men but on women and children.
Tbe Cretan
commission at Athens has addressed an appeal lor help to all the sovereigns «f Europe
and the President of the United States.
'lhe railway from Athens to Peirus is to be
opened in August next.
FHEEDMKN'S SAVINGS

THE

AND

TRUST COM-

PANY.

The National Freedmen’s

Savings

and Trust
its annual report,
from which it appeals that the total
deposits
since March, 1805, have been S3,082,378. There
remains on deposit 5(7(8,299. The money deposited represents a part of the savings of the
freed colored people within the last two
years.

Company hasjust published

THE NEW TAX BILL.

The new tax bill will not probably he reported to the House until the first week in May.
THE OPENING ARGUMENT OF OEN. BUTLER.

The opening speech by Gen. Butler to-morrow, on behalf ol the impeachment managers,
will occupy three hours. He will take up in
order and comment on each of the articles,
after which the managers will present their
witnesses and fully enter upon the trial.

XLth CJ3NGRE3S—Second Session.
SENATE.

Washington, March 28,—Mr. Edmunds ofthe following resolution, which was
adopted:
Resolved, That the President of the United
States be requested to communicate to the

fered

Senate whether he has established or ordered
the establisment of any new military department since the first day of August, 1867; and
if so, what department or departments, and
under what statute.
Mr. Dawes offered a resolution inquiring of
the Secretary of the Treasury what amount of
United States bonds are outstanding of each
class, with rate of interest, and what each
class was worth in gold at the time they were
issued.
Mr. Sherman suggested that it would be impossible to give that information at a moment’s notice, aud the resolution was laid over.
On motion of Mr. Shermau the Senate took
up the report of the committee of conference
bill to relieve certain manufactures
on the
from internal tax. Mr. Shermau explained
the amendment.
Mr. Nye again opposed the amendment for
punishing whiskey frauds. He said the effect
would be to deprive the Government of any
revenue whatever from whiskey, aud
perhaps
to fill the penitentiaries with revenue officials.
The remedy lay in another direction. He understood that a law was in preparation to cover
the whole subject, and be suggested that it
would be better to leave the matter until then,
instead of establishing a system of spies upon
a legitimate business.
The bill was oppressive
and unjust.
Mr. Morrill, of Vermont, said not one eighth
of the whiskey paid a duty, while the accomplices received more than the Government.
The bill was too stringent. He suggested to
amend, leaving it in the discretion of the Internal Revenue Commissioner to close up distilleries, instead of mandatory upon him.
Mr. Sliermau said it was useless to attempt
another committee of conlerencc. The bill
had been fully discussed.
Mr. Morton objected to the punishment provided, as there were existing laws on the subject. The trouble was they were not enforced.
After a long debate the Senate, on motion
of Mr. Howard, lion-concurred in the report
of the committee of conference on the bill by
a vote of 23 against 8, and ordered a neqr committee of conference. The Chairman appointed Messrs. Sherman, Howard and Morton.
Mr. Trumbull called up the bill to relieve the political disabilities of It. R. Butler
of Tennessee.
Mr. Bu kalew took the floor in opposition,
but yielded at 5 o’clock toa motion to adjourn,
and the Senate adjourned till Monday at 11
o’clock.
notrsE.

The House proceeded to the consideration of
the bill to admit the State of Alabama to representation in Congress.
Mr. Ashley, of Ohio, offered a substitute.
Mr. Keir addressed the Houso in opposition
t) the bill.
Mr. Eldridgc spoke against the bill. He declared that Alabama was a State of the Union
unless the history of the last five years were
a lie: unless the war lor the suppression of the
rebellion was a monstrous crime: unless every
man who (ought in the War on either side wm
a conscious traitor.
The hill, he said, eould be
justified by no man not filled with internal butted of our government and desiring its overthrow. It must, it could only end iu blood.
No man iu his senses could expect anything
else. The white race bad never iu the history
of the world been subject to the black race.
The madness or folly of Congress could never
compel the white race to submit to its African
domination or government. He did not believe it either essential or wise to compel the
people of Alabama to enjoy the privileges of
the Union and to share iu its government
against their will. If there were any considerable number of white men in the South who
had any sense of contrition for what they had
done beyond that feeling of remorse which
swayed the heart of Satan and his peers only
because their enterprise had failed, he had not
He did not believe in
seen the evidence of it.
forcing those incorrigible delinquents into an
association of power with a people whom they
hated and a government they had striven to

Overthrow.
Mr. Bingham advocated the bill

on the
statesmanlike axiom that “if you cannot get
He
cun.”
all you wish you should get all you
thought, however, that soffioidnt restrictions
had already been imposed on the people ot
Alabama, and therefore he was opposed to the
third section. It was auihorized neither by
law nor Constitution. It was the right ot the
people to alter or amend their Constitution,
subject only to the Constitution of the United
States, and they could not be deprived of that
The American system would be a total
failure if thepeoplc could not be trusted with
that right. There was no colorable excuse lor
attempting to engralt such a provision on the
statute book. He also opposed the section offered by Mr. Spaulding, and proceeded to advocate the passage of the bill with the third
section stricken cut, and predict 'd that the
members who voted lor it would find themselves sustained by their constituencies and
sustained hereafter by tire action of the people
of Alabama themselves.
Mr. Dawes said he would lie very glad to
vote for the bill as it came from the committee, either with or without the third section, i
he could see iu it any guarantee of security t<
the p ople of Alabama. The proposition o
Mr. Spaulding seoured to the people ot Ala
bams everything secured to them by the origi
pal bill, except one thing, and that was repre

MAINE.
mentation in Congress. The theory on which
BELFAST AND MOOSEHEAD LAKE RAILROAD.
all :lin Legislature went was, that the mom.ait
ana
House
the
in
I
representation was secured
Belfast, March 28.—By a vote of 859 to 50,
Senate the State passed from under the con- this city accepted an act or tbe Legislature
trol of O tigress, amt whatever Congress m.ght
authorizing an additional subscription ot $149,do afterwards, could no more be enforced
009 to the preferred stock of the Belfast and
be in Massacbutcould
than
within Alabama
Mooseliead Lake Railroad. This insures the
the substitute offersett.. It was proposed by
immediate construction of the road.
ed be Mr Spaulding, to legislate so that eveof Alabama serything which the constitution
Fire* anil Lom» of Life
cured to the people, should bn secured to them
in the two branches.—
Desmoines, la., March 28.—The residence of
except representation
Hon. Clias. Dudley, ot Agency City, VVakupta
The State should be first built up, and individcounty, was burned last night and three of
ual and personal rights-secured, the damage
wrought by rebellion repaired, and security his tons perished iu the flames.
made certain; representation should follow;
Ottawa, Ca., March 28.—The house of a
farmer named Lambert, at Warham, twentygrow out of that security, and not to he the
means of bringing about the
five
miles from here, took fire Wednesday
itself
security
It should be the last
night. Mr. L.unbert, with seven children and
thing and not the first.
Mr. Stevens of Penn, spoke at some length, a man named Seward, were burned to death.
arguing that under the law of nations we have
Troy, March 29.—The stable of D. Mitchell,
a right to do with
conquered territory as we with most ot its contents, was burned at 2
please, to take it in or keop it out at cur pleas- o’clock this morning. A dwelling house adure, and concluding ns follows. The only joining was also burned. An unknown lad
question here, although this Slate lias not from Buffalo, who slept in the barn, was so
lived up to the enabling act is, ate we prepared badly burned that ho wifl probably die. Loss
to admit her people as fit to associate with
about $15,000.
freedmen, a few of whom so sympathised with
Boston, March 29.—The Methodist church
to
let
these
reliefs that they are unwilling
poor on Warren
street, Highland district, and two
men into the Union. If I was certain that
small dwellings adjoining, were destroyed by
those who have just perjured themselves and
fire this morning.
attempted to break down this glorious Union
^Chicago, March 29.—The linseed oil works
would live and abide by their contract, and
of Gould & Bros, were destroyed by fire this
not attempt further to destroy us if we admit
morning. The establishment was the most
this terrible leaven. I should not hesitate.
extensive
one in the
There are no forms, no omissions that would
country. The loss is vamo
from
riously
estimated, but it cannot be less than
them
Uuion
keep
into the
admitting
The machinery alone was valued at
at once. I confess I have
$250,000.
am
l
douhls,
my
$100,000. Nothing is ascertained regarding the
sorry for it, as to whether after we shall have
admitted them into the Union, and after to- insurance.
morrow’s sun sball have set upon them, they
The E amine iu Algeria.
will not be ready to call a new convention and
to re-establish
Providence, R. I, March 29.—Mr. Perry, late
slavery in some shape or form. Consul
at Tunis, has received a letter from
We must try to shackle them in some way
that place, dated Feb. 29th,
that while wo are willing these fraudulent
announcing the
death of Gen. Otman Hashem, who, in'1865,
white men should vote, we may secure the igwas
Ambassador
from
Tunis to this country.
norant black man from their impositions.
The letter also speaks of a frightful distress in
Hence it is that I have moved to strike ah out
Tunis and Algeria from famine. In the latter
alter the first section and insert in its
place
place human beings bad beeu killed and eaten
wrliat I think will be a complete shackle. But
the proposition of the gentleman from Ohio
by the starving people.
(Mr. Bingham) to strike- out the third section
ftenmen Rc»cue«l from a Wreck.
is all, I must say, in the interest of slavery. 1
have offered my piopositiou to try to protect if
Savannah, March 28.—The captaiu of the
iiTeuom against me wues or tne most
schooner Isaac Baker reports
overhauling the
wicked institution Gou ever afflicted mail with
brig Henry Lawrence, trom Georgetown, S.
or that ever could exist
through the invention C., houud to Northern ports, waterlogged,
of human ingenuity. I will vote for no Conkescued Capt. Chandler and crow and
brought
stitution which does not give universal and
them here.
impartial suffrage^ and bind, as far as human
ligaments can bind, that provision forever,
EUROPE,
unalterable and ineradicable in the instillment, so that if they are taken out by the
GREAT BRITAIN.
roots it shall take with it
every other fragment
of the instrument itself, and send it back to
London, March 28—Tho case of George
Francis Train, who was arrested for debt due
act according lo the
provisions of a new law.
an English firm
incident to street railway
Mr. Boutwell argued against the amendspeculation some years ago, came before the
ment offered by Mr.
Stevens, objecting to it on Court
ot
the ground that it would admit to suffrage
Bankruptcy at Dublin a day or two
ago. Train presented the Court with a schedwomen aud children as well as men. That
ule ot his assets and
amendment would open up to every rebel in
liabilities, which the
Court rejected as a mere farce and more, worththe State of Alabama who could not he conless
than
so
much
blank paper.
victed of treason the right to voto in all elec1 he trial of tho Fenian Gen.
t ons.
Nagle, which
was
•AU’. Fldridge
unsuccessfully attempted at Sligo Assizes
desired to ask Mr. Boutwell
some time ago, will take
whether he would exclude men who were conplace before the Court
victed, but Mr. Boutwell declined to yield, and ot Queen s Bench, in this city, some time in
May.
went on to say the condition-' declared to be
I u nd amenta I in the third section of the
BELGIUM.
bill
Later dispatches mention that the riots at
were in entire
harmony with the nine preced- Charleroi,
ents in the
Belgium, had again broken out, and
Government,and were within the the disorder
had spread again with fearful ra^0W11
the gentleman from Ohio,
It
Mr. Bingham, to wit: That
pidity to other mining districts in the neighthey were in har- borhood.
Tho
authorities have posted troops
mony with the Constitution, aud not in any
and taken other measures to meet
sense outside of it or extraneous to
any emerit, and|were
gency.
conditions that were necessary for the security
of the
SPAIN.
people of Alabama, if that State is to
Madrid, March 28.—The Government is vigbe admitted into the Union.
Mr. Miller, of Pennsylvania, favored the adorously excluding all American newspapers,
seizing them in marts or wherever fouud.
mission of Alabama under the constitution
Even those addressed to Mr.
presented.
Hale, the AmeriMr. Farnsworth closed the debate in favor of can Minister, are withheld. Mr. Hale protested to the Spanish Government
the bill.
against this
outrage.
Mr. Eldridge moved to lay the bill on the
FRANCE.
table. Negatived—yeas 30,
nays 103, a strict
Paris, March 29.—It is understood that the
party vote.
Emperor Napoleon is engaged iu preparing an
Mr. Bingham’s mot'on to strike out the third
important manifesto in regard to the foreign
section of ihe original bil lwas
agreed to, 74 to policy of his government.
Tho document is
to appear about, the loth proximo.
expected
The House refusing to order the
yeas and
It is estimated by the Minister ot
nays, the next question was on Mr. Stevens*
War, Marshall Niel, that since the new
army law has
amendment, which was rejected without a di- been
into
the
vision.
put
Garde Mobile of
operation
France has been increased 500,000 men.
The question recurred on Mr.
Spaulding’s
substitute for the original bill, already pubPRUSSIA.
lished, aud nearly identical with Stewart’s bill ,
Berlin, March 29. Anti-Prussian riots
in the
Senate, and it was adopted—yeas 77, have taken place in the Northern part of Bavaria. Crowds gathered at several
nays 54.
places and
xeas—Messrs. Ames, Anderson, Ashley of made violent demonstrations against Prussian
Nevada, Ashley of Ohio, Baker, Baldwin, influence and union with the Northern ConHanks, Beatty, Benjamin, Brouawell, Broom- federation.

^

—

__

all, Churchill, Clarke, Coburn, Cook, Covode,
THE ABYSSINIAN WAR.
New York, March 28.—A London
Cuilom, Daw<*s, Dixou, Dodge, Driggs, Eckley,
special
Eggleston, Eliot, Ferris, Ferry, Halsey,Hawk- by cable says dispatches just come to baud
ins, Hdl, Hopkins, Hunter, Ingersoll, Judd, trout the British military expedition in AbysJulian, Kelsey, Ketchum, Koontz, Lafliu, sinia report that the entire force, with the exLawrence of Ohio, Loan, Loughridge, May- ception of tho mouutaiu battery and four comnard, MeCJurg, Mercur, Moore, Moorhead, i panies of the forty-fourth regiment of infanMorriil, Mullins, Myers, Nunn, Oueil, Orth, try, had .just left Zoula and commenced the
Poland, Paisley, Pomeroy, Price, Baum, Saw- march for the highlands of the country. The
yer, SehofieJd, Shanks, Smith, Spaulding,
army was iu good health and the goneral sanifc»fcevens of
Pennsylvania, Taffe, Twitchell, Up- tary report is favorable. The ascent to the
Van
Horn
of New York, Van Horn of highlands of Abyssinia is regarded hero as a
s'?’
Missouri, Ward, Washburue of Illinois, Wash- very difficult undertaking, but it is understood
burne of Iowa, Walker, Williams of Pennsylthat Gen. Napier’s advance is
by the safest
vania, Wilson of Iowa, Wilson of Ohio, Wil- and most travelled route—that ou the east by

son

ot

Pennsylvania, Woodbridge of

Vermont

Mays—-Adams, Arnell, Bailey, Beaman,
Beck, Bingham, Blaine, Boutwell, Buckland,
Brooks, Burr, Carey, Eld ridge, Farnsworth,
r lelds, Fox,
Giossbreuner, Galladay, Gravely,
Haight, Holman, Hubbard of Conn., Hurlburd, Humiflirey, Johnson, Jones, Kerr, Knott,
Lincoln, Mallory, Marshall, Miller, Hunger,
Newcomb, Niblack. Nichohon. Paine, Perliaui, Peters, Pile, Plantz, Pruyn, Ross, Sitgreaves, Taber, Taylor, Thomas, Tremb’e of

Tenn, Tremble of Kv., Van Anken, Vau
Trump, Van Wyck, Windom, Woodward—64.
The next question was ordering the
preamblo to l>e engrossed, and the House refused to
order it, so the preamble was rejected.
The bill passed—yeas 102, nays 29—a strict
party vote, Mr. Stevens of Pennsylvania voting with the majority, and Mr. Williams ol
Pennsylvania not voting at all.
On motion of Mr. Spaulding, the title of the
bill w*as amended, so as to read, a bill to
provide for a temporary aud provisional government in Alab ama.
A new conference committee was ordered
on the disagreeing vote on
the bill to exempt
certain manufactures from tax.
Mr. Cake introduced a bill to authorize the
building of a railroad from Washington to
Schuylkill river, P« uusylvania. Referred to
Committee on Roads and Canals. Adjourned.
KfiLlftOKB.
CHICAGO IN THE NEW YORK RAILROAD WAR.

Chicago, March 27.—The following* resolutions were read on 'Change to-day, and will
up for fiual action to-morrow:
Whereas, The question of chean transportation is oue of vital importance to the productive iudustry of the Northwest, and
Whereas, The construction of competing
lines of railroad, from the West to the seaboard
has always been regarded by us as a means to
secure that end, and in consideration for which
important rights have been surrendered.—

come

Therefore,

Resolved. That we cannot view with indifference ihe efforts now
being made by the chief
manager of oue of the most important of these
lines, by the means and influence which the
New York Central Railroad furnishes, to control the trade and commerce ot the Northwest.
Resolved. That we hereby pledge our sympathy, influence and patronage to such lines of
traffic, conducted on their own merits, as will
afford us the cheapest and most
expeditious
routes to the seaboard market.
Resolved, That in the judgment of the Board
of Trade the tolls on produce exacted on the
Erie Canal are extortionate and calculated to
end in diverting commerce from the Lakes to
the Mississippi River route, and that however
eligible the route through Central New York
to the new board may be esteemed, it is not so
eligible as to be beyond the reach of competition, as the managers may realize when too
late to retrieve their error, for long forbearance is not acquiesence in extortions.
LOUISIANA.
STATUS OF

THE

DEMOCRACY
ELECTION.

IN THE COMING

New Orleans, March 28.—'Tho Democratic
State Central Committee, having considered
the impending election oil the proposed new
Constitution and for officers thereunder, submit that all citizens sympathizing with the
Demoerati: party who are entitled and registered to vote do so vote against the adoption
of the Constitution, and recommend that the
present incumbents of all State, Congressional, judicial, parochial and municipal officer?,
so far as they are known, who act iu
harmony
with the special purpose of defeating tlioXonstitution be placed in nomination and voted
for as candidates for their respective offices.
REPLY OF GEN. HANCOCK

TO GOV. PEASE.

The papers publish a letter from Gen. Hancock to Gov. Pease, arguing the efficacy of
civil law and the rights ot the people. This is
iu answer to Gov. Pease’s letter concerning
Gen. Hancock’s refusal to order a military
commission for the trial of citizens in Texas.
The letter covers two coluinus iu close type,
and is commented upon favorably by the press.
TEXAS
HEAVY FRAUDS.

New Orleans, March 29.—A dispatch from
Galveston to-day says that Treasury Agents
Sloan maker and Randall, have delected astounding frauds on the revenue here, perpetrated through bonded warehouses, aud lhaving ramifications at New Orleans and elsewhere. Several officials are involved. The
frauds are chiefly in tobacco and whiskey. In
the bonded warehouses at Galveston 400 barrels, supposed to contain whiskey, were found
filled with water, 300 empty and 50barrels had
been filled with a combustible compound, with
a view probably of destroying the warehouses
and all evidences of the fraud. Tho parties
implicated have fled.
TVECKIXKA.
NEW

INDICTMENT AGAINST JEFF. DAVIS.

March 28—Tho United States
grand jury have found a new indictment
against Jefferson Divis. It covers fifty pages,
and details all his offences
siucc the opening

Richmond,

of the

rebellion.

THE

RECONSTRUCTION CONVENTION.
The Convention has been
engaged to-day on
the educational report. An amendment for
separate schools for whites and blacks was
tabled.
ESCAPE OF PRISONERS.
Five prisoners, confined in the county jail
for various offences, escaped this morning.
I OITA.
RAILROAD MATTERS AT THE WEST.

Des Moines, March 28.—The Board of Directors of the Chicago, Itock Island and Pacific Itailroads has been so changed a to embrace a majority of Dlinois and Iowa men.
The act of the Iowa Legislature has been accepted, and as a majority can transact the business of the company, without reference to the
suit* pending in New York and elsewhere, it
is believed that its affairs can go on smoothly

again.
yiABBACflCBETTS.
boebert.
March 29.—J. Stearns’s store,
Springfield,
at
Brattleboro’, was entered by burglars FriI day night. The safe was broken open and
robbed 0f
coutents, including three hun| tired dollars in money.

Senafe and Doganta. Tho country is
represented as being very variable in
appearancefertile and extremely barren
alternately, and
some of the mountain passes formidable.
New York, March 29.—Special cable dispatches to the Herald, dated Ontale, Abyssinia, March Gill, via London, report that the com
mander-iu-ehief and officers ot the English invading expedition have positive information from
the extreme front that King
Theodoras is prepared and means to
fight._
His army is in a vey strong position between
two rivers, Luke Hiak, fortress and
palace of
Magdola, with two marshes in the rear of his
position. Deep ravines enoircle the Abyssinian camp.
Theodorus has 15,000 troops, and
the camp is defended by six guns. Gen. Nahas
6000
pier
English troops at Ontalo. The
General will move to Asbangi, The advance
brigade would move the next day. Baggage
of every description had beeu reduced* twothirds. Forage for cattle is scarce, tho roads
are bad and it is difficult to land.
The soldiers
are suflering irom
dysentery and fever.
WEST I INDIES.
New York, March 29.—The Herald has
special advices by the Cuba cable from the
West India Islands.
HAYTI.

Hayti

dates are to the 20tb, and report that
tlie merchants had loaned tho government
$100,000 at 20 per cent, in terest.
JAMAICA.

Jamaica advices report Salnave to have been
beaten in a recent engagement.
Gen. Solomon was expected lrom
Southampton! by the steamer Tallismau, and President
Salnave had become alarmed in
consequence,
and was hurrying to reach the capital before
him.
The capital was qniet. Paperjdollars were
quoted at thirty-two for one in specie.
SAN DOMINGO.

From St.

Domingo it is
er numerous commission

reported that anoth-

had gone to urge Baez
to give up procrastination and leave Curacoa
for 3t. Domingo. Ho is watching the movements ol cx-President Cabral and other exiles.
Baez’s popularity is said to be insignificant.
Gen. Hemgria is alarmed—all Cibo
valley is
for Cabral. The Southern provinces are disafiected and anti-Baez. Crime is
overrunning
St. Domingo and Cibrara, and anarchy prevails
Gen. Luperon is expected in the British
steamer La Plata.
The management of publip affairs is in the
hands of deserters from tho Spanish
army.
The dungeons are filled, and the people reject
government currency.
ST. DUCIEN.

St. Lucien advices are to the 7th. Tho
crops
were satisfactory, but the revenue was in a deplorable condition.

suhtirrslMk I Direct

CUBA.
aie to the

Trinidad advices
9th. Three hundred coolies had arrived. The weather was
showery hut favorable to crops.
BABBADOES.
advices are to the 11th.
were short and

Barbadoes
progress iairly.

high.

Supplies

Crops
prices

received by Stca&icr St. Lawrence from tire
oi trosae aad Llackwcd. l
hquare, London, the to.lowing article*:
Cask* Mixed Pickle*.
“
Cauliflower Pickle*.
**
White Onion Pickles
“
®crkins Jt'icklc*.
i(
Chow thow Pickle*.
“
Piccalitlie Pickles.
“
Wnluui Pickle«•
Ci
Imperial Hot Pickle*.
<fc
Cnpt White* Oriental Pickle*.
“
• OHbmeic Pickles.

FURNITURE!
FOR

SALE!

T

II

Id

Foreign Export*
Portland.
The total value ol foreign exports tVom this port
the past week amounts to 8222,971.53. Included in
he shipments were 1G,GGG box shooks, 1540 shooks and
heads, 56,850 hoops, 332.969 ft lumber, 5 tous oakum,
20 bbls. rye flour, 528 bales, see* 1, 5050 bush, peas,
•4652 bush, wheat. 4 9,870 lbs bacon, 124.910 tt>3 ashes,
132,865 lbs lard, ?0,400 lbs pork, 30,358 Ins copper ore,
21,000 lbs beef. 360 lbs butter, 65 lbs tallow, 14,100 lbs
cotton, 38 sewing machines, 42 pk*a m se, 25 cases
bitters, 1 case show cards, 16 bales paper, S386 lbs
leather, 10 bbls. barley, 4638 lbs seed, 23'iO lb* ham,
1 bbls. heads, 2 mattresses, 2430 lb* corn starch, 2
ca*es dry (roods, 314 bags barley, 95 bbls. com
meal,
1 lot machinery, 270 bags oat meal, 10s bags seed a d
wheat, 26 casus wine, 20 bbls. pork, 33 bbls. dried
appks, 70 bbls, oat meal.
If omeMic markets.
Gloucester Fish Market. March 27.—Mackerel—about 12<)0 bbls. on band; last sales at 19 00 for
l’s. Halibut—George's at 8c ^ lb; one trip Western
Banks sold at 10c, sale effected before the vessel arrived; smoked do, none in market; much inquiry.
George’s Co ltish—t 00 for old s.andanl ol curing,
6 25 for Cape AniC standard, and 6 55 for New York
standard; sales of 1300 qtls. at thea»«ove quotations;
buyers take their choice; green 1 75 p* cwt Kresh
Herring scarce and in demand; last salts at 3 oo &
Oil 77c 4^ gal. From George’s—The Georgehi
cwr,
fleet continue to arrive, and thus far we hear of no
disasters. The lares at e moderate, aud there is quite
a good supply of codfish on hand.
Buyers are looking around, and it is evident that the demand will
soon b; lively.—[Cape Ann Advertiser.
Charleston, $. C., March 28,- Cottonlactive and
advanced lc; sa cs 400 bales; Mi idling 26 @ 264c.
AUGUSTA, Mutch 28.—Cotton ii inter: sales 480
bales; Middlings held at 26c.
Wilmington, Mari.li 28.—Cotton advanced 14c;
Middlings 244c.
M bile, March 28.—Cotton opened at 25c but closed hard at L'rjc; sales 3300 bales.
NEW Orleans. March 28.—Cotton market excited
and unsettled; sales GOOD bales; Middling 26|c.

Foreign Market*.
Losnox, March 2s—Evening.—American securities—United Sta:es 5-20’s quiet at 72 @72^; Illinois
Central shares 893; Eric shares 47.
Liverpool, March 28.—Cotton closed active at a
tardier advance; sales30,009 bales; Middling uplands
lojfl; do Orie ins lid. Breadstutt's firm and unchanged. Bacon firm at 43s. Naval stores dull.

STOCK

OF

FURNITURE

V

!^y«.rs .nol.isl“an<1 Suyors

United States 5-20s,

1861* *.’!**..I

United States

1861..!.

loVf
107*

Ten-forties'.
lOoj
Pepperell Manntactnnng Company !!!!.! .!!’! 1<00
Bales ManufacturingCompauv.
115
18
Bath City Sixes,
<1.• •'!.....!.'.!!!! 91
Awoskeag Manulucluring Co.
.1520
Boston and Maine Railroad...
Portland, Saco <& Port nmut h
at

Railroad!!!!!!!!

Auction.)
York Manufacturing Company.
I Sales

Railroad.
Michigan Cenrral Railroad.
Maine State Sixes, 1889.
Augusta City Sixes, 1887.
Pastern

1021
1302*
lir.t

113}
101

91

The Heading will begin at dnht
■.
a»d will be.omprior.lwiddn
Th<? aud er:cvi is earnestly r. nti.-«;«.1T»,v
Wort the commencement or

iug

Compound

Fluid

S&.S®^
Food!

<le futo ^

duFe'rigord.^Cbiua Uingerf

SSS"' THE ABOVE BEING TOE
LARGEST
IN MAINE.
3S^~I tv in It eo call particaalnr
ntlfulion
to mncKeuzie uutl Jai
<ll<aaan»< Ccleb.a.
led ALBERT
BISCUIT_“The

IMPORTATION EVER RECEIVED

L iTELY OWNED BY,

c. B. WHITTEMORE

J. W. COLTON’S Se’cct Flavors of
the
Choice Fruits Sptces, &c.
Lemon, Vanilla, Orange,
Rose Almond, True
Cinnamon,Poach, Jamaica Ginger, Nutmeg, C ove 'Ad Celery.
Lovers of Choice Flavors will find that
the Great
strength and Stria Purity of Colton’s ScKct Flavors
recommcnl them to all those who
wi.-h tho BEST
and those who wish to economise.
Just Received from
rhlllipe & Canaud

WILL BE

Closed

Out l

From this data at prices which

Cannot Fail to Give Satisfaction!

S*>00 Boxes Sardines
CONSTANTLY

II

SAIH’Ii
22

HENRY R. BURROUGHS,
LANCASTER

CHADWICK,
Square.

HAVING BEEN APPOLN ft'D AGENT FOR THE

%

OBEPMDElVT
Insurance Co., of Boston,

0

ft

_

Not-ice.

Coah Capital anil Sarplus

N»

0
0

EEEEEEEEK
This medicine Increases the power of
digestion,and
excites the absorbents into healthy
action, bv which
the water or calcerous depositions and all unnatural
eular.^men:8 are Teduced, as well as pain aud inflammation, ana is taken by

OF
Cash
I

%

Capital and Snip In.,

IS

now

Printed Tariffs.
Abundant prooi of the soundness of tlio offices
will
be given Irom tbe Commissioners'
Reports of New
York and Massachusetts, on
arpl cation a( mj offleo.

Saloon Under Lancaster Hall,
SQUARE,

which he has renovated
throughout, and furnished
lor a first clas3

nil aui

the

see

selves.

Restaurant and Ice Cream Saloon!

Reports

and

salisty

STERBIKG DOW.
OFFICE, HO 1 EXCHANGE

where he hopes that his old friends will
drop «In
help him out.” He is also prepared to serve
Wedding Parties and Families with erery variety in

Rooms

and

On

above place will bo open on MONDAY next.
March 23d, 1868.
IESi“ The subscriber is happy to announco that he
,he 8r’rvic'8 of Mr. BENJAMIN BAIiNBT1, the well known Frkpch c<x k, who has for
so monv years officiated at most of
the Public Partics, Dinners, &c., in this rity and vicinity.
ISAAC RARYUM.
March 21. dtf
The

March 31st,

ST.

o’clock P. M.,

at 4
AT

IftELMBOLD’S

LLL
LLL
LLL
LLL

Congress St.

Middle Store in the Mart.

H1FLE

we

V

Goods

Fancy

!

Stores,

At less price than they can be bought
elsewhere
this city.
member the No. 268 Congress street.

JUST

Out of the Woods !

Misses. Whittemore

The

in

March 27-d3t»

Extract

Decline

subscribers having entered
THE
ship under the firm
of
Article!
G.
W.
CORB

PURE

SAJLE.~

FOK

THE
CLASS

Grocery

STOCK AND FIXTURES

Mar25-dlw

One of

Mar 27

Or A S

dlw°’

Piping done

at

Bought

hihort Notice.

MTKEET,

Eest

Ladies in Want
ov

BURT’S
Can find

B,

F.

TIBBETS & TENNEY,
up

a

Ear ye Lot of Chamber
At Corner of Congress'and
Mar 2-dtf

Sets,

Washington

is all

ready

mar20:ltt

Male
From whatever

cause

a

SEED,_SEED

2200 BUSHELS

8)000 Pounds Northern and Western Clover.
lOO Sacks Red Top.
150 Bushels Golden Drep Spring Wheat.
50 Bu&hels Millett.
lOO Bushels Hungarian Seed.
Also a large and select assortment ot Vegetable
and Flower seeds at Wholesale and
Retail, at

Agricultural

Warehouse

HE XI) ALL <b
Portland, Feb 26th, 1«68.

SPTtlJYG

Dry

Gloves* Hosiery) Corsets, Yarns, Wmaill

Wares, Trimmings,

Arc.

NO. 146 MIDDLE RT., OVER LANE & LITTLE
maiGillt
PORTLAND, ME.
__

PARLOR
Lonagra,

Spring Beds and Bedding,
Manufacture 1 to order at short notice.
No. 31 Tree Wtreet.

Mar 21-dtt

Fine Pocket
(Largest assortment

Cutlery!

in the

city.)

HEWISCH’S SHEARS
(Tailor’s,

Barber’s and

Trimmer’s.)

Fishing Tackle,
Fishing.)
(For Trout, Pickerell and Sea

J. P. BOUTPLLE,
S. A. HOLBROOK,
A VEAZIE.
A true copv,

Aitest:
John L. HODSDON, Secre ary
ol the Pictou Mining Company.

_45

Guardian's Sale.
is hereby siven that by virtue o’ a license
from the Hon. John A. Waterman. »Ju<ge ot
Probate, within ami for the Countv ol Cumberland,
Staieot Maine, at a court holden on the first Tuesday of February, A. D. 18C8, Isaac O. Pearson,Guardian lor Emma J. P. Gurney, m>nor he r ot Lois
Downer, late oi Portland, in said Couutv, deceased,
will sell at public auction on the 27th day ol April
next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon on the premises,
one six h ol honae, stable and lot No 20 Brattle St,
in the city ol Portland

NOTICE

ISAAC O. PEARSON,
Guardian.

at II o’clock A. M.
Ihe choice of Directors &c.
bubscrlptions lor the current year will cooimence
on tr.ar day, and all
who wish to nvail themselves of
the pnvdege of the Boon for the
coming mr will
be expected to
pay tlieir subscriptions and obtain
checks ol
admission, which will be requirutl on and
after that date.
Terms; Single Individuals.
$6 00.
lor

* inns and

JITST

To the Landless.
FINE Lot on North Street at 12} cts. per foot if
called for immediately.
W. L. SOUTHARD,
79 Commercial st.
March 27-d2w

A

The Horse.
Horse for Ladles and Children,

ANbeexcellent
bought cheap if
appUe^Te^oon.^
March 27-d2w

Corporationrj,

Per rder

can

1

Of!

For Nerf York.
TONS BEAv, Y FREIGHT. Inqu'reat
PORTLAND COMPANY.

JlarcU26.th,flw

ha;y715ay.
50 TONS
Mar -7,
07
Mar

crst qnality PRESSED HAY, for sale

J. G. LOVEJOY, 33 Commercial it.
iR6g#
mar-8U2w*

Tories,

CO.,

Copartnership.

Wanted.
GOOD CARRIAGE
TWOby letter
to G. box 15.
March 24.

FINISHERS.

Apply

dtf

Rent Wanted.
Situated west o* Preble Street, suitable
AROUSE
lor
small families without children.
two

•

with stable attached
Portland P. O

ne

Adores* Box 1578,

preferred.

marl8d2w
_

$10

$20

to

Guaranteed.

Day

a

NEW
Agents wanted to Introduce
MTai* 8UUTTLK SEIII5G MAGOOD
til ft 6.9.
Stitch alike
both
onr

Fide?.

The only
Ae
lirst-class, low price * machine in the maikct.
will consign Machines to ie«ionsi:>le pa tit sand emA
can
u
on a *ai«ry.
hull
energetic
pmlcu ;>is
ploy
and simple work furnished on application to W. u.
WILSON A CO., Boston. Mass.
jan 25.-d3m
U

on

Hoarders Wanted.
FEW Gentlemen hoardeis. or a gentleman end
wile, can be accommodated at No. 20 Myrtle St.
November 6. dtf

A

!

$1.25

D )D

Six

Per

Bottle,

or

LI

for $6.50,

Delivered to any address, seen rely packed from observation. Address letters to

II.

T.

HELMBOLD’S

Drag and Chemical Warehouse
594

Broadway.

N.

Medical

104 South Tenth

Corns!

I.XCHANGE 8T.

Fomd.
principal alre-ts

of the city, on
one of >hs
Tfcnnxlay, a Gohl chain, which t'o owner ran
hare hy .ailing a N*>. 37 Commercial Sttrott, proving prnp ty ami i«yinv charges.

ON

Lost S
SQUIRREL Tipper: mue the better for the serseen
one finding such an artiby lea\lng it at tLe Press Office.

Any
A vice it has
cle will b«* rewarded

B LE !
VER1JTA
BAITING

BOABDIVO ANI>
By the subecriher. in the stable recently iKCU|letI b,

j

Y,

OR,

Helmbold’s

Nu. 4

March 27-il3r

Feb 20 dtf

surpasses all oilier

DDDDDDDD
DDDDDD

| Price

ON

STREET, A HAIR TIN WITH, WITH

Porihrml, March 27,1868.

for Corns, Cuui®n..
Fro led Feci, *f.,
remedies. No more pain Irom
Corn-; no more sleepless nights from Bunion* j no
more limp'ng irom Ingiowiug Nails.
Briggs’ Curative ches not eat or burn, but soothes, so Hens and
he »ls ail pedal ailments. Soldby Diug^ists and sent
DR. J. BK GGS A CO.,
by mail. 5 c and *1.
No. 208 Broadway, New York.
jjn31.11y

DDD

Found!
HIGH

sts.

CURATIVE
BRIGGS*
lugronlag Aniln.

DI»D
DDD

Cumberland a ladies fur
cin have
the same by
property and paying tor this advertLcmsnt.
ISS'iONEVf.
mar 28-dlw*
Portland, March 27,1663.

prov ng
Call at

Furniture

Corns !

Found!
near
oilier

Notice.

T1BB1TS A TENNEY,
Mar 2-dtt
Cor Congress an I Washington

DDDDPD

LOST AND FOUND.

Green Street,
ON Tippet.
The

Made to order by

DdDDDDDD
1>DD
PHD
DDi>
DDD
DDD
DDD

oi the

E. D. PETTFNGILL,
It. F. PE1TENG1LL.
March 25,18C8. mar26dtt

Offioe

Depot,
Street,

Samuel

AJams,

rear

of

B. P. RUGU, Agent.
Prices reasonable.
July 23. dtl_

Furniture at the Old Stand
368 Congress Street, 368,

Will continue tlie manufaetnre

nt

Hclmbold’s Genuine Preparations.

Parlor

Fisheries !

the fade, 10,1100 lbs. best qual'ty Cott 11 Twine, Nos. 12, It and trf, lour to six thread.
5,00 lbs. sup.*, lor Cotton Twine, Noe. 10. 18 and 20,
tour to eight tlire id.
ti',000 lbs. Herring. Meeaerel
ana
and Po agi n Netting.
10o Herrin*. Macber.l
Pohagen Seins, complete for nsc. 500 English Herall
Yarn,
Nets
iraue*__
300 beams Line
ring
AMERICAN NET AND 11V INE CO.,
No 4J Commercial btre«l» Beaton.
January 13. dlwthwin

PIR

sale to

Notice.
members ot the < umbertand County Agrir- by notifle I tint ai «
s. lety are hr
said aoe'e y will be liolden on Wed10 "■®l0‘',‘ ,n ‘he forenoon, In
's'.**
April
to tbe City ot ionlaml, to
new Cdy Build.*,
president, to all the meaner occasioned by
—ucnaiion of U e lion, itonntal V. Dailey, of

THF
nfS ttin?of

!wL.,isv
O

SAMUEL DINH1.F.Y, Sec/y.
domain, March 23,1808. uiarJO llw&wlt

Nan'S!

DOYLE At BRENNAN,
(Late Burnham & Merrill,)

PHILADELPHIA.

And unprincipled Dealers who endeavor to dispose
the reputa? “of their own” and “other” articles on
tion obtained by

The

LANCASTEM IIALL!

Beware of Couaterfcit*

Dories, Dories!
Sold bvall DrriMiste everywhere.
Ask lor Helmbolu’s—Take no other.
DORIES, superior article, receired this day per Schooner "J. \V. Dennis."
Cut out this advertisement and send for It, and
1
m’ar28dlwia
avoid Imposition and exposure.
DANA & CO.
feb2Qeod&eowly

RO SALISBUttT
“A >

A

TIIE

H. T HELMFOLD.
Sworn and subscribed be foie me this 23d day of
November, 1854
WM. P. HIBBERP, Aldermen,
Ninth Strea*, above Race, Philadelphia.

1© 00.

mar26-dtd_M. N. HUH, Supt.

For Sale.
rind now dischargine

fir rived
at No. 7 Central Wharf, fourteen thousaud bushels of nice
Yellow Cora.
DONNELL, GREELY & BUTLER.
March 27. <131*_

I

Annual Me sting.
Annual meeting of the Merchants Exchange j
rpilE
JL
will occur
!

Monday, March .{Oik,

j

undersigned have formed a copartnership und**r the firm name of Petnnrnl & Lane, and
have t ken the s.ore corner of Cumberland am 1 Wilmot Streets, ioimeriy occupie 1 bv Messrs. Rich &
Far well.
J-:. D. i ET f ENGlLL,
A. A. I ANiH.
Portland, March 25,18C8. mar.Cdu

•

Personally appeared before me,an Alderman of tbe
City of Rhiia'slpnia, H. T JR elm bold. who. being
duty sworn, doth bay bis preparations contain no
no mercury or other injurious drugs, but
j! narcotic,
are purely vegetable.

30,

on

MITCHELL

Copartnership

AFFIDA VIT.

OJflce of the Secretary of ihe Pictou Mining Co., t
August!, 24tli March, 1868. )
In pursuance of the
toregoing request, I hereby
notilv the Hto-khol-.'ers of said
company io meet at
the lime and place and for th?
purp S-.S aforesaid,
’JOHN L. HODSD >N, Secretary.
v.
Mar *.6-Tb 26, Mon
and Mon Apr 6.

At BAILEY’S GUN STORE, Merchants Exchange.
CXCHAlllGE ST. 45. mr'_’4eodt

Build ig.
diw

hereafter by

on

cons ent.
The
by
seitled by R. F Pettcngill.

Portland,

LLL
LLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLL

2nd.—To chorse

S. R. .JACKSON,
CH *RLES BnUTELLE.

be

LLL
LLL
LLL

turn! and rules

SUITS,

Wanted I
TIN PLATE atd Sheet Iron Worker. One who
ia
good mechanic, and used to Job Work, to
take cliarg* of a job shop.
To a re, i able man, It
oilers a goo i chance for steady work and good
woges
JOHN FUKR1SH.
mar2Cd<&wlw
Brunswick, March 25, 1866.
A

cipartnerrhip heretofore existing under the
firm
1' HE
Pettemid Brothers. is this day dissolved
mutual
business
firm will

LLL

1st—To see if the President *d»all he r.uthoiized
Bon-is to the amount 01 $100,000, secured
upon the Company property, to raise funds for ncces8*rv improvements, iu addition to
these already
made.
a Trustee; provide a
sinking
governing sale ot Bonds,
3d.—To act upon any other business that may come
tel-re ilie meeting.
I'ruDiwick, March 23d, 1S68.

New York.

Dissolution of

LLL

following articles, viz.

to issue

Goods !

Agents,

__

their Mills, Clinton, Maine.
Brushwoods of all description manufactured,
and turning of all kinds doue to order.
All Orders promptly attended to.
Office at the Milk. Clinton, and 178 Fore Street,
Portland, Ma ne
A. R. HUTCIIELL Sc Co.
Mar 2G-dlm

Helmbold’s Genuine Preparation,

on

& CO.,

A. J COX & CO.
No. 351 1-2 Congress St.
Dealers in Real Es ate.

Wanted !

at

HELMBOLD,

small capital, to take
long established bu-

a

old aud

p*rts of the United Stat s lor onr new work
“PEOPLES BOOK OF BIOGRAPHY,” containing over e ghty sketches or eminent persons of all
ages and countries; w tmen as well as men, a handsome Octavo book of about 600 piges, illustrated
with beautiful steel engraving?; written by JAMES
PARTON, the most popular qf living authors,whose
name will insure tor it a rapid s.Ve.
Send tor our deA. S.
scriptive circular and see our EX TBA terms.
HALE & CO., Publishers, Hartford, Conn.
M*r 7-d&w4w

Boston. or by ihe manufacturers.
BROWN & CO., No. 11 Maiden Line.

The busiueMS will bo carried

VACUO,

an

paying well.

Mar 25-d2w

THE

Buchu

inteiest in

an

siness

ot

one

J obbers and Wholesale Dealers in

Wanted.

partnership of Jaa. P. Spaulding & Co, doing
a manufacturing business at
l nton. Maine, is
this day <lissolved by mutual consent.
JAS. P. SPAULDING,
A. R. MITCHELL.
March 23d, 18G8.

Extract

No 3# J'arforth
oc2tdtf

YOU

PARTNER wanted with

A
“*

them of vour wafch maker. The trade
the piineipal wholesale dealers

R.

at

a

GOT

tor tending and hoisting the dr aws af
Tukey’s
Vaughn’s biidges, tor 1 year t'r< m April Lt.

A.

evening

neat, convenient, tenement of 5, 6. or 7
rooms, within teu minutes’ walk M the Post Office, which you wi*h t> rent. If so please address,
stating terms, location, &c., A. A. L., Box 42.
Mar 26-dtf

ELIAS CHASE.

“secret” ot “ingredients.”

T.

HAVE

re-

Street Commissioner, City
Portland, March 24tb, 184:8.

facturer of

SATURDAY, tlie
■?I!,a«y,,n.Brun8w,,,k»
TR.1DJE SI2
loth of
April next, at
o’clock P M, to act upon

MERRILL, PRINCE

1

or

WHITED.

wear

Practical and Analytical Chemist, and Sole Manu-

THE

fe27d3mis

the

Fancy

BY H.

WITH
_st._

PROPOSALS will be receive I to March S^th 1808.

and

Is composed of Borhu, Cubebs an 1 Juniper Berries,
selected with gi eat care,

John fi. Ilodftilon, Secretary of the
Pictoa Miuiujg Company.

To Let.
Board, pleasant rooms,

Propostiis.

Notice.

Mechanics Library Room, by day

very reasonable teims, will eeat from 3 lo
4JO.
Apply to Cliailes P. Kimball or lo lb.
subscriber
J. B. THORNDIKE,
Dec. 6. rttfSupennlendont.
on

In all

cases at a

__

OOO

PREPARED IN

To Let,

THE

rs*

Dissolution of Copartnership

Please

Helmbold’s

undersigned representing more than oneiiilli ot lie Capital Srock of said
Company, hereby request you to call a meeting of the Stockholders
thereof, to be holden at Ihe office ot the Treasurer ot

WHITNEY.

J. A.

ooo

no

Com

Let.

NO.

adapted

Inquire for

003
OOO
OOOOOOO

I make

-tore to

by most ot
supplied
iu New York and

matter how

24. eodtt

56 Union, upper store In the B’ock, and next
to Midd e street.
Luquire ot the subscriber st
No 4 Cot on 8t.
J. M. COLBY.
Mar »-cootf

Watch.

O
OOO

Physicians,

January

to and easily fitted with
movements of either ot the American Watjh Companies, and make a most beautitul and durable

Diuretic,

OOO
OOO
O O

B. BECKETT, )
WM. BOYD,
\ Assessors.
WM. H. FOYE,
)
!5nr*Blank schedules will be ftirnished at the room
ot the Assessors.
Portland, March 23,1868.
roar 21-dtd
To

no

ne

to s

OOO
OOOOOOO
OOO
003

S.

and

originating,and

Great

new

third gold, equal for
and
jlul gold
ONE
styles
corresponding
cost,

duclion iu

the medicine.

pointed.

;

Female,

And is certain to have the desired effect in ajl diseases for which it is recommended. Evidence of the most
responsib e and reliable character will accompany

And any person who neglects to
coraplv with this
notice, will be doomed in a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be harred of ihe
rights to make application to Ihe County Commissioners lor ary abatement ot bis taxes, unUss he shows that he was unable to offer such fists wiihin the time hereby ap1
J

TIMOTHY)

in

Helmbold’s Extract Buchu
the

To Let*
Second story of the lower store in Donnells
Mock, opposite Woodman’s, corner oi Middle and Vine streets. Said room is 100 teet
by 42.
It has 2i) wind ws in it,
v«*iy wide handsome entrance on &>lddlf b*, and fa ine best room »or any
Jobbing business, to lei in the ci*y. Apply to
W. F. PHILLIPS V Co.
148 Fore Street.

THE

Geo. W. Ladd’s ratem Watch Case.

diuretic.

Is

To Let.
TENEMENT In Franklin Street, contafnlnp7
r^oms.
A 1st one on Lincoln •?.. contain ng 8
rooms.
Mr. M. LIBBY.
Apply to
Dec 20. eodtf
83 Frsnklln St.
A

place.
Portland, March

long standing. Diseases of the.«e orgaus require the
aid ol

gentlemen
12 Clapp's
Block.tebl7dtf

same

>

lelOdtf

Rooms, with Board, for
PL*AS\NT
and their wives.
Enquire at No.

J. K. BARNES,
Surgeon General, U. S. A.

No YES,

To L«t.

or

To Let.

for the expenses of persons

23. 1868
DARIUS H.
ED vV ARD A.
March 24-dlaw3w

floor.

Spanish Consu-

particulars n^uire at the house

upon the claims ot tlte ere liters of John
Cl iry, Dte ot Portland, iu said
C.>unty, deceased,
whose estate is represented insolvent,
give notice
that six month commencing the l7«,h day ol
Murch,
1W8, have be n a lowed to said creditor* to presoni
and prove their claims, and that we will attend to
the service a signed us on
Samnlav, April 18, 1K8,
from 2 to 5 P. M. at office oi D. H.
Ingraham, Cor.
oi Exchange and Fedetal
sts, Portland, and on the
18th day of Hie following months lroin 2 to 5 P
M, at

the

Pier,

second

on

at

St.

For frale

Commissioners’ Notice to Creditors.
having bee > appointed bv the Judge of Pro
WEhate
tor th County ol Cumberland, to receive
and decide

half and.

existing

or

over.

!

Mar 6—till June s'.

Buchu !

Exchange

ttiirty-niue.

is

Diseases.

Portland

first-class, thiee story brick bouse, with freeTHE
stone tiimm.ngs, number thirty five High street.
For

underg ing examination, as it is an indispecsible
prerequisite to appointment. The number ot vacannow existing in Ihe Medical
Corps of the Army

For all affections and diseases of the Urinary Organs
whether

Mai2-dif

cies

IIELMBOLD’S

tra.de. Extract

hereby

sts*

also be forwarded.
No allowance is made

Let,

two desirable Offices
WITH
Terms reasonable.
K.ys
late No. 30

Department,

ar

INGPAHAM, I

USE

lor

five

■

finishing

everything

Brick Store, No. 1

college

tl

BBB BBB

Offered,

To

has such Healing to unnumberbro i^ht;
me intiusted with this
Blessing,

Applications for permission to appear tefore the
Board snould be addressed to tke
burgeon General,
U. S, Army and mus s ate the toll name,
resilience,
and date and plate of birth ot the candidate.
Testimonials as to character and qualifications
rouS'C o furnished. If ibeupplieant has In eu in the
me lical service of the Army
during the late War,
the fact should he stated, t gether with Ids former
rank, and date aud place of service, a ad testimonial* from offleors with whom he has served should

BBBBBBBB

notice to all peisons liable to lajation in
.1
said
city, that tliev will be in session every secular
dav, from the first to ilie fifteenth dav of April next
inclusive, ar their room in Ciiy Hall, from ten to
twelve o clock in the forenoon, an * from three to
five
o dock in tie
afternoon, f r the purpose of receiving
lists ol the polls ami estates taxable in said
city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said assessors, true and
perfect lists ot
all their r olls amt estates and all estates real and
peisonal held by them as guardian, executor, administrator. trustee or otherwise, as ou the first
day of
April next, and be prepared to make oath to the
truth ot the same.
And when estates ol persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have
changed hands
trom any cause, the executor,
administrator, or ether
personi intersted, is
warned to give notice of
such change; and iu default of such notice will
be
held under the law to
pay tlie tax assessed although
such estate has been wholly distributed and raid

Team,

M

diseases,

present
CASH cus-

Human
proud 01
the thought

SURGEON GENERAL’S OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., March 2,1868.
Advertisement.
Aledlca> Board, to consist of Surgeon
A
'Lnnir
n J- B.
Brown, Brevet Brig. GenT U S A., Surgeon H. R. Wiriz, Brevt Lieut. Col. U. S. A., Surgeon John Moore, Brevet Col. U.S. A. and Assistant Surg on A. A Woodh.dl, Bievet Lieut
C©1„
U.S. A. will me t :n New York
City on the 1st ot
May nex', lor the examination of Assistant surgeons.
U.S. Army, tor promotion, and of < andi iah s or
admission into the MedicalSiaft oi the U. S.
Army
Appl c ints must be between 21 and 30ye: rsol igc,
physically s *und, and graduates of a n gular me li-

BBB
BBB
BBB
BBB
BBBBBB
BBB
BBB
BBB

Assessors ot tlie City of Portland hereby

rpHE

STRICKLAND,

now

a

Building?,

particulars, &c, apply to
W. W. THOMAS, JB..

For

pure refreshment through the
system flowed!
all my medaJs.f but what are the3© to

lap<<*mar26-co<llw

trexuent in this class oi
and
poisonous, diseased and worn out mat-

than the

To

lu Thomas

Agents tor Maine W. F, PI1ILL1 PS & CO., Port-

BBHBB3KB

ASSESSORS’ A OTIC E

STAND AND CUSTOMERS.
Enquire, 20 Lincoln street
mai28-dlw»

Are

reason

FEET,

1H feet lliun,

and

Hoff.
t ai the Paris and London Exposllions Mr. Hoft
received first-class medals, and in New
York, Medical Societies have approved his
Beverage.
For sale at the depot and
by druggists and grocers.

Buchu

so

LET!

A HALL 43 BY 72

keeps unfurled,
On the Hag of Truth, its deathless
virtues to the
whole wi«Jc world?
HOFF'S MALT iXTBACT! onward! onward!
Onward Beverage of Health!
In it shines the surest Fountaiu of the
Soul's and Body's wealth.

BBB BBB

Address Bov 1075 Portland P. O.

SALE_

A Lumber

othnr

8:p;ri£to

of the latest sty les at

134 Middle etreet.
Sign of the large pane ot glass.
M. G. PALMER.
March 28-d2w

BY

no

the

As

BOOTS,

FOR

Cash,

Chance Ever

—

full assortment

a

for

Will be sold
lOMLIt it is

am

c

Extract

Secret

are

TO

healthful,

a

That ray Bevei age
ed thousands
That my Huff, by

In all their stages, at little expense, little or no
change in diet, no inconvenience and no exr*osure.
It causes a frequent desire, and gives strength to urinate, thereby removing obstructions, preventing and
curing strictures ot the Uretha, allaying pain and inflammation.
expelling all
ter.

de-

marl2(llf__Un tha premises.

I

—AND—

All New and Fresh Goods.

dim_P0RTLAND’
—

for

And

KINSMAN,
EXCHANGE

Goods

of

While

Improved Rose-Wash,

Dry

crew

EXCHANGE STREET,
OVER THOU CHANTS* EXCHANGE.

Balsam, Mercury, ror unpleasant
Unplnasant and Dangerous Diseases.

Cures

a

tiors shone,
Like some s raph-afliucnce flowing from a god-erected zone,
Shone without the taint of evil
alcohol, wine, ale, be-

more

Medicine lor

sale.

THAT HAS BEEN

Gas Fixtures of all Kinds.

no

and Provision Store. Helmbold’s

A Stock of

-AND-

FIRST-

a

Take

the best locations in the citv.
Addres«,
L0Ck ** 1W1 P*t!and’ P" 6'

for

CHANDELIERS,

of

MMU

MM M
M MM
M M M
M M M
M_M MM MM MM
MM
MM
MM MMM MM
MM
MM
MM
M
MM
MM

ior the Fame,

Also for sale Cushman’s. Goding’s. Walker’s and
Whittier’s, cor of Free andf’cmgiresgiite.

March 28.

MMM

ke.

Stnnhyant’s
S" W,;-°,0BB"

ALLEN’S FRUIT STORE,
No. 11 Exchange Street.

J.

CO.,

And having purchased the Stark
Mills, are prepared
to furnish orders ol every
de-crlption of Lumber, at
Wharf, foot of Park St. Portland,
1 *'• STURDIVANT.
Mar 27-dtl

VERY NICE.
Headquarters

3To Family Should be
Without It.

into copartner-

name

AND

Change of Eife,

or

(See symptoms above )

notioe!

VERMONT.

Buchu

unequaled by auy other remedy, as in Chiorosts
or Retention,
Irregularity, Painfu ness or Suppression o: Customary Evacuations, Ulcerated or schirrus state of the Uterus,
Stcriiitv, and for all complaints incideut to the sex, whether arising from indiscretion, habits of dissipation, or in the

Kimball.

&

Heaven, like

See, wiih it the weakest ladies walk in Health's own
bi>esv glade!
O, with what divine, bright power has it for the na-

Is

FROM

The

affections peculiar to Females,

In many

On account ot leaving the
City the first of April,
shall se 1 our stock,
comprising such as is usually
toumt in

on Pearl Street and
irate.
A fine local ion. contain Ink? eight and ten toon.a, each with modern con*
TSBioMea Abundance of well Jtnclcutern wa'er,—
J. L FARMER.
Apply lo
Alar 17-dlm
No. 47 Dauforth Si., cor. Park St.

•See the remarkable testimonials or the Koval
Families of Rumfa, Prussia France, Lcnnjark.e
e.,
ami the diplomas and decorations sent to Mr JohaKN

LLL

L' LLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLL

,,

C AND

the

LLL

268

To Let.

stowed.

A Trial will Convince
Most Skeptical.

—

of

part of the
family.

a

small

AND STORES
HOUSES
Cumberland Tt

tor the

See, Incipient Consumption spreads no more her
pallid reek.
But the rich, red rcse ot
vigor laughs upon the human cheek!
See, it is to nursing morbe's always surest, sweetest

Weakness,

Requires the aid of Medicine to strengthen and invigorate the system, wt Ich

Tuesday,

fly,

a

eodtf

r

H. ROWS,
mar^idt/

let at 21 Brown
mar23dlw<M>ontf

DR.
house No 13 Free street, to
M
20

ease’s fold!

as at eom maud
mons die!

MnJojr. Knqire ot

»t,

House to Let.
JOHNSON, Doutist. will let

See, betoreU Coughs, Bronchitis, Stomachs fout ,I>us*
And,

ALFORD DYER.

To Let.
Lodging Room to

PLEASANT
_street.

For tire Sick and for the Suffering sinking in Dis-

Asylums

house

brick

a

tho picoiises.

on

rejoice?

Feeble,

in

rooms

er

nr i!

Organic

your-

f»n

ONArvI.afayet'e
hirect

homestead to thelc ftvrovJ

beneath ruy voice,
And in its Ide-givingsplendor.alsoevermore
Lo! to her 1 hold nay
Beverage, ibrthc

ptpsta,

dt

Tenement to Let.

chainless—she, the mighty, the
sublime,
Working out; he grandest problem on the mystic sea
oi Time—
Shall this glorious, wondrous
country not be thrilled

afiected with

once

containing 6

D
CHAMBERS,
a'teet.

dti

Via

Tt*

or

uvvo ruble

To Let
*

mar2*Uw«

And the
melancholy deaths by censumptiou bear
ample wiiueasta the truth ot ihe assertion.
The constitution

reserved -eats. One Dollar.
1,6 1 ad at Bailey ,* Noyes’ Bookulteruoon.

my heal tug power,
From the humble cot au l
a! tower:*
Shall America, the

moet

October 12.

IO LIT.

ncluding

The Angel of Health to America.
t have MlDg to listening Europe with
my beverage
in
*
m.v hand,
B°ra
not one country onle, but for
evety peopled
Europo heard me and her millions rushed to leel

suftoring/none

The Records of the Iusane

formerly occupied by Meichauts Exchange.

Ice Cream, &c„ &c.

i

ibe

to on

terms.

Inquire 27 Mai ket Square.

Consumption.

of the cause of their
will confess.

300 Congress Street.
propenv in the City

.MF1 Saks of any kind ot
eimty, promptly attended

C'icconr.

Miguor

March 25.

which the patient may expire.

aro aware

AUCTIONEER

Musical Director and Conductor SIGNOR NICOL AO

body,

of the

Every

a,STJ
,**• "t?y
Mouuay

BTTCHU,
Our Doors will be Closed EXT.
INVARIABLY does.

Cake, Confectionery, Fruit,

0. W. HOLMES,

store

Who can say that they are not frequently followed
by tho^e “direful diseases,”

March 2T-ltf

the way of

When the following di-c ingu'shed Artistes of the
Neer York Ac •demy ot Musi and Hike’s
Opera House, will appear;

Buchu

Impetency. Fatuity, Epileptic Fits,

9337.000,

ready to inrure moderate amounts on
Buildings, Stocks, and oilier good property, at lair
and equitable
rates, not being "controlled by any
am

Tuesday Evening, March 31,

* arriages, &c, at Auction
Saturday, at 11 o'clock a. m on no*
market lot, Market street, 1 shall Nil Horse*
Carriages, Harnesses, Ac.
A pi 29.
F. O. BAILEY, Auctioneer.

Excesses. Habits of Dis

Flushing

Real Eat itc Agent,
a. M. Davis,
1.7 Commercial St.

CaptCb

roarlC-dt.l_^

Manor Miiftnimillinuiy
Siguor Orlnudim,

These symptoms, if allowed to go on, which th
medicine invariably removes, soon loliows

Many

W. H. JEBKIS,
Or

Horses,

Nf.*;noi* P. Biiguoli,

Eruptions on the face,
Universal lassitude ot the Pallid countenance,
muscular system.

and

Avvly

GUAN jo

Mm©. Anna de la f»tange9
Mudi moidie 9lrll» Ilonli©nr,

sipatiou, early indiscritious, attended with
the JOllowing symptoms:
Indisposition toexorlion, Loss of Power,
Loss ot Memory,
Difficulty of Breathing,
Weak nerves,
Trembling,
Horror ol disease,
Wakefulness.
Dimness of vis on,
Pa n in the back,

Comp’y, Insanity
PHILADELPHIA,

At \Ve«t Bud.
LV ILL beaolil by auction, on SATURDAY, the
4 h divot April next, at 3 o'clock P II., If
v
P'cviou ly <lisp. * "I ol, the valuable 1.1 or land
i..i„
^elhcrl) corner ot Pii eand Vau.han Street,
**4l‘ o on Bine ana 100 leet io
,
Vaughan, ad‘■kiheui'mmlaof Hon. J. B. Brown. This la
'leal ruble Ins on Drain hall, and will
?0,t
.'ii*
be Bold n f .vorable ter na

COMMENCING

E i'. E Kk K. F K K

one of

Valuable Building Lots For Hale

OPERATIC CONCERTS!

EEEEEE

In

—

Carpets,

m„rir-A,,i

J* E Er.E
KEE

Girard Insurance

in the field again, and would announce to
his old
friends and the public
generally, that he haa bought
out; the old

MARKET

$358,000,

ASDTHE

bar num

'■V W O

KEE

Ho! bands,
Dryue-s oi the skin,

-On Sa'urday. March 28ih,
At Office,
Bed/, Furniture, Crockery,
C.l iMH avd i la'ed Wne.
mar2©iti.

STKAKOSCII

MAX

EFEFEEEEE
EEKKEEEhK

For weakness arls uR from

A i, r, i

_h

to Inform tiro citizens of Portland and
vicinity,
that Mm#. Ass# l>b
v Gutsue and Signor
Briokoli w.ll ;d»e

Swell-

Helmbold’s Extract

A M \ 01 \ (' E * |; Vf

March 25. eorilm

Kidneys,

ON

Bess

Groivel

ings.

TEAS,

Market

Specific Krmedy

Dropsical

Street, at Auction.
TUBS MV. Mirth 31st, *t 12# Wclock.on fcb*
pteu h ». Was ing! n, o; posiie Oxford Street
will be M>ld a one story .iwelling house and »,«rD
gather with the laud
The building* ;ire ew.
*ri*
h .u-e Ionia n s x tin'sl o 1 mom*.
<m the lot 1* a
crsltar vith brick and stone
ready for another dwell,
mg. Lot nfi by toy icefc.
For particulars tall on ibe
auctioneer*.

Comhiiiiition Concerts!

Men, Women and Children.

Mar 27-<17t

BALL.

and

ALL 0RADE9.

OF

J

HAND

ON

CHOICE

CAS

Bladder,

for

FO R

ir

_Auctioneer.

Fttrsa at cu., Aurttoueet*
OFFICE EXCHANGE STREET.

Houses and Land on Washington

LA GRAN';E-B ilGH 'Ll’J

for Diseases oi tlie

Queen

eats tli' U).”

Agent

A Positive nnd

v

thi

Mar<!6 dVf

C I T

Extract

MJCIIU,

Sultaena Saute. DurWhite Wine Vmc-

M

k'
»

Tickets With reserved seals, each Two Dollars.
Mav lie had at
Bailey & Noyes’ Book Store, Ex!1
llClitts also ,or sa*e al *he Hull a,—:

,(Blghlr Concentrated”

0‘d,!r-

_m*r2T.lM

ft?h£xCr[°ekP"'"***'

°

The tu..»t of rhe s ock I* ftawh
F. O. BAILEY,

Ac.
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Cheese.

1888,

•'hristmas Carol

The Trial front
Pickwlch.

HHH
min

boiUe.an.IJur>,

__

I05J

Preparation !

30

k t Libs.

Groceries. &c.. at Auction.
MONDAY, March 30lb, at 2 o’clock p. m at
ONodkv,
lt9 Fore Street, I aliull ell Br.wu »Va
White Sugar, Tea. Tobacco, live barrel* l ock. Beet,
•lai I.erMij- Soap,
Stanb, Spice*, Nu'eratu., Cream
Tart ir.Co0be, Pipe*. Thom, i’ll.If*. Broom-, Outlies
riii*. Wjsbiu/
Beard*, Paper and Envelope*. linen
Apple*, pj, ale,_ Store Futiuea, Boots anil Sinus,

IT A. L L

MONDAY EVENING, March
-is

Worcestci*
sliire §nncrn

28.

American Gold.
United B1 ates
7-30s, Jule.!......

C L T Y

and

roou

mar26-eod3w
Boston Stock LInP
Sales at the Brokers’ Board, March

iCCTION

Mr. Charles Dickens.
On

China *®y, Hoynl Tabic.
Bobo, John
Bull, Aibenauoi, ESu. vey,
Sbytuip,
Beef Bleak, AVulnut .Tlu.h.

Weed Wtorc.
at

I_BNTBRTA1M1 tiNTS.

GENUINE

^.-u-kttowii ii,us.

Berkley and Ohedd: r

LARGE AND ELEGANT

Portland

COMMEKCIAL.

BoTTsf^S

HE E m

Importations.

"J UST
o

hjko

6T> KITTS.

Advices from St. Kitts are to tho 11th. On
the 28th of February an earthquake was felt,
but not serious. Ke-building edifices whioli
were shaken by the late
earthquakes quite are
active.

TO1SCEIX ANXIOUS.

WILL ItEAD AT

ST. VINCENT.

Advices from St. Vincout are to the 5th inst.
The new constitution was unfavorable with
the people, also the police. The weather was
favorable for crops, especially cotton.

I_WISCEO, A*

iW ISCfcXL UlflBOlIg.

Suits,

Notice.
Tirr, fhe undersigned hare this dir formed a cj\V partnerabip under tbe firm uamo ot
& BAKER, lor Inc puipos*- of carolna on tbe Baking Buxine**, at Tukev's Bridge, Wtstbr***!*.
W-'». J *M 1 ui
J. R. BAKER.

TIN

TYPES,

March 24. 1868.

Board
...

_

A Good Safe!

w"
AN*nd H?.ir
etroet.

e* or

Dan forth

T il

A

oblalned
single

be

for

gentlemen

gent.emen^t

No 51

_---

and
KINDS OF .job PRINTING neatly
thi. Office.

prompdj e^-^

MISCELLANEOUS.

Poetry[For the Portland Prett.]
JWnrrh*
with voice
and dashing!

Bright-eyed
Out

the hill*,

over

or

the vales

j'

“stormyl”

thee

be

so

j

hut 1 only

The three story House, with brick basement
the corner of Tate ami York street. It is
has a good store
m e or two families, ami
and
on the first floor, now occupied by a shoe dealer,
is a good place f »r business. Tne building tents lor
01
low
price
§3,806,
$550.00. It will be sold for tbe

gHfttj

jSInti

—AND—

with favorable payments.

Office,

Printing;

see

Slicing broolt,and the deepening green;
The smiling sky and the lealy tree,—
With the flushing of gold and gems between.
I only feel that the solt wind’s sigh
Is finning the violet’s tender cheek;
That the oak’s proud head is lifted high.
While the sun lies warm on the mountain peak I

Thy crystal fingers may slyly

109

Boarding1 House for hale,
two stor/
new
Builling, containing

MA

twelve finished robins ami four tinfi-ished.
Well calculated lor twoiamili^ 0r for a boarding ouse. Plenty water. Cent*allv located. Will
be sold §503,03 les than cost
Apply to
WM. H. JKRRIS,
March 28. d3w»Roil Estate Agent.

Exchange St.,

For Sale.
story Houset containing

two

tA
foster,

a.

iv.

Their fairy web on mv window pauo,
While I seek the cuckoo’s hiding place,
Or 11-1 to the falling summer rain.

mA
sale.

and Best

Tlic Latest

.Apply

Styles

—OF—

Here is a little aiticle from the pen of
Mark Twain, giving an account of a visit
while in New York,to the great Bible House:
Still on the fifth floor is a huge room with
nineteen large Adam’s steam presses, all
manned by women (tour of them confounded
pretty, too), snatching 'off bib.es in Dutch,
lieb.ew, Yam yam, Cherokee, etc., at a rate

that was truly truclilying to contemplate.
(I don't kn-.w the meaning of that word, but
1 heard It used somewhere yesterday, and it
struck me as being an unusually good woid.
Any time that l put in a word that doesn't
balance the sentence good, I would be glad
if you would take it out aud put in lhaf one.)
Adjoining was another huge room lor drying
the printed sheets (very pretty girls in there,
aDd young), and pressing them (the sheets,
not the gills,)
They used hydraulic presses,
(three or the prettiest wore curls, and never
a sign
of a waleriall—Ihe girls 1 mean.)
and each of them is able to down with the
almost incredible weight of eight hundred
tons of solid simonpure pressure (the hydraulics 1 am referring to now, of course,)
and one has got blue eyes and both the others brown; all me! 1 I ave got this hydraulic
business tangled a little, but l cau swear that
it is no fault of mine. Y'ou needn’t go to
blame me about it. You have got to pay just
the same as if it were as straight as a shingle.
1 can’t afiord to go in dangerous places, anu
then get my wages docked in the bargain.

Cheating the Viceroy.
The following story illustrates the popular
opinion in Egypt about Christians. His Highness Mustapiia Pasha had a large sugar factory in Upper Egypt, in which a large number
of pqfous jars were used, aud men were constantly employed in washing these jars in the
river. One day a Greek applied to the Nazir,

Wood and Metal

No. 1 Morton Block, Po.tland. Me.

clever!)_

Earache.—Take

wool, make

Work.

Jol>

the end of

Thorough and experienced workmen
Printing

are

employ-

ground pepper as will rest on a five
piece, gather it into a ball and and tie
it up, dip the ball into sweet oil and insert it
into the ear, covering "the latter with cotton
wool, and use a bandage or cap to retain It in
place. Almost instant relief will be experienced, and the application is so gentle that
•n infant would not be injured by
it, but experience relief as well as an adult.

and

the

highest style of the art, and

of every

i

For $1 600.

_

llauiuiotli

fruit

Posters,
PROGRAMMES,

Ws are

offering our customers and the public
generally, all the host qualities of

now

C

O

A

Bcttabxje

!

fob

Furnaces, Ranges & Cooking Stoics
tb$ following prices,

at

Delivered at any part of the

Oity,

2.000 Pounds,

1.000
1,800

$S,50
8,07
7,65

"

down to five hundred pounds. Our
class, prepaied in the besiot order,

Ami

Goals

vii:

SO on
are all

tirst

And warranted to give perfect satisfaction.
Also the bes'
cheap .is the

qualities HARD and SOFT WOOD,
ROUNDS Si CO.,
cheapen
Read Franklin Whan Commercial Street.
August Q, dtl

as

„„

COAL.
ilUU toil a FCOICU tBUHCl,
900 lou* IViHlmneland,
2130 loua Pwlon,
300 loua Cumberland,
For Sale by

Bird, Perkins,
edlm

&

Job,

39 India Wharf, Boston.

Hard Pine Plank,
Hard Pine
Flooring and

Boards,

Reports,

Labels,

Book

WILLARD,
■mnercial WhnrC

nartffatf

TO

Work!

the premises.

EET !

I

flourishing

i_jceutral

Business Cards,

Feb 1-dtf

Address Cards,

For Sale—One Mile irorn Portland.
beautilhl residence occupied by Rev. W. P.
Merrill, situated in Westbrook, on the Back
Cove road, known by the name of the Maohigonne
Villa, The grounds are ta'tctudy laid out with
walks, flower beds, splendid evergreens and shade
trees; about 200 pear, apple, plum and cherry trees
in bearing; plenty of currents and gooseoeiries;

Wedding Cards, THE
Tickets,

about

Tags,

Checks,

of strawberrit-s—raised 1,600 quarts
this year. The lot embraces nearly 'our acres, with
streets 60 feet wide all round it.
The buildings—a
tine house w ith 16 rooms, French root and c .pola,
and a piazza round three sides; warmed with furnace, good well and cistern in cedar; gardener’s
house and summer house, and good stable wrell
finished with cellar, at tbe low price ot $7,500.
Terms easy. For particulars euquire on tbe premises, or ot WHITTEMORE & STAIiBIRD, on
Commerc'al street; or FERNALD & SON, corner
ot Preoie and Congress stieets.
Sept. 3. dtt

Cheap

the

as

-AT

Cheapest

TUB-

1 will sellon favorable terms as to
payment, or let for a term of years, the lots on
the corner ot Middle and Franklin streets, and on
Frankiin street,including thecorner of Franklin and
Fore streets. Apply to WM. HILLIARD, Bangor
or SMITH & REKD Attorneys. Pori land.
!v12tt

To be f-oUl Immediately.

Houses and lots in City. Price *900 and $1,
600. House lots in Cape Elizabeth $’> > to $100.
JOSEPH REED,
Real Estate Agent, Oak and Congress sts.
Octobes 2. dtt

TWO

FOR SALE!
Me., a valuable farm, containing
cuts at out feventy-five tons ot 1 av.—
wooohouse, stable, l»arn and out buildings,

Portland Press Office,
IN250NORWAY,
acres,
Exchange

House,
all in first rate order, within three miles of South
Palis Station. Will be sold on lavorable terms, or
exchanged tor desirable real estate in Portland.—
For particulars enquire of
J. C. PROCTER.
Iebl2dtt
No. 93 Exchange Street.

Street.

ot

Lime

TRIUMPHANT
CIRCULAR

TO

Portland,

FARMERS.

NO

last year.*1
To all such I sav, you can buy it with confide nce,
as I know what I have sia ed above to be trot,
i
do not allow myself to guess at a single day’s production. Until proved by anal} sis none is sent to

the market.
1 have expended, the past year, over fifty thousand
dollars in erecting Oil ot Vit"i“l Works, powerful
machinery. &c., includ ng a one hundred horsepower engine, and 1 have, therefore, much better
laciliues tor manufacturing than heretofore.
WILLIAM L. BRADLEY.
4
^
Boston, Dec. 17, 1867.
.BOSTON, Dec. 17, 1867.
S. Dana Hayes. State Aasayer, 20 State street,
Boston. Deak mb—I have written the above circular with a view oi sending it to my customers
and the farming community at larg ■.
You have been familiar with my mode of tnaimfreturing Suner-Phosphate of Lime ior a long time,
and wi* bin the past four months have made wanv
analysis lepresenting several thousand tons ot
Phosphate ready for market.
Phase let me know if you can endorse mv statement in full as to the
quality ot the Phosphate I am
now manufacturing, and
oblige,
Your obedient servant,
WM. L.

BEADLLY,

State Assayep.’s Office, 20 stato St., B ston.
Mu Wm.L Bit ad lev,—l>EAltSlit: Your fii voi ot
the 17th is at hand. J have no hesitation in *ayin“
that what you have stated in your circular in ieferof your Super Phosphate < f
ence to the quality
Lime, is fu ly substantiated by the mauy aualvgis
made here, within the last six months.
I rna le a great many analysis oi your Super-Phosphate last tear, and a still larger number this year,
and take pleasuie iu
ing that you have, by long
experi nee, in a great measure overcome the many
difficulties iu manufacturing a fertilizer of uniform
comparing the analysis ot
quality. I tlnd that oiby the
previous years a great
this year, with those

improvement in the unitormitv oi quality; and I
consider your product of this year as Ailly equal, it
not s iperior, to that of any previous year.
Your Super-P losphate is entitled to the confidof the tgriculiura' community. Uespeci fully.
S. DANA HAYES, State Assayer of Mass.
Dec. 20,18U7.

ence

_*6wl0
YEW STABLE.

i.i
Manic

ti

Boarding and Bait-

K°od work horse. Slid
titninz h r»es lor s lie.
Team, to Let.
A. IIA THE TVS.

THE

1

Farm for Sale.
Situated In Windham,

^

*

twelve
Portland and one mile
irom stage road.
Contains 70 acres
divided >uto tillage, pasturage and
mile?

__,.woodland,

W. H. AUSTIN.

MarlO.

wlm»CipeE, Feiry Village.
jj'aim tor hale.

subscribsrs offer for sale their place well
THEknown
the Wliitehouse Farm, situated in
the town
us

Cumberland, on tbo c maty road leadGray to P< rtlaud. Said farm contains
about 110 acres and is one of tbe best bay larms in
the county. Tan miles trom Portland and two and
a halt H orn the Portland and Kennebe;
Depot.
ISuildings tair; house, two stories; barn, 41 by 81
f er, in good repair. This farm will be sold with or
without the sto k and farming iools ar a rare bargain Title perfot. For further particulars inquire
ot W. T. & E. T.
HALL, at the larm, or R G HALL
Es«i Gray Corner,
Ieb22d&wtt
or

ing

rum

For

FKU>

C.

l

mHlS Preparation
recommended by eminent
A
Dentists, Physicians and Chemists, as being second to none in use. ior cleansing, polishing and
preserving the teeth hardening the giuu-, and imparling a pleasant odor to the breath; in fact it cannot be excelled.
It acts not onlj us a powder, but as
a soap aua
no injuriwash, three in one. Contains
ous grit or acid.
Try it. For sole by sli druggists.
M. D JOHNSON, Dentist.
^
October 99. 4

FCELUNe’lS

LIQUID

Star llye Colors.

woolen goods
A large variety o different shades
made from one bottle by uaiug more

of color
or

be
less of the
can

HT“ Sold by all Druggists everywhere
W F. PHILLIPS & CO., 46 and 48 Middle street,
mar7eod&w2m
Portland, Maine, Solo Agents.

DR. J.B.HUOHSS
CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS.

Reduced Prices S
■

6l

TENNEY,

Washington Street*,

of

Furniture, euibracing every
Having a large stock
article in tlic line, are offering it at a "i eat reduction
from former price*.
Nearly every aitic’o is custom made, and warranted to b as i'O'Vl as cm be oundin tue market.
Sptee* furnished lor Hall and Vestries at short
notice Repaiing and upliolsleringinall its branches
and promptly done. Call and examine

foithmlly
BEFORE

PuRCHAS1HG ELS\YHERE.
Mar 2-dtf

30

Hotel

¥17 HERE he can be consulted privately, and swith
▼ v the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M,
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether arising iron*
impure connection or the terrible vice oi self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branc h ol
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of long
standing or recently controoted, entirely removing the
dregs ot disease from the system, and making a perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
Oct of his long-standing and well-earnad reputation
'umisliing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

House, Hanowr
Parker House, school St.
Proprie<on*.

Csstlon

so sue

Up Stairs.

House, Bowdoln

All who have committed an excess or any kina,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in m.uurer yearsj
FOR

AM

ANTIDOTE

IN SEASON.

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervou*
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait ior the consummation that is sure to follow; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
Sew Eany Thousands Can Testify to This
by Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a had habit it
youth,—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one oi

with the above disease, some o;
whom are as weak and emaciated as though ihe> bac
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed tc
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and onlj
correct course of treatment, and in a short time an
made to rejoice in perfect health.
men

midd(e«AKed 3Scm.

'fhere are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations Irom the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account tor.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often bf
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or felbuincn will appear, or the color will be of a thinmilkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There are many men who die of this difficulty
ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and t
fall and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, In a plain manner, a
description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedits
will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will
ce returned, If desired.
Address:
DK. J. B. HUGHES,
No. M Preble Street,
Next door to the Preble House,
Portland, Me.
a
Send
for
TCy*
Circular.
Stamp

Capital.

agents

IT

Sprains, Burns, Bruises, Pains in *he Head, Chest *
Side or Bad:; Pains and Sores i » the
bones
in the

Cramps

and Pain in the Bowels; Uiolera
Morbus; Dy sentary; Bites and

Stings; Scald Head; Tooth
Ache; Sore T/iroat;
Diphtheria; Frostbites;
Chilblains; Cuts
Wounds;
Couffba, Cold*, IufltiKuuiation, Ac.,

Akc.

Bangor, Me.

,r

Market"q',“rFLE & C°’ Ag°n'a

Hydraulic Cement Pipe,

Make,

a

good ilnrab'c and cheap

Wakesreliable
make*
Makes

“

«

“

“
*«

permanent

“

Drain
Sewer,
Calvert.

<<
cenvenient
Cess-pool
“
splendid
Chimney
Make* those who use It well
satisfied.
«
«
“
Makes
tl
«„ is „
«

Makes

Good

Orders receive 1 by IF H.
JERRIS, Real Estate
Agent, or at Factory 1C3 Ranfoi th St.
J‘ W‘ S1°^WELL & CO.
March 6. eodlm

Patents for Seventeen Years
OmiXED 11T

American

and

JllfADLE,

Foreign Fatents

Mr. Brown having had
considerable experience as
Assistant Examiner in the Patent
Office, is well acqu-iinted with the routine of business and the officials therein. Messrs. B. .V B. will make
preliminary examinations in the Patent Office, with a view to
ascertain the
Patentability of any Invention that
maybe submitted to them lor that
purpose; nil!
the
prepare
necessary papers lor those who wish

applications

make
or

t< lexica:ions

ed;

will act

Patents tor their Inventions,
reissues ol.Patentsalready grant-

tor

Attorneys in presenting applications
Pat nl Office, and in
managing them to a final
will
draw up Assignments; will examine into
issue;
the condition ol rejected
applications when desired
to do so, and undertake the
prosecution of suebas
be
considered patentable, and do whatever else
may
s usually done
by Patent Solicitors. They will also
sell I ATI.NT RIGHTS on
commission, being in d/•
rec: communication wills the
leading Manufacturers
all aver the country. They are thus enabled to
oiler
superior inducements to inventors to employ
them,
being in condition both to obtain Patous and to
be llipliis.
Circulars and pamphlets furnished on
application,
ree of charge.
as

se’l

Office, 23 Federal Block,
Comer F and Seventh Streets.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
H.W. Bn.iuLE, of Mass.
wti 36

__

ORGANIZED
in 1843.

OLOTHING

Hats

and

Caps

The Latest New Yorlt

I

Styles

Just Received at

80S

CONGRESS

ST.,

ORIJT HAWKES <£■ CO.

BELL

CTJRRIER,

on rxc nti in and un’ess
.reyiously rewill l>e Ktld at. Public Auction on Satthe ttlh, day ot Apiil A. D.
1808, at ten
o flock A. M
at lh; oilice of Samuel Clark Esq., in
Fre-ror- in said County; all the lijht in equity
which Robert D. And son of Cumberland I u si id
Couuty, baa or had on the 12th day ofS-pt. A. D.
1805, to redeem the following described real estate
situated in said Cumberland, and described and

TAKEN
deemed

urday

bounded as follows, viz, o 1 the Sou Invest bv land 01
Charles B. Sand**, on Northwest bv land la el v owned
by Daniel Merrill; on th northeast by land occupied
by Jonathan Brauiord, mid on tl e Southeast byroad,

containing ten acre-more or less, being kn'wuas
the Sylvanu> B. An lerson plac°.

UAWGEB,

No. 31SJ Congress stM
Manufacturer and Propr etor of
Currier’s Patent Bell lor Hotels,
Wlu re one Bell is ma-le to answer for any number
ot rooms. Also Speaking Tubes, Door Bells, Gone
Bells, Dining K om Bells to ring with the foot, and
Bells tubed back of postering. Agent for

Taylor’s Patent Trank Boor Bell,
Where no wires nre used.
House-:, Hotels ami
Steamboats fitted at short notice. Specimens ot my
work can be teen in some o» priii
ipal Hotels in
Maine, New Hampshire, ami Vermont.
Mar 20-dl wthen cod2iu

Rogers^ Statudry.
EtAVB BEF.N

Cumberland sb, March 12th, A. D. 1868.

A

SENT KB

APPOINTED SOLE AGENTS FOR

marUi lui

m

(li s action
Dated at Portland

Mar 21-dtf

Mar 16-w3w 12

In

$10O, $200

A «'ard.

Mui-ual Insurance

Interest payable in Boston, Portland, or
For sa'o at very favorable rates by

~\
ItJU.UUU

for saloat a bargain.
euqnire of
f>;r
SAWT"r,Iculai8
YER &
VARNEY,

...

f't Commercial St.
on Portland St

Cassanf, at the kiln
dtf

Pressed

Ilay

!

undersigned having taken the old HAY
STAND recently occupied by A. P.
Lout, situated on Union Street, near Commercial is now
reauy to furul-h the trade with choice Crested Has1
at the lowest rates.
■ HURON

THE

f«b274i*».

Dealer

in

Government

MAI,ONE,

Union Street, Portland, Maiae.

ihe year; and

Bonds,

Cily Bands, Uuuli Stock,
Specie, &c„ Ac.

113,108,177
TRUSTEES :

Wm. Sturgis,
Henry K. Bogert.
Joshua J. Henry
Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gaillard, Jr.,
J. Henry Burgv,
Cornelius GrinneU,!
C. A. Hand.
B. J.

Bilious

or

March 26.

to

Fred’k

Cliauneey,

Office 16(i Fore St., Portland.

Feb 0—dlm&eodtojanrC9&w6w

NE W ENGLAND

Insurance

Company!
BOSTON

Capital, 85 901.736.10, Dec. 1867.
All Policies Non Forfeiti o. CASH distribution of Surplus made yearly to the policy b lders.
No policy issued by this Co. js 'orieited until iis
value is worked out in insurance, by law of 1861.—
Tbe lollowing table will >hnw tbe time that a life
policy i>sued ov this Co. will continue in force after
tbe annual cash payment of premiums lias ceased.
«
1 Payment
2 Payments
3 Payments
in cash.

*
26
30
35
40

in cash.

every

gQ

E
S?
ha

5-

o
293
329
3
49

1
1

iu cash.

00

Ob

2

(m

X
I
2
2

<g

E

ha
2
2
3
3

228
300
12
96

17U
277
27

125
Office 160 Fare Street, Porll.md.
John IP. Hunger <r Son,
Agents.
*
Feb 5-eo0;<m_

Merrick

Thread

Co.

BLANCUAKD, Agent.

TO

union TICKET OFFICE

lc«,

W. D. LITTLE <C CO..
Agents.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Wed ca !»v Ma-ch "5,
f- a,trains will run as follows
Passenger trains leave Saco Hlver for Portland at
5.10 and 9 00 A. M.. and 5-40 P. M. 1 eavePortland
tor «a-.o Kiver 7.15 4. M. 2 0. and 6 15 P. M.
Freight trains lcav^ Saco Elver 6-80. A M.; Portland
-15 P. M.
HFUtages oonneot at Oorbam for West Gorham

Blandish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark. Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Erownfleld, Frvehnrg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson. Llmington. OornIsh,Por.
ter, Freedom, Madison, and Ha tor 711. H.
At Bnxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Kagle
South Limlngtoo, Limington, Limerick, Newfleld

FINISH

Spool Cotton
TT

is claimed tb%t the above is the Best Ameri
Gotton. It t* smooth and strong,
and will be loimd
perfectly roiiable for Machine or
Hand Work.
The colors are superior to any other make.

c4j* SpP0L

BY

Retailers Generally in flic If tale offlalue,
And ty the tollowing Jobber*in Portland:
Lane A Tittle;

Woodman; True
Mar 13-eod3m

&

Co*;

Dccrlng; Milliken & Co*

Through

From Portland to
POINTS

Boston.

w3ml3

BEDDY,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
Am I»EALKH IN
GENTS’ FURNISH ING
G00D8,
No. 10, FEDERAL STREET.

MH
•

finest assortment of
FRENCH ami DOMESTIC

011601

5rN5M?.H»,9SP?IA1Si
_,LOlHh, CASbl M

fhe

ERES, &c., that can bo fonnd >'n
Portland. These goods have been selected with great
•are and especially adapted to the thshionable trade.
*nd at prices tlmt cannot fail to j lease, and all goods
thoroughly shrunk and satisfaction guaranteed.
A call Is respectiully solicited. Thankful to friend*
or past patronage, hoping to merit a continuance o
the same.
M. H. BEDDY, Proprietor,
jan9dtf

LETTERS OFCREDIT
FOE THE USE OF

Travelers

in

AT

South

G.

<£

Co.,

lit stale m., ■*» f*.

__Medical
H.
M.

Notice.

D., will devote special’ at
CHADWICK,
tention to Disea ca ol the £ye Ho. 3011 Congres* St
Gihee hoars trom 11 ▲. M. to 1 P. M*

May

it

Hew and superior sea-going
JOHN BROOKS, and
MONTH FAL. having be^n flitei

steamers

with
tate

up at (neat expend,
nuiubt r oi beautilul
the

run

season as

fallows:

a

arge

Rooms,

Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland
7o’clock
India Whan, Boston, every day ut z
o'clock, P,
01, iSunuavs excepted.)

and

Cabin fare,....

t| so
i.oa

....

FreigLt taken as usual.

THE

and

Arrangementl
The

North

West,

L. BILLINGS,, Agent.
*

September 19, If07-dtt

Pascal

Iron

Works.

W. D. LITTLE & Co., Agent*.

Dec 14.

dtl

PORTLAND

SACO 1 PORTSMOUTH R. R.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday, Not’r 11th, 186T.
I .ftWriK? Passenger Trains leave Portland dally

nndavs excepted) for Saco and Bidue30. 8.40 A Al, 2.55 and 3.2S P M.
For South Berwick Junction. Portsmouth,Boston,
and intermediate Stations at 6.30,1.40 A M, and 2.50
P. M.
Leave Boston lor Portland and Intermediate Stations at 7.30 A. M., nnd 3.00 and 5.00 P M.
Freight Trains daily each way, (Sunday excepted.
FRANCIS CkASr 5upu
no9Jtt
Portland, Nov 8, 1667.

ford, at <$

MORRIS, TASCAR & CO.,
OFFICE—No 909 M. Third Si.
WOBEl-H. Firih nnd Ta.ker Mu, )
r nil. A OKI. Fill A.

Portland & Kennebec it. R.
Winter Arrangement, N«r* 11, 1867.
Trains leave Portland at 1 P. M. tor
all stations on this line, and tor Lewisthe Androscoggin Road.
Also
Banger and stations on Maine Ceutral road.
Leave Poriland daily, except Saturdays, at 5 P
M,
for bath. Saturdays only leave Portlaud at 8.15 P
M, for Bath and Augusta.
Trains are due at Portland at 8J0 A. M.t and 2.10
P. M daily.
The tbr> ugh Freight 7Vain with passenger car attached, leaves Portland for Skowhegan every morning at 7 o.ciock.
Fare as low by this route to Lewiston, Watervllle,
Kendall's Mills and Bangor as by tbe Maine Central
road, and tickets purchased in Bostou tor Maine
Central Stations are good for a passage on this line.
Passengers y/om Bangor, Newport, *Stc., will purchase tickets to Kendal] s Mills only, and alter taking the cars on this road the Couuucfor will furnish tickets and make the taie the same through to
Portland or I oston as via the Maine Central toad.
Stages for Koekland connect at Bath; and r Belfafti at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival ol train from
Boston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and tor Soion, Anson.
Norridgcwock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at
Hlsow began, and for China, East and North Vassalboro* at Vassalboro'; for Unity at Kendall's Mill’s,
and tor Canaan at Pisbon’s Ferry.
W
HA1CU« 8npeilBteiiit»nt»
nov12dtf
Augusta, Nov. 5,1x67.

□|^gE|
ton and

stations on

TRUslT

GRAKD

OF

RAILWAY !

CANADA.

rains will run as follows:—
lor Lewiston and gouth Paris at 7.4C

Express Train

A. M.

Improved Pafrnt Nrlf.Parking Valve.
Sargent * Towne'e Patent, June 1868.
John C. Schaefer’s Patent, Feb., 18t6.
5,

Globe, Angle, Cross.
Iron body, with flange
ends,
Iron body, with screw end-*,

Braee, (best

steam

2$

to

II

1

to

8

I11. diam.
<•

metal,) with

screw ends,
<*
| to 8
Tccse Valves have been used the pist
year tor a
the applications of steam and water with
perlect sat
Islaction. They entirely dispense with

siulling-boxand packing about the stem.
Morn*, Tn*k. r Ac Co. are now prepared
supply ihom in large qnantitles, and at price# con

es

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
nSBBSf} 011 aml a'ter Monday, Not. 11,1867.

Mall Trtin tor Watorvi’le, Bangor, Montreal. QueWest at 1.10 P. M.
Local Train for South Paris, and Intermediate staat
P.
M.
tions,
5,
No baggage can bo received or checked after time

bec and tho

petingw th unpatented er inferior valves.
Every valve is proved u- tier 80 lbs. ill am pressure
end the proportion and finish is believed to be
eupe
riorto anything offered lor sale.
N. B.—All persons are warned
against Inftlng.
ing, by manutacture, sale, or use, th above named
patents, which are hell Boiely by Morris, Tasker &
Co.
Offlre and Warehouse IV*. in Gold Sirces
New York C’Hy.
Feb 20 laweowtiin

above stated.

Trains will arrive as follows:—
Lewistou. Auburn and South Paris, 8.10
From Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Wa-

From

a. m.

^

2.15 *. m.
8.00

B.

BAILKY,

Local

~ii»r

AXD

rom

NEURALGIA,
ALL
AND

NERVOUS

Superintendent,

ARRANgAMENT,

ZTarggSjSS On and alter Monday, April 13th,
e»^^1$currcDt. trains will
Poitlatid lot
H&naor and all mtcrmediateKtatif.il on this tine, at
*or I*®"'*®*011 and Auburn only, at
7*40 A* ML
Freight trains for Watervllleaml all intermediate stations, leave Portland at 8.25 A. M,
Tram irom Bangor is due at Portland at 2.15 P. M,
In season toi onnect with train for Boston.
Prom Lewiston and Auburn only,at 8.10 A.M.

EDWlKNOYFS.Supt,

Nov. 1, I860

diseases.

dtf

RpriT

SPRING

noSdtt

XU Zffeett «ro

JiaeM.
1-E5IKPT
Imync-CFAIH!.0
ralgi
achlis, ol en cfleciniK a

Gas Fixtures !

GAS FIXTURES with

our

busi-

ness of

Steam and Gas

Fittings,

IKON BAILINGS, WINDOW
are

8HUTTEB8,

Crating., fuinp., Ac., Ac ,
now prepared to tarnish them as low

case* ot Neuperfect cure
than tweufy-ionr hum-, Torn the uae ol uoIn 'o a
moia
9
TWO OR THItKF 1’ILLS.
or n"too‘ di*“«

j&iszssz

WONDERFUL REMEDIAL AGENT.
the severest cnacs of Cionte Vp,iMiw.

Even in

:sr.'2iESKa,,rnc'

aias-T'S
*ra!12eit cur”

produce

a

>

complex and

or

°ther

nint*i’bia

*

in

as

(her

O. M. & H. T. PLUMMFw
union s“-‘.

*SdESk

*°

th®

~Bt

PERFECT SAFETY.
It has long been in
constant uae by u> ’ny of our
MOST EMINENT PHYSICIANS,
£*Te *t their unanimous and unqualified appro
Sent by mail

on

rectipt ol price, and postage.

$1.00,
Postage 6 cents.
package.
"
5 CO,
Six packages.
27 *'
is *•
Twelve packages. 9.00,
It is s 11 by al wholesale and retail dea’ers in drugs
and n.edicinV throughout lbs Uni ed States, and by
One

he purchased in Boston.
Our stock is entirely new. and Is selected lrom th.
latest am) most Irish.omib’e si ilea.
We invite peraons who Intend lo purcha .fliinr..
re*
to give ua a call before pun basing olsewheie

can

In all

th<il)

ays Lem,

Gas Fixtures!

and

A. S-AJE’H,
CERTAIN,

Speedy Core

p. m.

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value fund that pen** n
al) uuless notice is given, and raid tor at Hie rate tl
one passenger tor every $500 additioua value.
C. J, BR VOCES, Managing Director.

Available in all the cities of
Europe and the E ast, by
feb27dlim

Fall

Portland.

Europe,

Paffe, Hichardson

FOR BOSTON.

rmavan

B\ all the principal Route?, via. Bouton and
©n euter to Albany nnd
be New York
Central Hallway to Buflalo or Niagara
FmJ»$ tlience by the Gichi Uoteru or Coke
Shore Railroads, or via New Y oi k I'ity and
the Brie. Atlantic anti Great Y% Chteru and
Peunoylvitnia € entral Railways.
For aalc at the LoweM Rates at the Only I'nion Ticket Ofllce, No. 49 I-A Jkxchauge M.,

Wo have connected

Issued upon London and Ft iris.

treal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Ang uta. Eastport an#
St. .fobn.
Shippers are requested to send their retghi to the
steamers as early as 3 1’. M. on the day that they
leae Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMElil & rr»A, Halt s Wharf, Po tland.
J. F. AMKS, Pier 3tf East River.
August 13, isc7.
dtt

jlB—jgil

Dyspeptic Wyuipiora.

Street,

Leate G ilt's Wh»rt. Poitiand. every Wednesday
and Saturday, at 4 o’clock P. M
and leave Pier 34
Eaai Biver, Now York, cveiy »• eduesuay and Sat.
urday, at 4 o’clock P. M.
1 he Dingo and Franconia are fitted npwlth fine
accot'intoi lalions tbr passenget s,makin? thl- the moat
speedy sale and conilbrtabie route lor travellers between New York and Maine. Passage instateRo.m
16.00 Cabin passage $3.u0. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by tbia line to it * from Mott

will

Portland, Nov 9, 1867.

Varda.)

The fine steamers DIK1QO and
v< * ’v 1 A
will, until lurlher no*
ran as lollows:

Carsonsfleld and 0 ail pec.
At Saocarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill
snd North Windham, dally.
Bv order oi the Pre.M.nt.
mar 15-dtl
Portland, March 19, 18(8.

Tickets

YORK

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.
gI> *

40 1-9 Exchange HIrci t, Portland.

NEW

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

the

West,

leave St. John and Easiport every

Passage Tickets lor sale at the reduced late, on eaily application at

Mar 13-cltt

street,

PORTLAND AND

CALIFORNIA!

terville,&c., at

SATIN

Monday, December 2d,

Coaches lor Liobbinston and Calais.
Will connect at St. John with E. & N. A. Rai way
for Shediac am iu eimedia e staiio s.
Mr~kreighi received onuay 01 sailing until 4 o’clk
F. ol.
Sailing vessels w'll be at Eaatport to take freight
lor St. Andrews and t alais.
Winter rales will be charged on and atU
Dec 16th.
A. R. SlCBBS.
ddhlU
Agent.

CBEATLY BEDUUtD BATES

Local Train trom South Paris and intermediate statons, at

Holyoke, Mass.

FOR SALE

relieve

Howland,

Benj. Babcock,
Fletcher Westray,
Rubt. B. Minturn, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham.

David Lane,
James Low,
James Bryce.
Geo. S. Stephenson,
CharlesF. Bnrdett,
Wm. H. Webb
Daniel S. Miller,
R L. Taylor,
Paul Spofford,
Sheppard Ganby.
Rob’t C. Fcrgussou.
John D. Jones, X*resiJent.
Charles Denni-, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 2»i Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.
J. H. Chapman,Secretary.

HEAETII!

Cast refunded if it fail,

which Cer-

The companv has Asset., over
Thirteen
Jlilliou Dollars, viz:
United States and State of New-Yorlt Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
6,864 485
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise, 2,175,450
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
■leal Estate, Bonds and Mortgages,
and other securities,
3,694,*04
Cash in Bank
373,374

EXCha°ge

KEY to

lor

issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
Dividend of 30 per cent, lor 1867.

are

(Warranted 200

Stale uud

MJ23-d2w?a

Company,

The whole profits ol the Company revert to the
are divided annually, upon the Premi.

^

l>. U.

ALL

January, 18f8.
Insures against Mabink and Inland Navigation Risks.

It. M. PAY SON,

No. 132 Water

Brick*.

or Vital
November 1.

Dexter,

In3’ti8diwly

ugT'-uusH-rn

Wall St, cor. William, NEW YORK,

£.5

•

To Travelers

ATLANTIC

$500 pieces,

n

tneuds at my Shoe Stork, 132 Middle
street, where
I edall c ontinue the purchase of Mutilated
Currency,
or it not too badly turn win take It in
exchange for
Bm.fs and shoes.
M. G. PALMER.
February 4. eodtt

or

and

Ag’t for Maine,

PORTLAND.
Jan. 7,1868.Jan 14. dtt

Town of Dexter Bonds

Hartshorn's Bitters.

longer the employment of the Horse
BEING
Railroad Company, 1 shall be pleased to
no

March 11th, A. D 18 8
TO. L. Pi NNELL,
Dept. Sheriff.

|

Office 49 1>) Exchange 81 reel,

<M

1TIAKEN on execution and will be s >ld at public
L
auction, on Fihb>y, April I7th A. D. 1868, at
two o’clock ill the ollernnon at Ihe Sheriff » elV.ee in
the Citv <f Portland, in said Couiuy; seventeen
shares in (lie Bit mwood peat Company. tnge lei
with the dividends, if ant, that have accrued thereon since the 13th day of August A. D 1867, the timo
of the attachment o said shares on iha original writ

PABLOR SUITS,

Spring Beds unit Bedding,
Manufactured to order at short notice.
No. 31 Free Mreet.

to Canvass for this company
accents, will be cflered liberal

JAME3 M. PALMER, Gen’l

O

Slier id’s Sale.
Cumberland, ss.

Royers’ Celebrated ITar Groups,
hand at their Jewelry Store,
The new croup
C iuncil of

wishing

local or travelling
terms and ample territory.

Life

T

OBdB

men.

Dodge,

a dor

Passengers will connect at Eastport with Sta

LESS

Contribu-

Applications lor Insurance made to
John W. Hunger,

Sai real estate i subject to a
mortgage running
to Silas Skillin, given to secure the
ayment of 8500.
D. L. MITc HELL.
Mar 19 w3wl2
Dept. Sheriff.

Feb 29-d3w

JOSEPH

WOODMAN,

Muster in Chancery.
mn2wjw

Sheriff’s ^ale.

Cleansed and Repaired
WILLJAM BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal

street, is now located at his new store No 64 Federal si, a tew doors below Lime street, will attend
to bis usual business of
Cleansing and Repairing
Clothing of all kinds with his usual promptness.
B^“Secoud-hand Clothing for sale at fair prices.
fan 8—eodtt

18-8._

on

Persons wishing to insure their lives or the lives ot
their friends, in a safe Lite Co., are invited to inquire
into the j-rinciples and working* ol this Company.

Wm. h.

uAUI'2 c.

S

Thursday.

pqrtland&roesterrI

BENJ, F. STEVENS. President.
JOS. M. GlBBENS, Secretary.
This is one of the oldest and most healthful Life
Insurance Companies in our country.
It docs its business in ao economical and honorable manner; such as will bear the light ol inspection:
thus comment lug itself tolhe good judgment aud
meeting with the approval ol honest and intelligent

Frarcis Skiddy, |

....

MASS.

PURELY MUTUAL.

A-P.Pillot.

St John.
Retai ning will

Ticket, at L.we.l Kate.
Via Boston, New York Central, Boflilo ami Detroit.
For lnlormaOan apply at 282 Congress st. Grand
Tiunk Ticket Office.

Dividends Annually in Cash,
tion Plan.

Henry Coit,
Win. C. PickersgUl,
Lewis Curtis,
Chas. H. Russell,
XiOwell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,
Royal Phelps,
oaleb Barstow,

_

Ifi

93,000,000

Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore,

Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in eiib*aey and superior virtue in
regulating ail
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific ant
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing ir
the least Injurious to the health, and
may be takei
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions

TV

ASSETS OVER

during

Ob and

WEEK.

PEH

ery MOJSDaY at 0 o’clock P. M., lor Easiport and

TO ALL PARTS OF THE

New England Mutual

terminated

TRIP

NEW
BRUNSWICK,
TTjjWt Hi Steamer
Capi E. B. Winchester, will leave Bail^vTXir-JiA^r
■JuLSk^^B road
evloot ol Stale

Liberal Terms!

principal towns in Cumberland, York, Saga-

tificates

Machiasport.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
ONE

LMMMRtPThau by any other Route, trom Maine
4*1^—all Poiuts West, via the
GRAND
TRUNK RAILWAY

for th*

urns

Mill bridge, Jon sp >rt and

Desert.

■

com-

dahoc, Kennebec, Lincoln and southern part ot Androscoggin. Apply to
R. S. CURTIS,
General Agent for above Counties, No. 5 Deering
Block, Cong ess Street, Portland.
February 10. eod3m

Assured, and

Cham. Ortrino, master, will leave
Railroad Wharf, loot of States reetevery f*ri*lii) Eveuiug at 10
'o’clock, cjtnmcnciug .he 2 )th, last,
for Rockland, (nstine, Deer Islo, btdgwick, hit.

Davis, Proprietor

every

by any
assureu

Agents

51

Tie*

BALLHOAi>$.

Company,

Local

as

RICHMOND,

Whaif,

on

gjgg

WEEK,

TRUJ^R

SteaSTToiTY OP

Raymond’* Villiage.
Central House. W. H. Smith Proprietor.

the first.

orsons

S3

ONE

Paul, Proprietors.

perfect safety. Dtviadvantage
d nds made and available to the assured yearly from

Also i

A It R AN G JEM UN T.

Returning, will leave Machias].oil every i ucvdaf
.Tforuiug, at 5 o clock.
The “Ciiy of Richmond" connects at Rockland
with Steamer Ka!ahd!n lor Bangor and intermediate
landings on the Penobscot Bay and River.
ROSS & ST (JUDEV ANT. General Agents,
Marl2*dtf
151 Commeiolal Street.

through: tickets

advantages unsurpassed
OFFERS
pany in existence, giving to the
consistent with

BOSTON.

NPJR ING

Walker IIou.*«e, opposite Boston Depot, Adams &

OF NEW YORK.

John D. Jones,

Ecb. 28,

N. J.

00

ASSETS,.$1,600,000!

Sale of House and Lot at Dunston’s t'orner.

.ciiuocusu.

$10,500

Bisk.

JOHN S BICE, President,
SAMUEL E. ELMORE, Secretary.
A. H. TYLER, Agent, 17 Exchange street Portland.
marl6eod5w

especial accommodation.

DR. HUGHES,

reported, awaiting

Wanted

To Mt. Desert and Machias.

International Steamship Go

$778,73196

50 per cent.

particularly

ani.lfiSM&w._No. 14 Preble Street. Portland.

00

2,847 00

insured Dec. 31, 18u7,
$7,K3.550 00
OF* Dividend on policies issued in 1861 and 1865

DK. HUGHES
invites all Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. U
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged for theii

by addressing

14,725

Amount

at the

P. 0. Box 249.
G. E.Bnows, ol Me.

1,850 00
4,80107

of

Liabilities.
Amount of losses
further proof

to

or

140,350 60

Thing.” LIFE INSURANCE COMFY

Economical

BROWN &

230,70153

181,175 00

pledge

Route.

Inland

_

12,000.00
1,123 75
108,625 00
8,10 '< 0
5, 00 00

securities*

loans on personal
stock notes,
all others,
accrued interest,
loans secured by
public stock

Life Insurance

each bottle.
Tt is an indispensable medicine in
who desire to be piovidcd with a sale every lamilv
and reliable
remedy for all tbe above ailments.
Manutactured and -or s* e at wholesale, bv
w

Bing-

Co., Proprietors.

HOME

Biretions for the use ol ibis Valuable Pain Destroyer in all the various diseases, will be found
aro nd

21

93

personal property,

is used both externally and
inlernallv, for all
the purpose* lor wbi< h a I.inimc nt i.
usid, ami
is superior to any preparation that the skid ol man
nas ye* discovered.
As an external remedy it lias never been excelled.
IT WILL CUBE

ness

19,157

49,125 08

polices,

FOR THE RELIEF OF PAIN.

Muscles; Pains and St
Joints; Aturaigia, eotic

00

12i>,00*> 00

loan? and secured by boud and
mortgage,
U. S. a per cent Bon is.
U.
5-20 registered bonds,
C onn. State bonds,
Hartf rd Lily bonus,
Premium notes on existing

Appeaser!

and

$300,000

of

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LAMES.

BY

Square, Eulfr.cb,
Co., Proprietors.

H. 0. BRIGGS,
General Manager
8

Agent.
dly

Jan 17.18C8.

Cumberland House, Marshal Bacon, Proprietor
Danville Junction.
Clarks Dining Hall, t rand drunk
Railway
Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
FOR NEW YORK.
Di afield.
Androscoggin Hou^e. L. 1>. Kidder, Proprietor.
9TONINGTON LlXt KE E9TABLIID
l-evr«Mton.
Lewiston House, Ch pel St., J. B. Hill & Co.
eD.
Proprietors.
Inside Houto.
Naples.
Elm House, Nathan Church &
Son3, Proprietors. I
Cars leave Depot BosKorridgewock.
ton and Providence RailDanforth House, D. Dai.forth. Proprietor.
roadTrlea.'-ant Street, n- ar t e Common, dailv .SunNorway.
days excepted at 5.45 P M, conr.ee* g with the new
Elm House, Main St.
W. VV. Whitaiaish, Proand elegant sea-ghnf Strainer N aR» AUASSLIT,
piictcr.
Capt G. B. ilii l.L, Mondays. We nesoavs und FriPortland.
days, and steamer SiONDvOiOrv, tapt. W. M.
Albion House, 117 Federal
Street, J. G. Perry,
JOhiEs, 'J ue-da>8. Thutsdayb and Saturdays
Proprietor.
Through Ticktts tarnished', and baggjge checked
American House. Ind aSt W. M. Lewis. Pron’r.
through to Philadelphia, lia.timore,WaaLingion and
C _mmer< ial House, Cor. Fore and Cross
the West
Streets,
H. o. Cram,
Proprietor.
TIckcis, Borihsand State Booms secured at ibis
Cumberland House, Green St. J.O. Kidder, Prooffice; also at the Boston and Provi. once Railroad
prietor.
sta ion.
J. W. KI>. HahDSON, Ag. nt,
City H tel, Corner cf Congress and Green
131 Washington stree
street, febH-,m
John P. Davis & Co.
Preble House, Congress St. S. B.
Krogman, Proprietor.
Portland House, 71 Green St. R. Potter. Prop’r.
St Lawrence House, 17 India St. J. lay lor, Proprb tor.
Eastport, Calais St. Joint.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts.

A NIVrAL HTATFMI?NT of tb® condition
A of the « ont'nen al l,ife Insurance Company Of Hartford* Coumeciical, on the 31st
day of December, 1867.

deferred premiums and premiums in the hands of

Solicitors ot

Have (jettkdeace.

young

st. S. Ri~e Proprietor.
H. D. Parker & Co.,

Bethel.
Ch vndler House, F. S. Chandler & Co., Prop’rs.
Chapman House, s. 11. Chapman, Proprietor.

The Greatest Discovery of the
Age,

Public.

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
hat remedies banded out lor general use should have
heir
f
efficacy established by well tested experience ic
the Lauds of a regularly educated plnsician, whost
preparatory studies lit him for all the duties he mus’
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrum?
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by mahrearment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; foi
it is a point generally conceded by the best svphilotrraa hers, that the study and management of these com#
dlaints should engross the whole time of those whe
would be competent and successful in their treat
ment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner. having neither opi>ortunit> nor time to makhimself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

more

&

it,

at the Station of Boston and
Providence Kail-

GKO. SHIVERICH,

ham, Wntl*y &
Tremont House, ireniom St. Brigham, Wrisley

rran

NO. 3 OLD STATE HOUSE,
l

Boston.

a

Amvrtoan

ATWOOD’S

cess.

SEEK

Directory.

Rath
Bath Hotel, Washington St.C. M. Plummer, Propi letor.
Leach’s Hotel, Corner of Front and Vine streets,
J. B Leach, Proprietor.

Amount of Capital Stock,
Paid up,
Asset*.
Amount of cash in hand and in bank,
in bards of agents and in course

through.

Berths and State-Roomssecuied at theolt.inuw’
Uto ot the
Company,

road.

Auburn.
Elm House, Coml. St. W. S. Young, Fioprietor.
Aiiuia*
Augusta House, State St. J. H. Kling, Proprietor*

Exchange Street,

Ageiit,

rain

IR«T.

ui??ff;?er® by *1,is li«a to PHILADELPHIA,
WASHINGTON car. carer I wUh
BALlIMpttE and
L,„
<iw Jersey, Camden an Amboy Railroad. Bi ggage checked

m

Assets

daily(Sumlavsexcepte<1),

BKAYTON,

J• II- KLING, Proprietor.
HTTrana.'ent rates $2.00 to 2.50 per day,according
to rooms.
FKEE Carriage to and from HouseCars and Steamers.
june4dtl

Million of Dollars !

...

CABS

Bangor*
Penobscot Exchange, a. Woodward, Proprietor.

Role Proprietoror the old Portland Lhe
15. codfon

Weir the Preble Heiee

see m\

FURNITURE

Cor. of Congre

AUGUSTA, ME.
1‘lw'S
1-"Kit.OPENED JURE 1,

PORTIiAND.

Jan 15-dtl

January

No. 14 Preble Street,

Falmouth,

oct 22-d&wtl

No.

Office

ihr-m in «iie nest manner, at short
nome, and at
prices d lying competition
As J h *ve ha l more
than twenty-five year*- exf.erience in the theiru
business. 1 tiat'er myself bat I am
thoroughly acquainted with ilie business. P ease call at either
office and
examine my li t ol
prices, and take mv ca- d.

Price of large size bottles 25 cents.

Iionusra,

&

Accumulated

3*3 (OMtliFSS STRK1ST.
and hare opened an office at Si. 25 Free
Street,
where I am pit-pared to receive orders and execute

•Dye Stuff.

fmmi iop bu:e.
A PART ofttae late Mary S. Lunt’s Estate, near
Portland, via Tukey’s Bridge; in panels to
suit Purchasers. Enquire in person or by letter ol
JAMES JOHNSON,

AT THE

THE—

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

T WOULD inform the citizens r.f Portland nnd viI hate removed the old Portland
17 clnliJ'.'hat
Dye
1
House
Offl/e from No 321 to

latest improvement in Family Dyes, aro now
being introduced throughout the country.
These colors are ail prepared in Liquid form with
very simp’e directions lor use, and are made trom
the same maloiial used by dying new silk and

_

TIBBETTS

OF

British Provinces,

Conn. Mutual Life Ins. Company,

DYERS’ NOTICE.

The

and have several on
301 Congre-s Street.
War,-' juat added.

annexed._

a

l WOJniLV.

HOUSEKEEPERS.

**»"*•> .Aacres; goal buildings.
Plenty ot
wood and water. For further
particulars enquire ot
the subscriber on the preml-es.
ISA \C H \WKES,
_r
^1.
West
Me.

WoW,#.3_

For Maine and the

s'hirty Minutes

leave Boston mid Providence Railroad •Umion
at ft.3#
P. M., connecting wiih the New ami Elegant
Steamers Providence,OAPT.SIMJIO.\S,on Mon<*»</ FridaV<.
Bristol, e APT.
on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Satur-

STATE STREET.

Bridgtou Center,

LOWELL

small Farm for sale, situated on
lino between Westbrook anil
Falmouth on th road from Sacnroppa to Cumberland, containing 30

Half

Exeliang-e Street,

Sale.

A
the

_Mar

gjtx|

General Affents

R. I.

BY BAIL FB01I BOSTON TO BRISTOL.

HOUSE,-

AUGUSTA

B. PLUMMER & SONS,

Yorlc,

IMPORTANT

tr< m

well watered, aho two
.mug weds. A good barn 40x45. Cut last
25 tons of Lav. Will be so d cneap, on easy
terms, inquire of
ALLEN PRIDE,
near the premises, or

never
season

—

.JOHNSON’S

Dentifrice

meetings,

Farm for Sale.
Farm known as the Paul Piincfirm, situa e l near t umoerland
Centre; ten mi'es from
Portland ai d one and one half trom the P & K. Depot. said (arm. contains 100 acres of exc ll^ut land,
well divided between tillage, p sturage and woodland.
The wood lot is one oft' c best in town, and lor excellence of soil and ease ot cultivation the tillage
land is unsurpassed. It is situated iu a
good ncigliborh od, wi.hin easy distan e ot Churches and
Schools. For turther particulars inquire of
ISAAC O i EARSON,
March 24, 1868. wtfll
Near the pieinhos.

will

,,au'1

Foam

1-2 mile from

mills, store and school,heavily wooded, well watered,we 11 divided, pleasJS-antly situated Buildings a one story
house, wood house and barn that cost $1200 in ’57. A
tine dairy farm, and will be sold at a
bargain, together with a wood lot and
pasture adjoining and thirty
acres of good intervale a mile
nwrav, if desired. Inquire of H. A. ALLFN, near the premises, or of tbe
subscriber in Portland, Exchange st., coiner of Fede'
BENJ. ADAMS.
.i
....
Ang
16,1867.
Ttt

Strouiwater, Westbrook Adrn’r of said Estate with

p,,b ic generally that he ha-* leased the new
on
iMum Nireel tor a term of years,

Waite*111 keep afirfcit"c,a*B

Farm for Sale.
In, Gray of 100 acres, 16 miles from

I

BETTER PROOF OF THE SUPERIORITY
of my Super Pliosplia'e over all others is
needed than to know ihat the demaud is
beyonit
pre< edent.
Alter six years of practical experience in the
manufacture of Super-Phosphate of Lime, I feel
warranted in saving to the farmers .hat 1 know how
to manufacture it; and to all who have msed
my
Phosphate in past years, I luve only 10 say, ihat
herea.ter every ton of Phosphate which 1 send to
market will be ftol.y up to (he staudard ol any previous year’s production. No Phosphate manufactured by me is sen! to maritet until anal} zed and
known to be up to the standard required.
It is often remarked—“I would purchase Bradlev’s Phosphate if 1 knew it was as good as it was

Over

n acre

NOTICE.

&c.

SEE.

Mar lG-eo'13w

The subscriber has near’y completed a
large and thoroughly appointed Hotel iu

CITY OF PORTLAND,
The building is situated in a
and commanding position on the
4 oriicr of Middle and Union
St«,,
two principal thorough tares; it is live 6 lories high,
has a free f-ton front, contains a’ out 220 rooms, and
is to be provided witii all modern conveniences and
improvements. It is pronounced the finest building
•or Hotel purposes in New England.
Tbe Hotel
can be ready tor
occupancy by the middle ot June.
A- p icaruns may be addressed to the subscribers
at Portland,
J. B. BROWN, or
J. B. BROWN & SONS.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

is

G.

on

MAINE.

Sea

E.

Sale l

for

Proprietor,

the

DB.

sa e

cityl

eodtf

March 5,1868. dim

*

m»i21dtf_J.

LimiP"OL
tut-i tot

7 1-2 miles from the

JOHN HUTCHINSON,
17 Atlantic St.

First Class Hotel

AJO>

ge, ^£i

HAND

uso;

NEW

on

ON

family

Hiram Bridge for sale, at one of the greatest bargains in the State.
The house is in thorough repair, and is second to
no house iu t ie country.
Furniture and fixtures in
tiri-t rate order.
Said h vse is located on the main route from Portland to North Conway nd White Mountains.
It not s< Jd will be to let May 1st, 1868.
For further particulars enquire of J. W. Mansfield, No. 174
Middle Street, Portland, or ot
WILLIAM G. SPRING,

Blanks,

ing

AND CADIZ FALT
la any quantity, by

eight

ac

Catalogues,

c.

*oi sale by

and

The sub~criber, contemplating leaving
the State this spring, n<>w oilers the

undersigned, formerly Superintendent of tho
THK
Borse Railroad, respectfully inform* liis friends

Step-

30

IHT. CUTLER HOUSE,

Hard and Wliitc Pine Timber
On band, and sawed to dimensions.

House I.ots.
Congress near State street,

Hotel

Southern Yellow Corn

Particular Notice!

oil
on

Portland, Merch 5.

Supei'-PlioKpliato

March 28. dlw

Farm tor Sale.
Sperwirk meeting bouse in Cape Elizabeth
Containing 15 acres of improved land. Young
orchard Strawberry bed. A good one story home
and barn, sheds, &c.
Together w itb 30 acres of Wood tard For particulars inquire oi
JOHN C. PROCIEK,
Mar 17-d3w
1*3 Exchange St.

Bill-Heads,

Bradley’s

Xo. 120 Commercial St., Portland.

Real Estate Agent. Portland,
Or J. E Smith, Biddeford.

Mar 17-2w#

and wood for
Enquire ot

109

& Go.,

JERRIS,

HAND-BILLS, OR

10,000 Busliel§

Burgin

W. H.

exchange for a house in the city, a farm ot 26
acres, iu West Fajhnouth, on the old Grav road;
has a good 1 1-2 story house, and wood-house and
bam, nearly new; a good rehardof Grafted fruit,

P£i«UHAKDIbE

Edw, H,

to

FOR

Town

L. S.

Emery, Lewis and Thomas streets, lor
W. H. STEPHENSON,
by
Feb 10,18G8.-tf
At 2d National Bank.

CIRCULARS,

Mrs. Lnna Jones, ol Turner, 79 years old,
season, spun over two hundred
skeins of woollen yarn; has doubled and
twisted one hundred and ten skeins, and knit
fifty pairs of stockings, wniob she sold for 50
cents a pair; and she has done a large amount
Of knitting tor the family, b sides various woik
about the bouse. She has lived with her present husband sixty-four years, and all but two
of these on the farm where they now reside.

landing and lor sale by

Apply

trees.

TWO
lots
sale

has,the past

now

Exchange.

NEAR

which floated over his shoulder seemed warmthan the season would warrant, and turnto his great alarm and
Consternation that bis bundle was in flames.
Some joker bad slylv touched a lighted match
to the shavings, aud, ere he was aware of it
nad fled. The old gent was not seriously damaged,and dropping his load, with many maledictions in the vernacular, he started far more.

Cargo of Schooner Gentile,
Cargo of Scbr. Julia £. Gamage,

or

in Bindelord. AllStorv House, containing 7 rooms. Good cellar, Stable. Woodhouse and good water. Large garden with

MHou-c

er

wives this

good 1$ story house, cmtning seven rooms,
|i''* gornl ce lar,< intern, &c., The liouse lias been
JiiieilLthoroughly repaired, painted and papcrcl
This
throughout and wil' be sold at a bargain.
ty is l< rated in a good cighborhood.and withpropei
in a tew iuinut.8 wa:k ot the Preble House.
GEO. R DAVIS & CO.,
Dealers in Real Estate, No. 1 .v. orton Block.
mar24dlw
Argus copy.

For Sale

ing his head he found

Brigham SToung has lost five
by pneumonia.

one-tbirn of an acre of land. The house cont iins 10 flni-heii rooms.
A fine garden with
appie and p urn tre s, giapes, omrams, gooseberrvs,
&c. The store is the best stand for trade in the vicinity of of Portland.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO
Applv to
Dea’ers in Real Estate, No. 1 Morion Block.
Mar21-dlw
Argus copy.

.Surplus

Only One Hour

_marl8ulm

Revere

A

On the Most Reasonable Terms.

The Journal says as an aged Hibernian was
walking up street, in Erwiston, Wednesday,
Witb a huge bundle ot shavings cosily tucked
under his arm, congratulating
himself, no
doubt, on the facility with which he could light
1118 fire on the
morrow, the gentle biveze

winter

Sale at Morrill’s <oiner.
new 2J story house and store, together with

and

BRISTOL,

nil

Chowders, Ac.
BEST BEEF STEAK IN
TO?^N,
^-AU Bread and Paltry made at the Estibliah-

Ancl Other First-Class Co.’s that are in the
National Board.
Policies Issued and Losses Paid at this Office.

actes

description executed in

ed,

in the
it with

cent

For

MA

small piece

a

depression
your finger,fill
a

Capital

at

YORK
VIA

Has

Hours.
B«a.t Menu every
day,w|tll „ollp,j0y„er.

Exchange Insurance Co.,
Of New

House and ell, painted ami bl ndcd. B ern and outt*ui dings all in good repair. The above is a very desirable property and will be sold at a ba« gain. IuG. M. RANDALL,
qu reoi
mar 25-dlm
Od the premises.

among women!" The rose itself is a remarkable work of art. It consists of one central
flower, among whose petals the Pope, at every
benediction he pronounces upon it, inserts a
few particles of amber and musk' About it
is a cluster of buds upon a thorny stem, all
in pure gold, chiseled with exquisite work-

manship. The presentation was most impressive, including, beside the mass and the church
formulas pertaining to the occasion, an address from the Pope, delivered by a legate.

65

CONTA'NING

—FOB—

The Pope has this year presented the“golden rose" to the Queen of Spain. Every year
his Holiness consecrates one of these coveted
presents, but not always does he find a crownd
head worthy of receiving it. But the
Queen’s offer to support his temporal soveeiguty has warmed the heart of the Holy
Father toward her; and so this woman, whose
had government and whose private immoralities cause her to be hissed in the streets
of her own capital, receives this gift as a tribute to the “high virtues by which she shines

fob

Corn

laud, we’l divided with
go d be aring Orchard, Apples, Pears, Cherries,
Grafts, Goosberrie-* &c., &c. A good t*ostory

offered to clean

“You see the malignity of these Christians.
A man cannot enjoy five paras, but his neighbor must come and deprive him ot his bread."
His opinion was not modified when the day
after the fir6t man returned and proposed not
only to clean the jars lor nothing, but to give
five paras into the bargain. The other made
a higher bid, and
evenlually one of them got
the job by paying twenty paras a jir. At
length the Nazir discovered that instead of
being actuated by hostile leelings, desire of
gain was their out.v motive, as they extracted
the molasses from the porous jars, aud distilled arraki (whiskey) from it. Being thus undeceived, be lifte i up bis bauds aud exclaimed, “Wallbi shat tieeu” (My God, they are

Cube

Type,

Meals

Orer 9IN,000,000.00.

steal Estate lor Sale.

L
trojeoed, aud greatly improved.

j
larged,

ALSO AGENT FOR THE

subscriber offers fi r sale two new houses,
built i" the most sulstuutial manner and in
modern style. These houses are near 1 he corner of
Congress and North s'reels, two sorbs high, with
seventeen rooms in each, good cellars, and an unlading sunp y of hard and soft water. They are in a
desirable location an t will rent leadily at* large perTerms liberal.
centage.
Enquire of Messrs. !
HEaRN & CO, Cornel of Congress and North sis.
GEORGE HEARN.
Portland, March 25, 1863.-d tf

NEW

completely repaired an I every
room*Va9beenThe
D.nin/KoSm
been en-

—

mai2Cdlw

LINE

European Finn,
117 Federal Street.

Discount made from the Portland Tariff rates on all kinds of
property.

CO.,

bri stol

On the

the Board of Un-

confined by

HOUSE

JJINIXG BOOMS!

A Liberal

to

G. R. BA VIS &

now

AND

derwriters.

Farm tor Sale at Gorham Villagre.

them; finally it teiug agreed that he was to receive five paras a jar for so doing. Some time
after another Greek appeared and offered to do
them for nothing.
‘Now,” said the Nazir,

of cotton

Iam not

THE

mixed up Slightly.

center with
as much

CALL

in the
part of the city; containing eight
rooms.
Gas and water throughout. House
rents tor $300. per year. Good eighborhood. Title
perlect. Cash payment require 1, small.
Property in all pans of the city and couuty for

PliO PHII'- TO It.

Miscellany.

factory, and

to-

For $2,500!!
Three story house in a brick Idock

Argus copy.

manager of the

rooms

fcTjCAVMIMl*.

AND

Equitable States,
First-Class Companies!

In
13

ALBIO\

At

western

So dash along in thy wild career,
Wi h thy stormy wind’s uproarious sweepl
Bu' with bud, and blossom, and bird so near
The sunshine ol summer my heart shall keep,
O. A. S. B.

or

TT
WM. H. J LRRIS.

_Real Estate Agent.

d3w*

gether w ith a large 1-t of land, situate ! on the
north-west corner of Brown and Cumberland
Price low. Terms easv. Inquire of
March 28. d3w
J jHN C. PROCTER.

trace

HOT1U.

OUT OF THE RING.
IMJRAJfCEr INSURANCE,

on
thr

A pplv to
Much 28.

Job

INSURANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

House and Store for Sa'e.

I

They say thy winds are bitter anil chill,
Where the desolate branch is waiting bare,—
That thy snows are heaping the silent rill,
Or cleaving the alcely midnight air!
It may
The

CARD;

BOOK,

fi

$lear,
among!
Bo

only hear
the robin’* sougl
The hoisting of buds, and

They call

REAL ESTATE.

__

■

TTRNKB ft CO.; Sale Proprietors*
120 Tr«v05t St,, Bostojt, Maj»s,
Cate hex $1.2 taw fiaa

